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CHAPTER 1 

rlITRODlJC'IION 

1.1 Short historical ~eview of investigations o£ oxygen transpo~t by 

blood 

Starting in the past century, the mechanism of oxygen transport by 

the blood has ~eceived wide attantion of scientists in several fields, 

e.g. physiology, biochemistry, physical chemistry, mathematics,and in 

tha past 15 yea~s also in engineering. 

Paul Bert (1833-1886) was the first to show that physiological effects 

of gases depend on their partial preSSures, and he published an oxygen 

dissociation curve of hemoglobin as early as 1872. ~~fner ~n 1694 reported 

a value of 1.34 cc 02 (STPD) as the oxygen binding capacity of one gram of 

hemoglobin, Rnowledge concerning the reaetion rates of association and 

dissociation reactions of hemoglobin with oxygen is important for the 

understanding of O~ygen exchange in lungs and tissues. Hartridge and 

Roughton (1923) were the first to investigate tllis mattH dnd report;ed 

reaction times in the orde~ of milliseconds. 

At Cambridge theoretical studies were per£ormed by Roughton (1932,1952) 

and Nicholson and Roughton (1951) on the rat~ of free penetratio~ of oxyge~ 

and carbon mOnoxide into th~n ~aye~s o~ hemoglobin solution with or 

without bounding membranes. At Fribours (Muller 1945, Laszt 1945, Kreuzer 

1950, Pitcher 1951) experiments were performed to investigate the tate of 

penetration of oxygen into layers (50 to 1000 ~m thick) of hemoglobin 

sol~tions and red blood cell suspensions, using a photometric technique. 

l'he worl<. ot Perut;;; (1969) has been of great importance concerning the 

knowledge of the stereoche~ical $tructure Of the hemoglobin molecule and 

it, changes after reaction with ligands. Many other scientists have made 

significant contributions to our present knowledse of oxygen transfer by 

hemoglobin in blood. A complete survey, however! would go far beyond the 

scope of the present thesis. 

Engineers became interested in oxygen transport by blood since they 

were involved in the deve~oprnent of artificial oxygenators, after this 

technique had been shown to be successful in open heart surgery. Gibbon 

(1959) was the first to apply such a devi~e ~lini~ally. The physiologists 

~ere primariJy intere$ted in the gas ex~hdnge of a single ·red blood cell; 

the engineers, however, considered the oxygen upt~ke by whole blood, 

being a flowing suspension of red cells. Buckles (1966) was one of the 

fi~$t to study th~6 top~c sy6tematically. 
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In o~d~r to underetand the influence of the heterogeneous character 

of the blood on the diffusion process, the situation of stationary mass 

transfer through non-moving layers of blood has received much attention 

in the literatur~. The most ~omplete study was published by Stroeve (1973) 

who ~onsidered both reaction velocity and facilitation of diffusion by 

hemoglobin within the red .:e11. 

Almest all theoretical models applied to oxygen transfer in flowing 

blood,a85um~ a homogeneou5 character of the blood with respect to the 

diffu~ion of oxygen and the distribut~on of hemoglobin. They also neglect 

the fa~ilitation of oxygen transfer by hemoglobin diffusion. An exception 

is the microscopic-macroscopic model developed by Garred (1975). If a 

"homogeneous" rnod~l is used to describe O){ygen transfer in blood an 

effective diffusion coefficient (Deff ) is used as an overall quantity to 

describ" the oxygenation process. It a160 accounts for the deviation 

between results of diffe.ent model calculations. Keller (1971) showed 

Deff to be depend~nt on shearing in Couette flow. This dependen~e of 

D
ef

£ on ~hea.ing has been confirmed by several investigations, although 

large differences exist between the results of several author$. Por 

example it has b~en $hOwll by Oomens et a1. (1970 that Deff in:~eases 

fivefold when increasing the shea~ ~ate from zero to 15000 sec 

whereas Overcash (1972) reported a similar inc.ease at a shear rate of 

ouly 100 Bec- I 

It is obvious that a correct d~scription of the oxygen transfer 

~rocess in a single red cell as well as in flowing blood is related to 

the vaLue~ of the physi~al quantities involved. With regard to the 

diffusion coefficient of oxygen in plasma and in the red cell. inte.rior tl1el 

~Xi5tS $u£fi~ient agreeme.nt in the. Literature, This agreement, howeve.r, 

is far from satisfactory regarding data of reaction kinetics and the 

diffusion coefficient of he.moglobin • These topics will be cons~dered 

more closely in the present thesis. 

1.2 Purpose and ~~ore of the pre~ent inve~t~gation 

The preeent st~dy deals with the nonsteady-state uptake of oxygen by 

completely deoxygenated layers of hemoglobin solution spread on a gLass 

plate. At its free boundary the layer of he~oslobin solution is exposed 

to a gas atmosphere which in~tially doee not contain any oxygen. Then 

a sudden change in oxygen partial pressure from zero to a certain value 

PI at the fre~ boundary of the taye, is indu~ed, The coU,ee of the 

16 



subsequent oxygenation (determined cOlorimetricallY) te compared to 

predictions from the diffusion-reaction equation based on Fick's law 

for the diffusion of both oxygen and he~globin ~nd on the assumption 

of chemical equilibrium between oxygen and hemoglobin. This comparison 

is performed over a wide range of hemoglobin concentrations and P
1 

value~, 

The transfer equations as such are classical and may be found in 

several publications. up to now, however, no serious parameter analysis 

has been presented as needed for the interpretation of the exper~ment5 

~entioned above (see chapter 3). 

The basic ~dea, 1n performing the present e~periments are the same 

as those developed by the fribourg group in the iift~es. The reaSonS for 

carrying out new experiments were thought to be: 

I) the fribourg experi~nt~ were perfo~d at only two values of P
1 

(700 mm Hg and 140 rum Hg): 

2) the experimental results show too much scattering (approximately 307,) 

to ,erve as a basis for a sophisticated pa~ameter ana~lsis ac~ording 

to th~ theoretical model presented in this thesis; 

3) the evaluation of experi~ents at high hemoglobin concentrations needs 

certain corrections as will be explained below. 

Ihe experimental principle, Qe5~gned by the Fribourg group, however, 

proved to be very valuable. It permits to observe the penetration oe 

oxygcn into a hemoglobip- oolutiol1 continuously without any disturbance 

of the diffu$ion process. In p~inciple the method is subject to s~all 

experimental e~~or$ as ~o~pared with othe~ diffusion experimep-~~. This 

stetement will be discU6~ed in mor.;, detail in chapter 6. 

Our investigatloP-5 result in quantitative ~nformation which is 

important fot the understanding of the oxygen uptake snd release by the 

red cell in the context outlined in section 1. I. However, the value of 

the results obtained reaches further than m~rely to the beha~ior of the 

red tell. At very low concentrations hemoglobin may be used as an 

indicator for tha study of the penetretion of °2, CO end NO into different 

liquids (e.g. Kreuz~r 1950, Pircher 1951, and section 3.4). Moreover, 

the resvlts of the present study may be of pre~tical inte,e5t since 

hemoglobin solutions are being used as a transfusion fluid or as a 

perfusate for isolated organs. F~om comparacive oxygen transfer 

~tudies using blood or ~ hemoglobin solution re~pectively, information 

may be obtained ¢on~~rning the influence of the heterogeneous character 

17 



of the blood on the oxygen e~change in o.gan$ and in areLficial 

o;cygenato rs . 
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CEAPTER 2 

FUNDAMENTALS OF OXYGEN TR,ANSFER IN HEMOGLOBIN SOLUTT.OI:lS AND BLOOD 

2.1 Physiolo~al importance of hemoglobin 

the macromolecul., hemoglobin (MW~64, 500) is pres.,nt in the red ceUs 

at a high concentration (appro~.35 g%),whereas the red cells occuPy 45% of 

the total blood volume. Hemoglobin plaY$ ? key role in the gas transpo~t 

a~d buffe~ing system of manm~lians a$ it rever$ibly reacts ~ith 02' CO
2

, 

H , and 2,3-DPG. The respective equilibrium relationships are interdep.,ndent 

such that optimal levels of P02 , PCOZ and pH in the blood ?~e maintained. 

The Oxygen binding capacity h (mol/I) of blood or hemoglobin solution~ 

i$ defined as the maximal amount of o~gen bound by h.,moglobin. 

The oxygen 5?curation 5 is defined ?6 the ratio of the concentration 

of bound oxygen and the oxygen binding capacity. The concentration of 

f.ree oxygen in blood o~ hemoglobin solution is determined by the oxygen 

partial pressure P02 . Th~ con¢entration of a dissolved gas X and its 

partial pr~:;$UI;-e .elated by Henry's law 

[xl = (2.1 ) 

solubility coefficient in mol/l/mm Hg. 

At equilibrium there is a certain relationship between saturation and 

POz known as the "oxygen saturation curve" or "o"ygen dissociation curve". 

This curve is sigmoid and its position is affected mainly by temperature, 

pH, pe02 and 2,3-DPG concentration. Saturation curves in 5eve~al conditions 

are shown in fig.2.1. The eurve at T .. 370 C and I'll .. 7.4 is known as the 

standard human whole blood oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve ("SUe"). 

At an arterial fO Z of 100 mrn Hg the fractional saturation is close ~o one. 

A'fterial blood with a hemoglobin eon~el\tration of 16gZ contains appro". 

10 ~o1 °2/1 but only 0.15 romol/l is physically dissolved. In .eating 

normal man the venous saturation is about 0.7. The P02 difference is the 

driving fo.ce in the e~chanse of oxygen between alveolar air and blood 

as well as between blood and tissues. Therefore shape and position of 

the curve a~e impo.tant fa~tor~ in the 02 5upply of th~ body (see e.g. 

Tu.ek et a1. 1973). 

The total CO 2 concentration lon venous blood is 25 =111, 86% of 

which is ptesent ?$ bi¢arbonate (RCO;" Bi~arbonate ~oncentration, pH 

and [coil are related by the equilibrium equation (Henderson-Hasselbal~h 

equation) belonging to the follo~ing reactions: 
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Fig. 2.1. Satu1'ation curves (fraationat o~ygen satu!:'ation S Q8 a 

function of oxygel1 pa1't-iaZ pr,.,$$U1'e P02 ) of I1m"mat human whol(! blood 

([OC0
2 

:: 40 mm HgJ at $eve1'a.t VaZuee of pH and templilY'Q'Cl.l.1'e. Curw J 

is krlown as tht;J S·tl1ndl1rd u·i.s$oaiation Curve of tJhoLe blood (SDe J. 

Both de,"1'easing tempe1'atl<l""e and increaeil1g pH shift the standard 

eurlJe to the 7·"ft. 
(2.2) 

These reactions occur predominantly within the red cells where they a~e 

greatly accelerat~d (factor 500) by th~ enzyme carhonic anhydrase 

(Roughton 1964). Reaction 2.2 is shifted to the right when CO 2 is 

transferred from the ti5~U~~ to th~ blo~d, and to the left in the lungs. 

1"he venouS PCOZ equals approx. 46 mm Hg and the arterial PCOZ is 40 IIml 

Hg. 

The affinity of hemoglobin for CO 2 depends on th~ o~yg~n saturation 

and the pH. The role of carbamat~ formation in CO
2 

transporc of re~ting 

man in terms of the difference in total CO
2 

content b~tween arterial 

and v~nous blood (Haldane ef.fectl amounts to 337.. 

Hemoglohin behaves as a weak acid, but deoxyhemoglobin is a still 

waak~r acid and th~refo~~ a b~tt~r buff~r than oxyhemoglobin. Thus 
+ 

th~ H produc~d ~n the blood when CO 2 is exchanged in the tissues ~s 

largely buffered by hemoglobin. Because of this mechanism the pH between 

arterial and venous hlood does not differ by more than 0.05 pH units in 

normal situation. 

Th~ total 2,3-DPG concentration in the red cell does not change 

during th~ (cspiratory cycle, but it may change under abnormal 

physiological circumstance., e.g. low hemato~rit, high altitude, o~ 

altered pH. Sometimes 2,3-DPG concentration may change within a fe~ 
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hours (d~ L~~~w 1971). A£ter a few days of storage no more 2,J-DPG is 

present in the blood. 

2.2 SCr~cture and stability of h~IDOglobin 

In th~ red cell and in ~onc~ntrated hemoglobin sol~tions the 

hemoglobin molecule is a tetramer consisting of four tetrahedrallY 

arranged subunits which are identical ~n pairs and are referred to as ~ 

and B chains. The tetramer of hemoglobin (Hb
4

) approaches a spheroid 

with dimensions of 76 R, 55 i and 50 ~. Each subunit (Bb) is a combination 

of a prot~in chain named globin and the pigm~nt heme. a flat IDol~cule 

with a Fe
2

+ ion in its center. Each protein is folded in such a way that 

a kind of basket is formed around the h~m~ (heme pocket). The iron is 

linked to four nitrogen atoms of the heme and with one n~trogen atom of 

a histidine in the globin chain. Within the pocket there remains an 

empty space for oxygen to be attached to the iron. Originally it was 

a55umed that on binding with oxygen th~ iron ~ernained ferrous and 

therefore the 02-binding pro~e55 is called oxygenation rather than 

oxidation. More recently, however, it has been suggested that at 

"oxygenation" of a h~me the iron ion changes to the ferric state (e.g. 

Koster 1975). Linkage of the 02 to the ~ron causes changes in the 

o,bit~ls of two'of its valency electrons which results in a shrinkage 

of 137. of the iron radius end as ~ Consequence in a changed position of the 

iron ,~la"ive to the heme and the globin (Perutz 1971). This displacemect 

of the iron induces alterations '0 the structure of the respective globin 

as wel1 as ~n one or more othe, subunits, These interactions between 

subunits accompacying oxygenation of hemes may enhance the oxygenation of 

other hemes. Reactions of hemoglobin with CO
2

, H+ and 2,3-DPG also elicit 

alteration~ in chemi~el bonds and int~ra~tion$ between suhunits and are in 

t\.lrn infl\.lenced by the degree of oxygenation. Therefore these reactions 

influence the equilibriUm between hemoglobin and oxygen and consequently 

the position and shape of the oxygen saturation ~urve. 

Besides the reaction of the heme with oxygen the heme is also able to 

combine with CO and NO. The affinity of the heme for CO is many times 

high~t than that ~or 02' Therefora eVen e low percentage of co in 

the air ~ke~ Che h~moglobin \.lseless as an oxygen carrier. 

The iron within the heme can be oxidi~ed to the fetti~ state. In thi~ 

condition the heme is no longer capable of reacting with oxygen. Oxidi~ed 
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hemoglobin is known as hemiglobin or methemoglobin and can react with 

some ions, e.g. P-, NO;, N; and CN-. ,n normal blood only a sma~l 

p~rcentage of heme exists in a form different from Hb or Hb02 but in 

hemoglobin solutions, depending on their age and way of storing, a 

relatively high amount of hemiglobin may be present. 

Hemoglobin does not always appear in tetrameric form. In solutions 

of human hemoglobin tha tetrameric form is stabLe ,.-han [Hb] exceeds O. 2S 

mmol (heme)/l (in the rad cell : 21 rnmo1/1 Hb ). At lower Hb concentrati.ons 

dimers (Hb
2

) as well as monomers are preeent (Schachman 1966, Barnikol 

1969). oxyhemoglobin is less 5tab~e in terms of tename-ric configur'ation 

than deoxyhemoglobin. The stability is pH dependent and an optimum is 

found at a pH of 9 for oxyhemoglobin and at a pH of 7.4 for deoxyhemoglobin 

(Briehl 1965, 1970). Tha ionic strength of the ~olution is also important, 

high values favo~ing dissociation of the tertramer (Kellett 1971). 

2.J Models of the he~oglobin~oxygenreaction 

Experimental and theoretical evidence on the detailed structure, 

stability and reaction mechanisms of hemog~obin is of recent date 

although the oxygen saturatiDn curve was discovered already a century 

"Bo (Bert 1872). Subsequently many workers have tried to describe this 

curve mathematically and by means of ~odels to elucidate the physico

chemical character of the reaction of hemoglobin with oxygen. None of 

these models appea~ed to be coompletely satisfactory although most of 

tham are based on some hypothesis to be partly confirmed later to hold 

in a special caSE>. Some equations are stDt being used in describing the 

saturation curve. 

The first modEll suggested was that of Huiner (1890). He did not 

assume any interaction b~tw~en h~~es, so 

(2.3) 

This re~ultB in the following relationship between Sand [o21according 

to the law of mass action 

s (2.4) 
1 .. i[oZ] 

with K
e

= equilibrium constant. This equation 2.4 represents a hyperbolic 

$atu~ation curve. It holds for myoglobin, a related mole~ule with only 

one heme, which is found in muscular tissue. 
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From the reaction $ch~m~ given by eq. 2.5 and the ~~lated equilibrium 

eqs. 2.G.a and 2.6.b Hill (1910) tried to deduc~ the number of subunits 

aggregat~d in the hemoglobin molecule 

Hb + n O
2 n Hb n(02)n (2.5) 

:c-esulting in 

S 
{pn 

I+{pn 
(2.6.a) 

and 

n 
log s T=S m log F - log PSO (2.6.b) 

where K' = 1 /P~O ' 

PSO = P02 where 5 = 0.5 , and 

n a whole number. 

Hill's model appeared to be incorrect because the saturation curve 

could not be described by one COnstant value of n. However, eq. 2.6 

holds fairly well in the middle range of the Batu:c-stion curve 

(0.3 < S < 0.9) where n is con~tant and has a value between 2.5 and 3. 

2ecause of its simplicity the Hill equation is still used in describing 

individual satu:c-ation curves in the range of physiological importance. 

The Hill equation is also u$ed to determine the P 50 of the saturation 

curve, a value commonly used in physiology to indicate the position of 

the saturstion curve. 

Haldane suggested in 1912 that, in certain cases, deoxygenated 

hemoglobin has a greate~ tendency to aggregate into polymers than has 

oxygenated hemoglobin and that its reaetion with oxygen only occurs when 

the protein is in the monome:c-ic form. The sigmoid curve waS explained by 

the differing equi1ib(ia of hemog~obin and oxyhemog~obi~ with their 

respective polymers. Although for human hemoglobin in the red cell 

Haldane's model cannot be correct, it holds in the case of lamprey 

hemoglobin (Briehl 1964) 

hemoglobin. 

and more o~ less in dilute solut~ons of human 



In 1925 Ada~t established tha. the mamrnal~an hemoglobin molec~le is 

tetrameric containing four iron atoms whi~h led him to propose his well 

known intermediate compound hypothesis, according to wh~ch oxygen or 

other ligands reaet in four Succeqsive steps: 

Hb
4 

+ °2 Hb402 
~ 

KI 

Hb402 + °2~ Hb 404 
K

e 
Z 

Hb404 + °2 --:-'" Hb406 
K" 

3 
(2.7) 

Hb 406 + °2 ~ Hb40S K~ 

whence 

4 
poi 1/4 L i l". 

i=l l. 2 
S Q 

4 
I .;. 1: A~ poi 

i=1 2 

(2,8) 

",here A'l ~ K~ 1 l; ~ 11"1 K;; A; = A;K;; A: F A3K~. 
If the hemes were e~uivalent and independent, th~ ratios of Kj:K;:K;:K: 
should be 1:3/8:1/6: 1116 according to purely statistical behavior. A 

hyperbola would result as was the case with aqo, 2.4 and 2.5 if 

n=l. The sigmoid shape is explained by interaction of the hemes, 

Appl.ication of the Hill eq~ation to very predse data of Roughton (1972) 

for 8 < 0,02 shows nwl,and hence 1n this range Hb
4 

react$ with only one 

02 molecule at a time, Fitting of the SDC to the Adair scheme (see 

below) leads to the supposicion that Hb 4 (OZ)3 is pTe sent only in very 

small amount. Values for K~. K~. K~, K4 giving a good ~it to the 

expe~imenca~ ~~rva of the SDC from Roughton (lg72) are: 

vallles of K" K~/K~ values of A
e 

Ke = 2,18 10-2 Ae - 2.18 10-2 -[ 
1 I - 1Il!ll Hg 

Ke 
= 4.20 10-2 1.9 A" c 9.12 10-4 -2 

2 2 
mm Hg 

Ke 
c 4.10 10-3 

0,19 Ae 3.75 10-6 -3 
3 3 

1llIll Hg 

Ke = 6.60 -I 30 A~ w 2.47 10-6 -4 
4 10 mm HS 

rhe Adair model and Haldane's suggestion fo~ed the basis for ather 

models trying to arrive at equations describing the ~aturation curve 
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u~£Pg le~~ than four constants. Pauli~g (1935) and Thompso~ (1968) 

assumed a certai~ interaction between hemes. Monad et al. (1965) assumed 

that Hb 4 a$ a whoLe eKists in two differe~t conformations with 

distinsuishable affinitiee for oxygen but no interaction between hemee. 

Koshland et al. (1966) assumed that avary heme changes its conformation 

before it is abla tD bind oxygen and tried several pO$s~bilities of hema

heme interaction. Forbes and Roughton (1931) and later Margaria (1963) 

co~cluded that the first 3 ~eactions in tha Adal):" s<;h",me are independe~t, 

and only in the last stage the rea<;tion is enhanced by a factor of 125. 

Although these conclusions are not i~ a8re~rnent with the present accepted 

values of K; ~ K~, the re5ul~ing eq~ation is often used i~ the litera~ure 

for its simplicity. 

The models of the authors cited and of some others show fair 

agreeme~t with saturation curves meae~red in hemoglobin 601utio~s from 

different ~ls; however, a good fit does ~ot ~ecessacily confirm an 

individual model. Koshland et al. (1966) conCluded already Chat ~f ~ever61 

models are describing the eaturat~on c~.ve, further information will be 

n~~essary to obtain a unique mechanism. Roughto~ (1972) co~cluded from his 

comparative calculations that tha mQdel~ of Fa~l~ng, Monod and Koshland 

are not applicable to the data of human whole blood and that the Adair 

equatio~ still provides the most appropriate approach to describe the 

saturation ~urve. Roughton recogni~ed the fact that this approa<;h is of 

an empirical nature and does not lead to a deeper understanding of the 

problem in terms of molecular biology. 

2.4 Tran6fer equations of physically dissolved and chemically bound 

oxygen 

Diffusion pro~es5es are commonly described by one or a set of 

differential equation(s) holding in every point of the medium where 

tra~sfer occurs. Many solutions of this (these) equation(s) are possible 

but boundary values for the parti<;~lar problem determine the specific 

solution. 

When oxygen passes through hemoglobin solutio~s it will react with 

hemoglobin to form oxyhemoglobin. A$$~minS the mass density of the 

solution to remain constant during oxygenation, the transfer of all 

species i~volved in the reaction can be described by (e.g. Bird et 

al. 1966) 
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where I.x] 

.... 
- '11. grad Lx] + di'l1 CD

X 
grad Lx))+ ~ 

D concentration of a ~ertain species X, 

(2.9) 

i); 
DX 

rate of production of species x by chemical reaction, 

~ diffusion coefficient of X, and 
+ 
v v"lodty of fluid. 

In the present the~is it is assumed that in all situations the 

oxyhemoglobin molecule remains in tetrameric form. 

Equation 2.9 holds [or oxygen ot ~oncentration C and for all hemoglobin 

species with concentration ~i,j where i = 0,1,2,3 or 4 indicates the 

number of 02 molecules bound to hemOglobin and j distinguishes the various 

forms of oxyhemoglobin with the same number of oxygen molecules. laking into 

account all different forms of hemoglobin,there is a relationship between R( 

and th" various RH. , , where RC and R~. . are the rates of production 
~ ,J ~,J 

by chemical reaction of C and Hi,] respectively 

4 
E 

i=1 
i 1: ~, • - 0 

j ~'J 

For a~l po~~ible forms of hemoglobin 

4 
;: 

i=O 
~ ~ •• m 0 

1,J 

(2. 10) 

(2. I I) 

We also a~euwe that the diffusion coefficient is the same fo~ all (see 

section 6.5.5) hemoglobin ~pecie~. When defining b = ~ ~ R. , a5 the 
~ J ~.J 

total hemoglobin concentratioQ (tetrameri~) ye nOW can derive a 

differential equation for b as a functioQ of time and place. Adding a~l 

equations describing H .. and using eq. 2.9 we get 
L,j 

(2.12) 

Because of eq. 2.11 there is no reaction term left. Eq. 2.12 shows that 

in a system where 02 and hemoglobin species a.e moving and the 

)<-we shall refer to an equation of type 2.9 for spe.cies X as eq {X) 
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assumptions m~ntioned app~y, the local hemoglobin ~on~entration is only 

a~£ecteQ by gradients of b. 

Only situations a~e considered here where b is a uniform ~oncentration 

a~ the start. In this case, if there is no ~hange in boundary values Of b, 

no gradients of b will occu~ and b has a constant value throughout the 

whole process. The conclusion that b is constant is required for the 

de~ivation of eq. 2.14 below. Howeve~, this conclusion is generally valid 

and thus applies to any specific problem (e.g. Kutchai 1971a, Kreuze~ 

and Hoofd 1970, Zilversmit 1965). 

The fractional oxygen saturation of hemoglobin i~ defined as 

4 
S ( L i l: H . . )/(4 b) 

iaO j ~,J 
(2. 13) 

We can readUy see that the summation 

1 
4 

4b l: E eq I H .. 1 
i=1 j l.'J 

(2.14) 

leads to 

as _ + 
grad S + div (PH grad 5) at"- - v. + RS (2.15) 

where 

4 
R .. L i r ~, m - RC /4b 

S 
i"l 1,j 

(2.16) 

rhus the saturation may be expressed by a transfer equation as if 5 

were a transported species itself. Eq lc} and ~q 14 b sl can be added 

to give 

d~ (C+4bS) 
+ • - v grad (C+4bS) + d;i.v (grad(DCC+4b DRS)) 

(2.17) 

In addition to the transfer equations of physicallY dissolved and 

chemically bound oxygen we need equations for RC and RS depend~ns on C 



and S. The formulation of these equations depends on the assumed reaction 

scheme for hemoglobin ~nd o~yg~n. Th~ a$$umption of near-~quilibritim 

means th~t the saturation curve may be used as a second relationship 

required in addition to eq. 2.17. We may quantitatively understand the 

meaning of this assumption from the following considerations. Generally 

we may state according to basic theory of reaction kinetics (Laidler 

1965) th~t 

(2.18) 

where f~ is a function of all terms Hi,j of hemoglobin combining with 

one or more molecules of oxygen (forward reaction) and f; is a function of 

all terms of H .. slowing down the Dverall rate (back reaction). It 
loJ r r 

should be noted that fl and f2 are always positive. D~fining Ce as the 

concentration of o~ygen where RC ~ 0 (equilibrium) we get for finite 

rea~tion velocity 

(2. 19) 

Relationship 2.18 ooIds whell only one 02 molec;ule is involved in each 

reaction step. If there are more molecules involved per 5t~p then aG, 

2.18 will be a polynoma whilst ~~. 2,19 still holds as a first-order 

.' , app roxirn,g.t ion , The a~~umption d n~a~-eG1,lU i.b:duro means that C -c ,s 

small ~ornpared to Ce (see also section 3.6), 
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CHAPTER :3 

THEORETICAL MODELS OF OX~GEN TRANSFER XN THIN LAYERS OF HEMOGLOBIN 

SOLUTXON 

3.1 Equations and boundary ~onditions for oxygen transfer in 1ayers of 

hemoglobin $olut£on 

A flat thin layer of hemoglobin solution is at one side (x=O) in 

contact with a gaseous atmosphere and at the other side (x=d) with a 

gas-impermeable wall. At t < ° the layer is in equilibrium with the gs~ 

~'mtaining oxygen at a part£al. pressure Pi. The oxygen concentration all 

over the layer equale Ci according to Henry's law and the oxygen 

saturation equals 5
i 

as required by the saturation curve. At time xcO 

the gaseous atmosphere is changed abruptly to a P02 value of PI. Oxygen 

will diffuse into the hemoglobin layer and react with hemoglobin to 

produce oxyhemoglobin. Because of symmetry net mss~ trana~er will occur 

in only One d~rection (x) and the transfer eq. 2.17 reduces to: 

..i (C+hS) = D 
3t c 

(3.1 ) 

where h = oxygen binding capacity of hemoglobin. 

As has been mentioned in chapter 2 and SQ wiLl be discussed in section 6 

of thi~ Chapter, the ~~~uwpt~on o£ near-equilibrium is valid and hence 

the sat~ration curve can be used as a second relationship between S en C. 

When the layer has a finite thickness the bo~nda~y ~ondition9 are 

t <: 0, 0 ~ x ( d 

t " 0, X 0 

t " 0, x = d 3C/dX = 0 

Commonly dimensionless variable~ are introduced 

x" x/d 

ti< m t DC /d2 

~ • (C-ci)/(el-Ci, 

1jJ c (8-8
i

) /(Sl-5 i ) 

0.2) 

(3.3) 

(:).4) 

(3. S) 

(3.6) 

(.3.7) 

(3.8) 
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Sub5t~tuting eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 into eq. 3.) yields the dimensionless 

parameters 

and eq. 3.1 can be rewritten to be 

with the boundary cond~tiona 

t" " 0 • x"= 0 

x" , 

\ji 0 

'<P .. IjJ = 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3. II. a) 

o 

H will be called "oxygen concentration ratio" as it represents the 

ratio of oxygen bound to hemoglobin and phy~ieally dissolved. D" will 

be called "oxygen flux ratio" as it l:epre~ent:s at steady state the ratio 

of carrier-mediated oxygen flux and free oxygen flux. 

SOlutions ~(x*, c*) and ~(x·. t*) depend on: 

I) the dimensionless saturation c.urve or the relationship between ij! 

and <1>, 

2) the oxygen concel\tJ:ation ratio, 

3) the oxygen flux ratio. 

3. 1.2 ~~Y~I~_~!~~_h~l~=!~~!~i~~_~~i£~~!!! 
Wh"n the layer i~ aHuilIed to extend into infinity the bO\ll\dary 

condition 3.4 has to be modified to 

x ...... 00 c ..... C. 
1 

(3. )2) 

Now eq. 3.4 can be transformed into an equation with only one ind"pendent 

variable when replacing eqs. 3.5 and 3.0 by 
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(3.13) 

In the analysis of mass and heat transfer problems thie transformation 

is well known. Then eq. 3.1 changes by introducing the operato~s 

~ _l,2d 
at = • t dn (3.14) 

and applying eqs. 3.7 to 3.10 into 

(3.15) 

Ihe boundary conditions now become 

n o 
(3.15.a) 

11 .,. 00 ¢ and W -> 0 

The solutions of the equations QPplying to the finite slab can be 

compared with those holding for the half-infinite slab for x ~ d. In 

dimensionless form this compa~i50n can be done by w~iting 

0.16) 

where x~ and t~ are the dimensionless place and time, respectively, 

corresponding to the finite slab problem. 

The solutions ¢(n) and wen) are d~pendent on the same parameters as 

the solutions of the finite slab problem (see 3. I .1). In order to 

distinguish between the solutions of the finite slab problem and the 

half-infinite slab problem these solutions witt be referred to as ¢d' 

Wd and ¢oo.Woo respectively. 

3.2 Solutions of the transfer equations without ¢h@~ical reaction 

When H~O, eqs. 3.11 and 3.15 reduce to transfer equationa without 

che~ical reaction. Both equations can be solved by applying methods 
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d~scribed in most textbookG on mass and heat transfer (e.g. Bird et al. 

1966). For the finite layer the ~o~lowing solution ~s found 

1 - 2, 

and for the half-infin~te layer O. In 

too = I - erf(jn) (3.18) 

where error function erf(y} J
Y

" _x2 
~ dx. 

o 
1'« 2'./1 3W I.W 

W----~--~~------~~------~~------~~ 
---... x~ 

-4>.., 

OJ. 
--- (J)d 

0.2 

2 4 

Pig. S.1. O:x:ygen concentra.tion profi lef! wi thin a haZf-infinit(·) slab 

(solid Un.IfJ) o:n.d a finite slab (broken lines) irt tile absen"e of 

chemical re.action as a result of an instantaneous inOl'<1(:lI,e in oxygen 

partial pressure at the gas-liquid intervace (x« = n = 0). Solid 

limn dimensionless oxygen concentration (¢ '" <p,) as a j'uno-ti.on of 

n(= x""/t«) fOV a haZf-infinit« s~ab. 

Dl'ok(m Un(Js; dimensionless oxyge.n con"entration (¢ = t,d) ( • .'1 a 

function of x~ (= x/d) at sevevaZ va~iI."S Of t« (= tDr!d~ J for' a 

finite sZabo At "aali '[laIW:l of t" th<:l Mal8 '[lalu" Of xl< is differen.t 

and eq7.w/s nR. In tld.1S way Mmparison between oortaentmUon profiles, 

cat,,~dated aCdording to the Finit8 stab modd and the haZf~infin~~t(j 

slab modd,is possib~<:l, FOI' values of tl< ,; 0.1, ¢d and ¢ .. ¢oindde. 

Wh8n ~" inax'(jas€'s the deviation between th" two mode la inaI'eaa(j$, 
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In £ig. 3.1 both solutions are compared. The quantity too asymptotically 

approaches zerO when increasing ~. In orde~ to represent the solutions of 

the finite slab problem at several values of t* the ordinate is attenua~ed 

by a factor ~ for ea~h solution. It is clear frum th~s figure that td 

and 400 coin~ide until the value of ¢d ae x" = differs significantly from 

~eTo. In a popular way one may say that up to this moment the conc~ntTation 

profil~ do~e not "know" whether it exists in a finite or half-infiniU 

slab. 

The fraction of oxygen that can be dis!;oJ.ved maximally per unit surface 

area in a lay~r of tl;l.i.ckness d equals (C1-Ci)d. The fraction Q that has 

been dissolved in tha dimensionless lapse of tim~ t* amounts to 

Q(t" ) Q (t"") = 
d fotd(x* ,t*)dx* (3.19) 

0 

If we as!;Ume that up to Q"l thE: Oxygen flux into the lay~r of finite 

thickness equalS the flux into the half-infinit", ~ayer we. get 

r x" .. ," 
Q < I Q(t" ) Q,,(t* ) q, (-.ldx ~ zv.£ (3.20) 

"'J? 7T 
o t 

to 
Q 

1 
QS 

U6 

U4 

-Qa:. 
0.2 -Qd 

°0 0.4 ~Jf 
1.6 

Pig. J.2. F~aational inerease Of dissolved oMygen Q (eq. 3.19) as a 

jUnotion of dim~n8ion~e88 time t· (Q ~ 0 at t~ = 0, Q = 1 at t~ ~ ~) 
aeeording to both th~ finite stab (Q = Qd) and the half-infinite 

stab (Q = Q=) modeZ. 
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In fig. 3.2 the quantities Q
d 

and ~ ~~e ~ompa~ed. Both curves coincide 

up to Q ~ 0,5. When increaaing the (dimensionless) t~m<i!, Q"re.aches Q=l 

ah~upt11 wher<i!as Qd approaches Q = I asymptotically. 

3.3 So~utiorts of the trartsfer equations including the oxygert-hemoglobin 

reaction 

When 02 combines with hemoglobin the. transfer equations can only be 

solved analytically but for simplifying the saturation curve. Examples for 

simplification~ from the literature will be g~ven irt Chapter 6. 

Eqa, ],12 and 3.15 have to be solved numerically (by ~omputer). 

Solutions of the. finite layer problem are obtained by an adapted finite 

difference scheme of Crank~Nicholson (e.g. Lapidus 1962), This method 

calculates ¢ and ~ at n+1 equidistant points at time intervals of ~t*. 

In the program used here the value of 6t* ~hartl):es with t*, The difference 

scheme used is convergenc In the second order. A detailed description is 

given in Appendix A. 

to I-r-----,----,.------.?:::::;:::l:==:;::::l:==~ 

100 120 140 

Pa
2 
--- mm Hg 

Fig. 3.3. O;I;ygi2n satul"'ation curve acco:t'ding to the Adair (lquation 

(eq, 2.8) as ~sed in all the aaLauZation8. VaLues of the Adai~ 

cons'tants used a:r8: ~ '" 0.0210, ~ '" 0,0.;1;25. ~ '" 0.00558, 

x: ~ 0.477 l/mm Hg. p~O = 26.74 mm Eg. Dimensionless satupation 

aurves (~ vel"'$US ¢) a~e obtained f~om this dU~e through eqs, Z.7 

and 3,8 and are aharaaterized by the value of ~50 = P50/Pl (fig. 3.10). 
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Eq. 3.15 has been solved by a fourth-o~der Runge-Kutta integration 

p~ocedu~e)*. In order to use this procedure, eq. 3. I ~ was modified to 

(3.21 ) 

The Runge-Kutta method require~ two di££erent boundary conditions ac 

n~O, i.e. tn=o and (d~/dn)~~o' The latCer replaces the physical condition 

~ -, 0 when n -'" "', Hence" paramete. <i>stimation prOgram has been develop<i>d 

in order to determine the particular value of (dC/dn )n=O satisfying the 

physical bO\lndary conditions. A detailed description of the numeric;:.d 

procedure is given in Appendi~ B. The dimensionless saturation curves 

used in all the calculations have been derived from the saturation CU,V<i> 

given in fig. 3.3. In the computer program che saturation and the first 

and second derivatives of the saturation curve ~ere calculated according 

to Che Adai. equat~on using the constants given in fig. 3.3 and taking 

P.=o. 
~ 

3.3.2 gs~£g~!!~!iS~_E!Sf!!§~_~!£~!~_!~§_f~~~!g_~~2_2~!f:~~f~g!!g_~!~~ 
rrQh1es 1jJ a1,d <p within the half-infinite ~h.b <Ire presented in fig. 

3.4. For th~ sake of simplicity the dimensionless parameter analysis 

partly has been 

parameter~ (e.g. PI) are related to mor~ than one dimensionless paramete, 

(e.g. H, D- and the dimensionless saturation curve). In f~g, 3.4 the 

dependence of the profiles on PI and the ratio DH/DC is shown. 

If hemoglobin is not mobiLe (curves and 2) the saturation profile 

ln general shows quite a steep course. This may be understood from the 

dimensionless satu.ation curve which is .hifted to the left and so becomes 

.teeper.H PI is increased (see fig. 3.]0). Obviously the oxygenation 

front has moved further into the layer at tha high PI value. The p'o£ile~ 

of <p at DH C 0 are virtually lin<i>ar within the oxygenated part of the 

layer whereafter they flatten rapidly. If the hemoglobin ie assumed to 

diffuse, all profiles become smooth. In relative terms the influence of 

carrier facilitation is stronger at lower values of PI then at the higher 

one$. 

r TBE Library Procedure Computer C<i>ntre 

Eindhoven Un~ver~~ty o£ Technology 
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Fig. 3.Q(a,b). Oxygen concentration and oxygen saturation profilee 

withirl a haZf-in[init~ slab of hemoglobin solution (oxygerl Mndirlg 

ao:paoity h = 1.073 mol/t (fab]=17.3 g%), P. = a, <Y. = 1.53 10-
6 moUl! 

1> 

mm Hg); a) dimensionZes$ oxygen aonoentration $ as a funotion of n 

(= X~~)i b) dimensionless oxygen saturation of hemoglobin ~ as a 

function of n· The curves are calculated for different Va~ue8 of P1 
and DR/DC ratio; curves: 1) p] = 700 nrn Hg, DR/Dc = 0; 2) P1 = 200 mm 

Rg, DIDe = 0; .1) P1 = 100 mm Ilg, Dl/DC = 0.06; 4) I'J " 200 mm fig 

DIID C = 0.06. 80th the conoen-trat-ion profites and th,~ $atura'tion 

pT'ofiles tend ·to be smoother at louJ vaZues of P
1 

as !,Jell as at high 

values of DnlDc' 
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Fig. 3.5. Compa~ison of the satu~ation p~ofiles within a taye~ of 

h<lmog~obin solution a.s calcu.laNd fr'om the haZ/-infl:ni.te dab model 

(sohd hne) and the finite sZab modeZ (b~oken tines). Owyg@n Mnding 

capacity h = 6.2 10-3 maZ!Z (fHbl=lD g%), DI/DC "" 0,028,1, r;t. = l.~J 10-
6 

moZ/t/II'n1 Hgj 1) P1 ::: '117 mm Hg; 3) Pl '" 85.3 mm Hg. The steere~ the 

oiJ:Y{j<lnat1:on pr'ofi Ze. the m02'e abyupUy the oxygena'tion pt'OclelSS of a 

finite slab wiU b@ compZeted. 

Fig. 3.5 compares the ~atu(ation profiles within both a layar of 

finite thickness and a lay~r of half-infinite thickness analogous to 

fig. 3.1. It is clear tnat the steeper the oxygenation profile, the 

more abrupt1y the oxygenation pro~ess of a finite slab will be 

~ompleted (see al.o fig, 3,6 below). 

3,3,3 Q!Zg~~~~!£~_£!_~h~_1~Z~!_~~~h_~!~~~~_~~!S~~~!~_!~_!_!~~£~i£~_£! 
time 

the quantity of main interest withi.n the. scope of the present work is 

the increase of the average oxygen saturation in a finite layer of 

hemoglobin. The average dimensionless oxygen saturation is defined by 

(3,22) 
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In analogy to Bection 3.1.3'~oo(t) is defined as the ave~age saturation 

of the layer with finite thickness, but caleulated by means of the h~lf

infinite layer modeL 

dX" (3.23) 

~oo can only be ~ I a~cording to definition. The integral in brackets is 

£nde1?endemt of time. Hence according to the half-infinite model and 

independent of the saturation cu.rve u~ed, the average saturation has 

to incraas£! proportionally to the square root of time. However, this 

conclusion only holds as far as ~oo equals Wd · 

1.0 ..---,--_r-----cr-7'~-".....--=-__, 

U4 
ipd 
Woo 

curve 

1 717 
2 196 
3 65.2 

to 2.0 3.0 
~J? 

6.0 

Ng. 3.6. Oxygel'l.ation of a finite BLab as a function of to- (solid 

UMS) ,!rid the deviation f""om the hatf-inj'inite 8lab modeL (br'Oken 

Lines). Oxyg~n binding capacity h = 6.22 10-3 mot/t (LHbJ=lO g%), 

DIDe = 0.0281, a ;; 1.51 1O- fJ mol/l/mm Hg; 1) Pi '" 717 mm Hg. 

2) P1 = 196 mm Hg, 3) Pl ~ 66.2 mm Hg. CUrves 1 and 3 of thiB figu~~ 

aorreBpond to dUPVeG 1 and 2 oj' j'ig. 3.5. 

'Ihe oxygenation inc:rea~eii of the fin; t~ and half-infinite slab modd 

are compared in fig. 3.6. As may be seen from fig. 3.6, the range of 

coincidence of ~d and 0~ is conside~able and tends to increase as P
l 

is 

higher. This range of coincidence is controlled by the same conditions 
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that make the saturat10~ profil~ steeper. This ~Q understandable because 

the steeper the saturation profile, thE< longer the profile "is not aware 

of the dimension of the layer", Obviously it is permitted to apply the 

h~lf-infinite slab solution throughout a large part of the Saturation 

process in layers with finite thickness. The solution in the range of 

~d = ~oo can now be represented by a sinsle figure,being the value of t~ 
when ~oo = I. ~or this the notation t~ is introduced which will be referred 

to as the dimensionless o~ygenation time, 

3.4 Parametric analysis 

3.4. 1 ~!E!2~!2f~_2f_Q!~~n~b~~b~~~_2~Zg~~~~i2E_£~~_2~_2~ZS!n 

f2n£~~£E~~i2~_[~~!Q_~~Q_Q~~g!E_f!~~_r~~!Q_!i~h_~~~£~~=!!~~ 

~~!~~~~i2~_9~!Y~ 

Ace.ording to the E<lI;perimental p.ocedure chosen (see ch~pter 4) Pi haa 

been taken to be zero for this analysis, On the basis of the satura~~on 

curv~ g~ven in fiS. 3.3 and according to COmmon practice i~ physiOlogy, 

¢SO' being the value of the ratio PSO/Pl' is chDsen as a quantity to 

characterize the dimensionless sa~uration curve. 

If ¢50 approaches to zero the dimensionl~"s $aturat~on curv~ assumes a 

st~p-like shape, Fo~ this shape ~ can be calculat~d by means of a 

moving boundary model as will be shown in section 3.5. The dimensionless 
"0· . time calculated for 1>SO .. 0 will be denoted by t{ • Thl.S quantLty has b~en 

calculated for H varying between 0 and 500 and D~ varying between 0 and 

7. Numerical results are listed in tables 3.1 and 3,2. Concerning the 

choice of the values of H and D~ refer to section 3.4.3 below. 
. h" ,0 • f f f .. Flg. 3.7 5 oye t, as a functLon 0 H or several v~lues 0 D, 

The relationship between t~'O and H at constartt D" appears to be linear 

(data from tables 3.1 and 3.2). The intercept w~th the vertical axis is 

close to ZeJ:"O, and D"" determines the slope of the curves to be denoted by f 2• 

Fig. 3.8 presents the slope f2 as a function of D". The c~rve of £2 

versus D" approaches to a hyperbolic shape as indicated by the brok~t! 

line. The sensitivity of f2 ~$ a t: ... nction of D" i$ muc.h hi(,;her at lower 

values of D~ than at higher values. From this behavio. the fac~litation may 

be derived as witl be deecribed late., 
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Fig. 3.7. DimensionlecB oxygenation time using a Btep-Zike saturation 

ourve (= t" • 0) aa a funotion of th@ o:;;ygen conoent:raUon ratio OJ) 
1 

for four diJ'ferent Va~u8S of the. oxygen diffusion Mti() (D*). 

1) [)* = o. 2) D* =0 0.4. 3) D* = 0.6, 4) D* = 2.0. The in'ce1'certs 

of thG: Oul've with th<JJ ordinate are dose to olero. Data 0.>'8 ·taken from 

tabLes 3.1 and J.2. 
0.5 

f2 

1M 
CO 

Q2 

0.1 

°0 3 4 5 6 7 o· 
Pig. 3.8. 1'he tangent f 2 of the re'l-ationship be ween the dimen8~iontes.9 

oxygenaMon time. using a s t$p-lii<e saturation CUl"ve (tj' 0) > and oxygen 

conoG:ntrat-ion Y'atio (H) as a funotion of O:;I;ygen diffusion ratio 

D*(= H DJI'DC) (Golid tine). The f2 Versua D* ourve has a hyperbolic 

shape and oan be arpl"oximated (broken ~ine) by f2 = O.?J9/(D*+ 1.411), 

In !aot 1'2 shows the $ensitivity of the oxygenation prooess fo!' the 

diffusivity of hsmogZobin. 
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3.4.2 Ih~_i~i!~!~£~_2~_~~~_~i~~g~i£21~~~~~~~~!~!i2~_£~~~_£2_~~~ 

~b~~~~i2g!~~~_2!~g~2~~f2~_~i~ 

For the arbitrarily chosen situation of H ~ 100 the influence of ¢ 
>t >t 0 50 

on the ratio t1/t
l

' h~e been studied for both ~ = 0 and If = 3. 

'rhe. re.sults are given ~n fig. 3.9. At a fixed value of n* , this ratio 

£irst increases and subsequently decreases with increasing ¢so. This 

behavior is due to the sha?@ of the saturation curve whi~h $hows a 

~oncave and a conv@~ part. A curve is defined to be concave when both 

the first and second derivative are positive. A curve is defined to be 

convex when the fir$t derivative is p05~tive but the second derivative 

is neg~tive. At small values of ¢50 the convex part dominates the 

influ~nce of the curve whereas at increasing values of ¢SO the eon~eve 

part becomes more important. 

Fig. 3.9. The ratio t~/t~ ,0 as a function of ¢50; t~'O is the 

dim811siol1~eS$ oroygel1ation time applying a step-shaped saturation 

curve; ¢50 = F50/P) charaot~ri~@8 th@ dim@n8ion~ess saturation 

OUPV~. 1) H = 100, D~ ~ 0; 2) H ~ 100, D~ = 3. Initia~ty the 

dimensionLess oxyg~nation tim~ t; increas6$ and next d6areO$6S with 

increasing ¢.50' This behavior is due to the shap~ of the saturation 

curve showing a concave and a convex part. 

Pig. 3.9 is important with regard to the ~hoice. of the. PI values to· be 

applied in the experim£nts. As will be expl~ined in section 3.5 and a~ 

has been shown in fig. 3.4 the influence of the carrier facilitation 
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beco-~ more pronounced at Low than at high PI values. However, three 

important objections may be advanced against lo~ PI values: 

]) The r",.al oxygen"'tion times to be measured expe.riment",lly increases 

with decreasing PI' ",nd hence the degree of possible experiment",l 

error inc,e",~es with decreasing P
j

; 

2) As is clear from fig. 3.6 the range of coincidence of ~d and ¢," hence 

the range wh8re ~ changes with It"", decreases wi 1;h decreasing p]; 

this relation5hip is of p",.tic.ular importance to check the experiment"ll) 

determined oxygenation cours~ for errors; 

3) Within the parts of the curves of fig. 3.9 having a positive Slope, 

knowledge of the position of the real saturation curve is less 

~mportant th<l.n within the parts h<l.ving a neg",tiv~ slope. 

OJ. 

0,2 

~50 
1.15 
0251, 
0.564 
0,132 
0.038 

OJ. O£ 0.6 
$-

1.0 

Pi.g. 3.10. DimensionZess sutUJ:la'i;{on aurves (lj! ve1'8uS ¢; Pi " C, 

lj! = 5/51, ¢= P/£'l) at $$l)eraL values oj' ¢SO (P
S
/Pl)' Every 

dimem;ionless saturation curve i8 ohtained from thiiJ standard 

saturation curv.> (Iiwm in fig. 3.3 and the boundQ.);'y valueD 'f', ,md 

8]' J) ¢,50 = 1.15; 3) ¢.50:: 0.854; 3) ¢50 = 0.589; 

4) q:,w = 0.132; 5) rjl50 = 0.0378, In oaZculating t~ ueh.g ()UY"~'ee 
4 and 5 the cOIW<lx PQ.);'t of th{l curve dominates whe:f'{las when !wing 

ourvee 1,2 and 3 the conoaVe Fa:t't beoomee dominant (see fig. :;.9). 

The broken Une re!?r'$Mmts an approrimation of curVe J (see section 

g. 5.2). 

The latt~r point 18 al~o il~u?trated by fig. ).]0 giving dimensionless 

saturation curves for several values of ¢so. The small difference in 
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shape between curves 1 and 2 results in a large di££e.ence between 

the respective t""t value~ (H=]OO, Do-"Ol curve I)t~ '" 16.4, curve 2)t~ ., 34.2). 

Consequently it was decided to experimenta11y stUdy only the region 

where the oxygenation time increases with increasing $50' 

3.4.3 g~~£1~f~2g_Q£_~2~_gi~~~~!Q~!~~~_£~!g~~!~£_~~~!~!~~ 

the three parameters influencing t~ are H, D"" and ~50' Since the 

relations are non-linear the limiting values of these parameters have to 

be defined. 'two sets o£ lirniUns values are relevant; 

I) H varies between 5 and 175, O*vades betwE!en 0 and 2, and $50 

varies between 0.0 I ~ "nd 0.203 (t"ble 3. I). 

2) H varies between 100 and 500, D*varies between 

varies between 0.019 and 0.377 (table 3.2). 

and 7, "nd q,SO 

These boundary values of the dimensionless parameters are chosen in ~uch 

a way that all those physi~al parameters are covered which belong ~o 
-4 -3 hemoglobin c.onc;entrations betweeo 7.7 10 1001/1 (S g7.) IiLnd !;;.4 10 molll 

(30 g%). the minimum value of p~o Bq~a~s 12.5 mm Hg and Pl val~es vary 

between 32 and 72.0 IIml Hg in table 3.2 and batween ~2. 5 and 720 mm Hg 

in table 3. l. 

Table 3,2 shows that the oxygen concentration ratio hardly influence~ 

the dependency of t~ It~ ,0 on $50' the maximum in this rdation~hip 

deQrease~ and shifts to smaller values of ¢50 with increasing D~ as is 

iiLlso seen i.n fig. 3.9. 

rable 3.1 presents results res~ricted to a narrower region of boundary 

values than applied in t"ble 3.2, rliLble 3.1 may be divided into regions 

where the dependency of the ratio t~ !t~ ,0 on ¢SO is identic.al within 0.5 

percent, These regions are: H ~ 25, D* ~ 0.2 H = 5, D*~ 0.4 

H ~ 25, D-= 0 • ThE! relationships of t~/t~ ,0 with $50 in these regions 

are sumrnari~ed in fig, 3.] I. It is evident from this figure that for 

$50 ~ 0 the computer solutions converge to the solutions obtained by the 

moving boundary model using a step-like saturation curve. 
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6 ) .. :2.!..~_ .. _._ 36.229 25.556 I 9 179 
~1"i"""~'iJ" 

0.0 I g I tilt I 1.012 I .O()~ 1.007 I.OQ6 

O. I J ) 7 I. 069 1.(142 1.028 I .01~ 

225 
0.20 I 0 1,09 / .. ~ I. 030 1.015 

0.267 /, LJ.Q.§. I.04!l I. 017 1.000 

0.37(,6 1.097 1.007 1.967 0.944 

-~,~ ~'.~~~. ---
m 

~_I __ . ~m 39.753 3~.76L_._ 

0.0191 "/ '.0 1,(11, 1.006 1.007 1.003 tit I 

0.1337 1.069 I. 045 1.0)0 L1!1!l.. 

350 
0.2010 I .O~J l...:.Qll 1.026 1.016 

0.2674 L...lQ.i 1,04:; I. 0 15 1.001 

O. )766 1.095 1.005 0.965 1.1.94J 

1;. .... ,0 14 1.33 80.502 '{").7()9 43 9\2 .. _.1···· .~ .... 
(1.1)191 t~ I t~ I 1.009 1,005 1. llO4 1. DOl, 

0.1337 1.009 l.ll43 1..&12- ~ 

500 
0.20 I 0 1.092 1.049 1.029 I. () I 7 

0.2674 ~ 1.046 1.01 S I .999 

0.3766 1.093 Q.996 (J ,904 O. 9~13 

• TcJJle J.2. The i'ange of the VaZues of the pax>ometerB H, D cud tEO 

'wos ChOMI1 1:11 o 7:'de " to estimate appl"oximate Zy the trll).;l)imwn oj' th(; 

T'eZatiollship oetw&en t;/t~'O and 4>50 (see atao fig. ,1.9) as a 

funation or H and DO,. The different max'irm<m lJaJues thus obtm:"ed 

are undei'thl(,d 1:1t th8 ·table. Obviously th8 vaZue oj' 4>sowhel"e the 

maximum VaZue of t~/t~'O appears,as welt os the numel"icaZ value of 

this m<UCimwn • merely depend on D*. 
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1.20 r-----~-----__, 

Cl.lrve H D" 

1 5 ~O ... 

'2 ~25 >0.2 

3 ",25 0 

r 1.12 

1.00 

0.1 0.2 

c:l>50 

Fig. 3.11. The ratio t~/t;Jo(~f1)' being the ratio of dimensionLess 

oxygenation time t; and the dimensionless o~Jgenation time at 

a step-shaped saturation cupw t;'O as a funotion of 1'50' The 

oW'ves shown hold approximately within :t 0, OJ fot' the following 

range of param~ter vaZues: 1) H = 5, v~ ~ 0.4, 3) H ~ 25, V· > 0.2; 

3) H 2: 25, D~ '" O. TM$ figure is analogous 'to fig. 3,9 1JheI'e, 

however, onZy one Va~u" of H and two vatues of D~, out a rmwh w1:der 

range of ~50 VaZues are considered. 

3,4,4 !~!_~~E~~~~~SZ_£!_E~~!_£!yg~n~!i22_!~~~_£~_E~y~b£~!_E~E~~~£!E~ 
The cOurse of the real oxygenation ~s not explic.it,ly evident from the 

dimensionless parametric analysis applied so far. The value of P50 

determining the position of the real ~atuTat~on curve (S versus P) is 

(linearly) related to ~50 only; ~he same holds for DB with respect to D~ 
Hence the influence of these physical parameters on oxygenation versus 

time can be demQns,rated directly frOm the dimensionless parametric 

analysis. However, the other physical parametere ~nvo~ved are related to 

more than one di~nsionless parameter. The oxygen binding capacity h 

occurs in both tI and D-- ; the boundary condhion P J in H. DO, and ~50; 
the dif£usion coefficient of oxygen DC in t* and D ; the solubility 

0: in H and DO,. 

From the results of the parametric analysis the relationship between 

real oxygenation time t, and the physical parameters can now be 

explicited. Thus we get 
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2= 1'50 !lSI hS1DH .~--) 
!lS IDH .!....) 

h~; 1 I 
f I (p' ~' ~;- ]'2 (c;v;- o;DC~ d

1 
I P! PI 

(3,211) 

>t • 
where f

t 
is a function of ¢so' Hand D as g1ven in fig. 3.1 I, and 

fZ 1.5 a function of D· alone. as was shown j,1;l. fig. 3.8. 

30 

3 

20 

10 

2 4 6 8 10 
1/p,.10' ----1/mm Hg 

Fig. .3.12. The ratio of reaZ oxygenation time and th6 fHIWll'e of 

ZC/yer thidkness as a function of tiw .. r>eciprodat value of the 

boundary I)QndUion Pi' and the. influ(Jnae of both saturaUorl ~1.r1Je .. 

and d·(fful.don of o:r:yhemogLobin on this pdadori.ship. h ~ 1.;N 10-3 

-6 -!) 2 
moZ.jl ([HbJ '" 207-), CI, = 1. 53 10 moUUrrrn llg, DC = 1. 2 10 em Is, 
Pw = 12.5 mm Hfl' U no inf/,uende of satul'at1:on curve (4);:;0 = UJ 

and DH = 0; 2) influence of saturation aU.l:'1Je and DH '" 0.; J) inftuence 

Of satUl"ation CUl've C/nd DH = 1/ 10-
7 err/Is; 1) as (.'urve 3 but 

D '." 10-7 2/$ EI - v "m. 
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Ihe small deviation 

the origin has been 

only parameter that 

f h - * 0 o t e 1ntercept of the plot of tl' versus H from 

neglected (fig. 3.7). In fact, however, FI is the 

can be varied experimentally without influ£ncing 

other physical parameters. 

It ~6 clear fro~ eq. 3.24 that the e~perimental study of the 

relationship between tl/d2 and liP
I 

of a certain hemoglobin solution can 

provide quantitative information on the physical parameters involved. In 

this regard the following conclusions may be drawn from eq. 3.24 as 

demonstrated in fig. 3.12 (e~cept conclusion I): 

I) Apart from the quantity fl the solubility a and the diffusion 

coefficient DC are only relevant a$ a product, being the permeability. 

However, fj as such has only a minor influence on tl (fig. 3. II), and 

moreover the influence of ~ on fl through R is very small. Consequently 

the pe~ability aDC should be considered as the physical parameter to 

be determined from the oxygenation experiments rather than DC' 

1) if a) no influence of the saturation curve on the oxygenation proces$ 

exists~ 

b) the hemoglobin molecules are immobile, and 

~) p] is varied such th?t 81 r~mains unity, 

then the relationehip betw£en ~!/d' and liP! w~11 be linear (curve] 

in fig. 3.12). 

3) The influence of the saturation curve, while still assuming DH 0, 

leads to a concave shape of the t]/d' versus I/F] curve (curve 2 in 

fig. 3.12). 

4) Ihe ~arrier facilitation as a result of the diffusion of hemoglobin 

leads to a convex shape of the t1/d' versus I/P j curve (curves 3 end 

4 in fig. 3.12). 

From eq. 3.24 it may be concluded that, in case S] is known from PI' 

two groups of parameters can be estimated from an experimental curve 

like 3 or 4 in fiB. ~.]2 

and (3.24. a) 

Ihe information concerning ZI '5 contained in the scale value of the 

vertical axis, the information concerning 22 is contained in the 

curvature of the graph. It is important to note that the ratio of both 

expressions results in a value of DB independent of both h and ~DC' 
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According to eq. 3.24 the value of h/~Dc cap be estimated from the 

slope of the C~I:Ve at the orig~p because in the neighbourhood of this 

point fl ~ I ~nd f2 ~ 0.5. Using figs. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.1 I, the value 

DH can be estimated from experimental points at higher values of liP, 
(eee also chapt~r 5). 

3.5 The "polYGonal approximation" 

3.5. I £~£b~iE~2~_~2~_~~~~~i£~~ 
When aiming only at an "etimate of the values of phys~cal "onstants, 

in general sophisti"ated theoretical models are not efficient with ragard 

to COlnputer time. From this point of vi"w tht< polygom,l appro}(imation of 

the ~aturation curvt<, as presented by Curl and Schultz (1973), has been 

chosen here although trre authors have not offered a complete evaluation 

of their approximati.on method. Mor<:!ove-':, the parametets chosen seem 

unnecessarily complex. For this reason and considering its importance for 

parametric ~stimation thio approximation will now be reviewed briefly. 

Fot a detailed description see Appendi~ C. 

In the polygonal l>pproximation the saturation curve i$ represented by 

two straight lines, The first line originates [rom ehe. point (tj!~<p=0) and 

intercepts the. sec.ond line originating from the point (1/l=¢=I) at (rjI=tj;c' 

IP=¢C)' According to the half-infinite laye>: model I/l and ¢ are e}(plicit 

functions of n. Hence th,,1;"e will e}(ist a value flc where Ij! = ~)c and ¢> ~ ¢c' 

So the hal£-inhnite layer may be divided into two regions. 0 ~ TI " II 
c 

and 1\::; fl respectively. In both roo'gions the second derivative d2rj1/dq,z=0, 

thus according to eq. 3.21 the following diffetential equation holds 

where 

A = B l+H dl/l 
d'q, 

(3,25) 

(3.26) 

1he parameters A and B have diffe~ent values in each different region, 

and hence for 0 ~ II ~ flc referred to as region I 

for flo. ~. n refe~red to aa region II, A = A
Z 

and B 

The genera~ $olution of eq, (3,25) is 

50 

(3.27) 



E and K are integration constants the values of which ~re to be 

determined fr~ the boundary conditions. For region I these conditions 

are 

n o 

so 

(3.28) 

for region II the boundary conditions are 

n .,. '" rj> ., 0 n nC ¢ c ¢C 

(3.29) 

so 
¢ 

e 

E2 - 1<2 E2 nfE2 
erf(~ V -)-1 

2 A
Z 

since no ~5 still unknown one more equation is needed. This equation 

follo~s from the condition that the total oxygen fluxe$ at the interface 

between regions X and II as calculated from the conditions in the 

different regions should be equal. Hence we get 

(3.30) 

This relationship leads to the following ~rnplicit equation for nc 

n VB'1 
erf (.....s -) 

Z Al 

(3.31 ) 
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Thus 1> and ljJ aTe known for all values of n and next the quantity IJ! 

may be found by h,tegration of Ij! (see ;>"ppe];ldi.ll; C). 

3.5.2 ~~~1~~£iQ~_Q!_~~~_E21lS2~~~_~EE~Q!i~fiQ~ 
The po1ygonal approximation belongs to the so-called cl(ls~ of moving 

boundary models to be discussed in mNe detail in chapter 5. 

In th~ case or section 3.5.1 the results of the polygonal model 

depend on the choice of the approximation of the sat\l\"(ltion curve. Curl 

and Schultz sugge£ted as a reaso];lable procedure to qualitatively 

minimize the area between the saturation curve and the $traight line 

segments. However, ,his suggestion appe.ars to be far too optimistic as is 

cl"arly demonstr(lted by the straight line approximation of curve .3 in 

fig • .3.10. Tht: computeI'" ~olution for this c:urvt: 3 yields t"l = 12.7 

(H = 100, D" =3) whereas tne- ~traight line approximation yields in thi~ 

case. t~ = 19.8 . 

In selecting an apPJ:oximation of the satll~",tion curve apparently 

first the influence of th~ saturation CIlJ;ve on the oxygeIl.ation pJ;ocess 

has to be known. Considering fig. 3.9 (1:"1 versus /jISO)' pr.obably the 

saturation curve has to be. approximated by more than two lines (which 

is mathem"'tically possible) in the ,,,gion where t" decrease~ with 
1 

increasin~ (P
SO

' Howe-vcr, fo, reasons explained in section 3.4.2,th" 1>50 

values of interest for the experiments h",ve been chosen such that the 

concave part of the satllration curve dominates. For this region of /jIso 
tht: polygonal approximation of the saturation curve has been chosen 

such that \jJ c always equals I. Then for a partiC\llar dim~nsionless 

saturation curve characterized by its value at 450 (= 0.1337) and 

arbitrarily c:hDst:n values of I-l(=IOO) and D*(=O.6), the valut: [or 

~c(gO.294S) was e.5timatcd ~uch that the quantity t~ calculated according 

to the Runge-Kutta numerical integration method equals the value 

calculate.d from ths polygonal approximation. 

To evaluate the applicability of the polygonal approximation the same 

parameter analysis has been performed a~ u~ed in tabl~ 3. I. A change of 

the value of <PSO was );eplaced by a proportional change of <Pc' The 

nu~~rical agreement of both parameter analyses is within 1% over a 

wide range of parameter values for ~50 and D* This range is included 

in t",hle 3.1. Ht:n~~, the polygonal approximation may be applied 

~uccessfully for the interpretation of the experimental results. 
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3,6 esti~tion of th~ influence of finit~ ~eaction velocity on th~ 

oxygenation process of a non-moving layer 

3.6il ~!~~~~f~~~_~~~!~~g_~~~~_~~~~E~~!~~l_~~~!~_bn~!~~!~g_~~~~£i2~ 

~!!!2£!~:l 
In view of the gas exchange of the red cell the metheffi?t~~s of oxygen 

"nd c"rbon monoxide "bsorption by thin layers of hemoglobin ~nduding 

reaction velocity, "e well as the related problem of oxygen uptake by 

carboxyhemoglobin (HbeO) have received much attention by ~oughton (1932), 

Nicholson and Roughton (1951), "nd Klug, Kreuzer and ~oughton (1~56). 

The reactions were assumed to be of first order, characterized by a 

forward reaction velocity constant k' and a beckward reaction velocity 

conet"nt k. Approximate solutions were obtained mostly by neglecting the 

back ~eection, Sometimes the diffusion of hemoglobin and/or the influence 

of membranes bounding the layers were considered, For a comprehensive 

survey of the ~e5ult6 of these studi~s the r~~d~~ is referred to Roughton 

(1959) • 

Mochi~uki and Fukuoka (1958) Considered the oxygen uptak~ by the red 

c~ll surrounded by a plasm" ·l"ye~. Their model was one-dimensional too, 

The r~aetion 5chellle u~ed was of first or<;ier, but k was varied and 

mede to depend on saturation and k' in such a way that at equilibrium 

the first-order reaetion equation resulted in a sigmoid shape. Hemoglobin 

diffusion W~$ neglected. All methods diseussed so fe~ are of a combined 

analytical-numeric"l n~ture and appear to be quite complex. 

Moll (1968) presented computer solutionQ for the oxygen upt~ke by 

layers of hemoglob~n solution of finite thickness obtained by a finite

d~~~erence method. The objective of his study was to predict the rete of 

oxygen uptake and release by th~ red cell. The reaction velocity WaS 

taken into account in the same way as Mochi~uki and Fukuoka (1958) had 

done, The results were ptesented only in terms of a change of aver3ge 

saturation as a function of time. A limited number of cases ~elevant to 

ou~ problem were con5idered,~,e, (h"Lf) l"yer thicknesses of 0.8 ~m and 

1 .8 IJm, only one value of [lIb I (33 g% ), DC "nd k', two values of DR 

(0 and 4.5 10-8 cm2 Js ), and two values of PI (40 and 100 rnro Kg) 

t'hough the lower value of PI w"s considered only in connection ",ith the 

layer of 1.8 IJm. Moll showed for the layer thi~kness of 0.8 ~m that 

unt~l the initial saturation increase is 35% the diffusion of hemoglobin 

has no influence,indicating that in the £i~6t et~ge of o~ygenation a 

sufficient g~ad~ent of saturation is not yet present. For the case 
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of the 1.6 \l\ll layer this limit is seen at 10% initial saturation 

incr~~s~. 

futchai (1970) presented num~rical results using a first-order 

reaction model but acc~pted the consequence of a hyperbolic saturation 

curve. He studied m1ly one he\lloglobin concentration (33 g %) and one 

value of PI (100 rom Hg) while, how~ver. including a wider rang~ of 

layer thi.ekrte~~es (0.25 \lm to 10 )Jm) as well the in£1u~nc::e of DH, DC 

and k'. He also studied the ~ffeet of the di£fu~ion of hemoglobin on 

half-satur .. t:i.on time (t
l/z 

'" time wh~l"e S m O.S) as a function of layer 

thickness. 'J:heJ:e i~ no reduction in t1/2 for the layer of 0.125 pm hut 

with increMing layer thic;knesses the f~cilitating effect incre-ases to 

become cons tant with hyers thicker th .. n 2.5 \lm. According to the 

chemical equilibrium model the redllction in oxygenatiort time by carr:i.er 

facil.itation should 'o~ independent of layer thickness. Hence one might 

conclude that 2.S )Jm is the minimum layer thickness that aHows 

applying the chemical equilibrium model. As h .... s be2n shown before in this 

chapter, the chemi"-~l equilibrium model results In a linear relationship 

be tween 1jJ and It over a wide range of 1jJ. In order tQ te$t this relationship 

from Rutchai's results it WaS tried to fit, 'oY \lleans of the method of 

least squares, the data of his table 2 with 1jJ between 0.2 and 0.95 to 

the model curve; 1jJ ~ pt
q 

(see also chapter 6). This curv@ fitting 

appeared to he satisfactory for d = I.S Pm, although the tim~ for 

~! = O.lOB app"ar~ to be too large ae also shown by C;nred (1975). Th'" 

value of q had to be 0.5 but w .. s actually fQund for varioll5 layer 

thickness2s to be: 

d 

q 

1.8 )Jm, q = 0.502 ~ 0.005; d 

0.469 + 0.0013; d = 10 ~m. q 

2.5 \lm, q ~ 0.485 ~m ~ 0.006; d = 5 -~lll, 

0.464 ~ 0.014 (valu~5 of q ~ S.D.). 

So in fact the numerical procedure of Kutchai leads to questionable 

results at l .. rger l .. yer thicknesses. 

(;aned (1975) compared Moll 's re51l1t~ with a chemical equiUbrium 

model and ahowed that the ti\lle needed to obtain a saturati.on of 10% 

calclllated with th~ model inC:luding reaction velocity (2 InS ) is five 

time;; higher t:hl'-n when calculat~d w~th the equilibrium model (0.4 [[\s ). 

At II saturation of 90% this time difference is only 1O/,: (41 nlS ve,SUS 

37 m;;). Gl'-rJ:ed (1975) also repeated the calculations of Kutchai with 

a difierent num2rical technique, artd compared his resutt" with those 

obtained when assuming c:hemic .. 1 equilibrium. From .. cOmpal"i50n of both 
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models h~ showed that for the param~tric values the time fo. reaching 

a degree of oxygenation calculat~d yith the transfer mode~ including 

reaction velocity (= tr,d) equals the SUm of the ti~ obtained f.om the 

reaction velocity equation (= t r ) and the time resutting from the 

equilibrium tran$fer model (~ t d). He also concluded to a limit of 2.5 ~m 

layer thickness above which chemical equilibrium may safely be applied 

under these conditions. The results of Garred with the finite reaction 

velocity mod~l, hoyever, differ significantly from Kutchai's results 

concerning the time for a 104 initial 5aturat~on increase. 

rhus a ?ufficiently complete parametric analysis with models 

including reaction velocity is lacking. HoweVer, from the papers 

cited it is likely that for a given hemoglobin solution yith a certain 

boundary value PI a layer thickness d
m 

can be de£ined in such a way 

that for d > dm the finite slab model with ~hemical equilib.ium results 

in the ~ame t~mporal cou.se of oxyg~nat£Qn as does a model yhich accounts 

for reaction v~lo~ity (see section 3.6.5 belo~). The remainder of this 

se~tion w~ll be concerned with elucidating the applicability of the 

equilibrium assumption and defining a relationship between dm and h,P
1

, 

DC and and re~ction velocity constants for the models used here. 

There exist three marked differences between the transfer models 

including chemical reaction and those assuming equilibrium. The first 

two diffe.ences (sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3) refer to the boundary 

conditions and tb~ third one (section 3.6.4) deals with the reaction 

throughout the yhole layer. 

3.6.2 ~~!~~_!~~~_~~_~~~_QQ~~2!rl_~~~~E~fi2~ 

Finite r@action velocity means that for x R 0 and t = 0, P = PI and 

S ~ 0 rather than 5 = 51 for chemi~al equilibrium. Even if chemical 

equilibrium would be possible at the gaa-fluid interface (see section 

3.6.3) some time would be required for SI to b2 reached, It is relatively 

easy to estimate the delay time in the boundary condition for S. The 

simplified reaction velocity equation of Moll and Garred will be adopted. 

Th~ rate of uptake of oxygen (Re) by hemoglobin is assumed to be 

- R = k h (C~Ce)(I-S) 
C f 

where k
f 

= reaction velocity constant, l/mol/s 

h oxygen binding capa~ity of hemoglobin, mol/l 

(3.32) 

The relationship between 5 and C
B 

is represented by the equilibrium 

s~turation curve + 
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Prom eqs. 2. IS and 2. 16, whe~ ~eglecting diff~$io~ and convection, it 

follows 

R - RS h = ds h .- C - dt (3.33) 

and hence C = CI at x = 0, 

(3.34 ) 

Numerical 50lutions of 3.34 can easily be obtained by writing 3.34 in 

an integral form 

(3.35) 

w' L-_---'_-'---'-...:'.....L.L..L.W 
100 200 lJO \00 700 

P-mm ~9 

Fig. 6.13a. SaturatI.orl {nCl'liIQ.se at the ga8-hemog~ohin sotution. 

{n.#l'faoe ae a function of kl where k
f 

{a the fOl'Ward rMotior! 

velocity dOnstqnt. The value of kf is assumed to be 3.5 10
6 

t/moZ/s. 

Henoe in oase Pl = 700 mm Hg the boundary oondit{on 81 at the ga8-

liquid interface has a delay time in the order of J ms. 

Fig. J.1Jb. The sorid cu~ve shows the value of Kft needed for the 

saturation to reaoh an arbitrary value of 0.941 as a fUnotion Of Pl' 

The broken line is an arbitrarily ohO"Hm uppei' limit; of the BoUd 

ourVe. 
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&e$ults are shown in fig. 3.13a with PI as a par~ter. Obviously the 

velocity of the reaction is proportional to k
f

, independent of the 

oxygen binding capacity h, and increases when PI increases. Fig. 3.13b 

shows the dependency of Ck f t)0.94 on pl,the value of kft for S = 94% 

(arbitrarily chosen). Using a value of 3.5 106 l/mol/s for k£ 

according to Garred we find small values (bet~een 1 and 10 ms ) for 

the delay time of the boundary saturation. 

3.6. 3 ~!2!!:SE~3!!::.!;!~!!,L!2!l:.!;r!~~!u:h~l!1iS!L!l';g!:!g!!!.!:!!:!I!1:..g'§~!:!IDi:>:S!Q~~!!!!Li:>!!:.::::i£:1!l 
£Q!:!!!~!!~_SQE3!:S!QE~ 

Since application of the equilibrium model implies that not only S 

and e are uniquely related but also their gradients, the equilibrium 

model resultG in a flux of hemoglobin~bound oXygen away from the 

boundary wh£ch is physically impossible. From a pureiy mathematical 

point of view ~he ratio of the flux of chemically bound Oxygen and the 

flux of physically dissolved oxygen ~an be written a~ 

h D dS 
H dx 

a D de 
e dx 

h DH dS 
D de (3.36) 
e 

At the high POZ values used in the present analysisCP 1 ~ 150 mill Hg) 

dS Ide is small and the ratio J HbO /J'o is 1~6$ th;m 2. Sr,. 
2 2 

From a physical point of vi~w this reasoning is not very sound. In 

fact, ther~ will probably exist a thin boundary layer at the gas-liquid 

interfa~e where the saturation profile will deviate from the one 

calculated by the chemical equilibrium model in order to satisfy the 

condition of dS/dx = 0 at x = O. In case of steady-state oxygen diffusion 

th~ough a stagnant layer of hemoglobin SOlution. such thin boundary 

layers have been described both theo.etically (Kutchai 1970, Kr~uzer and 

Hoofd 1970) and experimentally (Weig",lt 1976). However, up to now 

saturation profiles in ca$e Q£ transient oxygen uptake have not beert 
pUblished. 

3.6.4 g~!S~i£~_!~!£!:!5~£~~_!!!!_~~!2~!_1~Z~E 
The models including finite ch~mical reaction v~locity maintain a 

finite value of CG-e~) as has been discussed in section 2.4. lhU5 the 

actual saturation curve (S vs P) pertaining within the hemOglobin layer 
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wi,ll be a function of place (;><) and time et), but it is alwaye shifted to th( 

right of th~ equilibrium curve. rhe assumption of chemical equilibri~ro 

me.ans here- that the. shift. of the. "saturat;i.on curve" is so small that it 

does not affect the- overall re-5~lt of oxygen uptake- time. An indication 

of the value- of(C-CB)n~y be. found from e-q. 3.32 when RC is known. In the 

case of equilibrium KC follows from 

R 
e 

For a half-infinite layer this results in 

~(n) 
1 de d "c - ''c t .. - I nati- dn 2 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

Eq. 3.]8 shows the product Rc t to be a £~nction of 1'1 only. Combination 

of eqs. 3.38 and 3.32 results in 

I 

kf·h.t 
(3.39) 

Fig. 3.14 shows ~(n)/(I-S) as a function of n for two values of hand 

two values of. C
I

• The. curves show a peak at a value of n where- the 

oxygen saturation i8 abo~t 70%. Now 6C will be can5ide.red at S O.~, 

defining 6C c 6CSO and n = nSO' rhe place where this p3n~C\lh.r shift 

occurs is si~en by 

X
50 1150 vn;;r. (3.40) 

and thus 

L1C
SO (C-C

e
) 50 

t;(nso)n2S0 DC 
0.5 

k
f 

h 2 x50 

(3.41 ) 

The function ~(n50)n50 was calculated for a parameter range af h, PI 
.. -3 -2 

and D (2.8 10 <: h <: 1.7 10 ; 150 <: PI <: 700 mm llS: 0 <:; D" <: 0.6). The 

influence of DO- appear~ to be. Qrn~ll (127. wh~n D· is between 0 and 0.6). 

For this reason in the following D~ = O. The influence of h on ~(~50)~~0 

is also small(5% differ~nc~ whan h ranges between 6'10-
3 mol/l and 1.68 10-

mol/l). Therefor~ only the factor C
1 

appears to be important. 
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Fig. J.H. Rate of OXY[Jen uptake (Re) by hemoglobin scal-ed by the 

factor t/(1-S).(~ = Re t),in a half-infinite layer of hemoglobin 

solution as calculated by the modeZ assuming chemical equilibrium. 

The maximum pate of oxygen uptake occurs at approximately S = 0.7. 

~) h = 1. 8 10-2 molll, P 1 = 700 mm Hg; 2) h = 1.8 10-
2 

moZ/l, 
-3 -3 

P1 = 200 mm Hg; 3) h = J 10 moZ/l, Pz = 700 mm Hg; 1) h = 3 20 

mot/l, P1 = 200 111m Hg. 
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Eq. 3.41 now becomes 

(3.42) 

,£ we intervret the influence of ~eaction velocity as a shift of the 

local sat~ration ~urv~ at place x, eq. 3.42 provides a quantification 

of the "near-equilibri,~ro condition" of the oxygenation process. 

3.6.5 ~~~~~~1~1§~=~_~~istg~~~_~112~igg_£~~~i£~1_~~~ili~E~~~_~~~~E~~S2 
Eq. 3.42 i.s a s<;,.ling formula [or th" half-infinite equilibdum 

mDdel but does not give el'Oplid.(: ~nfO~Il\"tion on the influence of finite 

react~,on v",,-locity on t~. A scaling number for this may be obtained, in 

case hemoglobin is not mobile, by substituting eq. 3.32 into eq. 3.37 

and making the resulting equation dimensionle~s with regard to time 

~nd pl~ce according to eqs. 3.5 and 3.6. This results in a dimensionless 

number k* (analogous to Damkohler (1937) and Thiele number (1939)) 

0.43) 

This n~mber p~e~ents a relationship between laye~ thi~kne.s d, 

reac!;i.on ve1od.ty ~on?tant, oxygen binding capacity, ,md diffusion 

coefficient of oxygen. Fot: identi~al values of C
1 

and k~ eq. 3.37 

p~ovide.s identical ~esults and hence in this situation d
m

, the minimal 

lay~r thickn~ss allowing the chemical equilibrium a5$umption, can be 

defined by k~. However, a mathematical expression is needed for d 
m 

which PI and DR are incorpo~ated coo. 

In order to obtain ~~~h ~n expTee~~Ont it ~E obvious to use the 

~aeio t ltd (""t It d at small ratios. t~ = oxygenation eime due to 
r r l:":r .I.. 

chemical rea~tion. td oXYSenation t~me a$$uming chemical equilibrium, 

tr,d = oxygenation time when both reaction velocity and dU'fuJ>ion are 

taken into account). According to the broken line of fig. 3. 13b and eq. 

3.24 we obtain 

(3.44) 
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from Garred'a calculations one may deduce a value of 0.03 for the ratio 

tr/td ~o be small enough to obtain i~entical tesults from the models 

with and without assumption of chemical equilibrium, at least for the 

parameter values u$ed by him (F I = 100 mm H8. fHbj • 33 8%). Hence 

eq. 3.44 mey be rewritten in order to calculate dm 

d 
m (3.45) 

Obviously the significance of this equation depends on the aesumption 

that tr/td • 0.03 £8 small enough to apply when using boundary conditions 

and hemoglobin concentrations different from those used by Garred. However, 

when substituting the most unfavourable parsmeter values with respect 

h . 1 d" (0-3 I -5 2 to t e experLmen~a con ~tLons chosen h = I moL I, DC ~ 2 10 em 1$, 
-6 

fl ~ I, £2 = 2, ~ c 1.51)0 mol/L/rom Hg, SI = I, PI ~ lao mrn Hg, 

k£ = 3.5 10
6 

l/rnol/sl dm shows the value of 23 Urn which is below the 

minimum value of SO ~m as appli~d in the experiments. 

3.7 Discussion of the models of oxz~en transf~r in non-moving layers 

of hemcglobin solutions 

The param~c.ic analysis &iven in section 3,4 applies to a situation 

where chemical equilibrium may be assumed throughout the whole hemoglobin 

layer. Three dimensionless parameters could be d~fined: 

1) Oxygen concentration ratio H, being the ratio of binding capacity and 

dissolving eapa~ity of a hemoglobin solution under the boundary 

eonditions present; 

2) Oxygen flux ratio D', being the ratio between the diffusion fluxes of 

bound and dissolved oxygen; 

3) ¢SO' the ratio PSO/PI' ¢haracterizing the dimensionless saturation 

curve. 

This dimensionless analY$i~ has proved to be very u~eful. In the first 

place the number of parameters could be reduced to a minimum, making it 

relatively easy to compare the results of the three models: 

I) finite layer thickness, 

2) half-infinite layer thickness, and 

3) polygonal approximation of model 2, 
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By eompar~ng the ha1f-infinite and finite layer wod~l, the oxygenation 

pro~ess could be desc:dbed by a single number(t·,), thus simplifying the 

presentation of nuwerical resu1te. Yet the study of a system controlled 

by three parameters can be very comple~. Fortunately the influence of 

0/
50 

appear~d to be minor and, even better, it proved to be uniform over 

a wide rang~ of values of H and D~(H ~ 25, D·~ 0.2). Moreover t7'0 
appeared to be a linear function of H for all values of D* studied (at 

,.. • 0 
<1>50 = 0). Thus tIle influence of D on t I' could be ex{'ressed by the 

slope of th~ t~'O versus H ~urves. As a result of this the complete 

" 0 parametric analysiS in terms of tl' can be tepresented by throle simple 

diag1;ams (figs. 3.7, 3. Band 3. 11). );'rom the analys is of the ~nflu~nc:e 

of the diroen"ionless saturation curve on oxyg~nation time. a lower liroit 

of PI relative to P50 could be defined such that a~c:urate knowledge 

concerning the position and shape of the saturation cu,ve is not required. 

The analysis of the relationship between oxygenation time and physical 

parameters resulted in some important conclusions; 

I) Th~ oxygen perro~ability ~DC rather than the diffusion coeffici~nt DC 

io the physical pa,amet~r to be determined; 

2) Accurate knowledge of oxygen solub~l~ty is not required ~n order to 

estimate other pa1;ameters from the experimencal results; 

3) 'the diffusion coeffici"nt of h(lmOglobin Can be estimated without 

knDwing the oxygen binding capacity of the solution. 

The pr~s~nt thesi" doe~ not aim at studying the influence of reaction 

velocity on the oxygen uptake of layers of hemoglobin in a fundamental 

manner. Partly based on the parametric analysis of the chemical 

equilibrium model some ideas have been developed as to how to visualize 

the influenc:c of finite reaction velocity. However, for sufficiently 

large. values of x the con~~pt of exph,ining the dev~ation frOg] ch~mi,c;:a~ 

equilibrium by a local shift of the saturation curve is probably correct. 

The n~mber 6CSO then appear5 to be a teal scaling factor. However, it 

describes only local phenomena ?nd does not give information on the. 

behavior of an ~ntegyal phenomenon such as the course of oxygenation 

as a fun~tion of time. Yet, based on the work of Garred (197S), a 

minimum layer thickness allowing chemical equilibrium could be defined. 

Using the mo~t unfavorable {,arameter values this minimum thickness 

amounts to 23 ~m which is s~fely below the minimum thickness used in 

the present exp~riments. 
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CHAPIER 4 

EXPERlMENIAL MEIHOD FOR INVESTIGATlON OF IHE NONSTATIONARY OXYGENAIION 

PROCESS 

4.1 Expe~imental princiRJes and set-~p 

4.1,1 2E£b£~!_~~£~£~_!£!_~!!~!i~8_2£~h_fh~QS~_i~_£~Zg~~~£i2~_!~2_1~Z~! 

£~i5e!';~'§~~ 
According to the physical medel deveLoped in section 3,1 a layer ef 

deoxygenated hemoglobin solution (thickness between 50 and 300 U~) is 

ep,ead over a leveled glass plate. This laye, is abruptly contacted with 

a gaseous atmosphere having a knowntoxygen partial pressure P
l

, 

the oxygen saturation of the layer increases with time up to its 

maximally possible va~ue (Qepending on P1). This process of o~ygenation 

is measured by recording the change in absorption of light at a wavelength 

of 670 nm (bandwidth 40 nm) from a parallel beam of light transmitted 

pe~pendicularly through the layer, 

According to the law of Lambert-Be@r the intensity of the light beam 

as detected by the light sensor i5 

I 

e 
o 

= intensity of the light after pass ins the lay~r 

extinction of deoxyganated hemoglObin solution 

C
l 

extinction of o~ygenated hemoglobin solution 

5 = averaS~ oxygen saturation of eha layer 

(4.1) 

bd = product of hemoglobin concentration and layer thi~kness 

log Ia apparatus constant 

The valu~ of log Ia dapands on the intensity of th~ light emitted by 

the light sou~c~, ~efl~~tion of light at the optical interfaces, and 

ab50rption or scattering of light by species other than oxyhemoglobin 

O~ deoxyhemoglobin molecules. In case the optical path and the phy.ieal 

con5tants of the media remain constant log la ~ill also be constant. 

Be£o.e oxygen is supplied to the lay~r obviou~ly ~ = 0 (S5S,), and 

after completing the oxygenation proce5~ the ~ituation i5 charactBrized 

by ~ = I (S=Sl)' Hence acco~ding to eq. 4. I 

)* actually I is the attenuation of light, hence dimensionless. 
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log II log I ~ (::0 (I~SI) ... El Sl)bd (4.2) a 

log Io log I -(E
O

(I-5
i

) + E:l Si)bd (4.3) a 

whHe I I = inte.nsity of light at tjJ I. 

I" c intE!nsity of light at Ijl O. 

F;r;'"orn "'qs.5.1 to 5. J the oxygen saturation ct1.l6ng the oxyge.nation process 

io obtained frOm the re.lationship 

(4.4) 

where I(t) = intensity of light at time t. 

From eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 a relationship ia found from which the laye, 

thickness can be calculated, a$suming no geometrical change~ to OCC1.lr 

Q1.l,ing ~he oxygena~ion process 

d 

The apparat1.ls constant does not appear in eqs. 4.4 and 4.5. ~1en 

u~ing monochromatic light the extinction coefficients of the. v?~iou~ forms 

of he.moglobin are well known (e.g. van Assendelft 1970). However, in the 

pTe sent investigation the light is far from being monochromatic and 

moreover hemogLobin solutions usually ~ontain some inactive species 

such as methemoglobin. Hen,," both Co and (;1 may differ signi.ficantly 

from t:he extinc:tions of pure deoxy- and oxyhemoglobin at A ~ 670 nrn. 

Consequently the absorption coefficients tob and ~,b have to be ~ea.ured 

separately ~n order to be able to determine the layer thickness. 

4. 1.2 ~~~~~!~~~~f_Q!_~k~Q~~fiQ~_£~~~~~£i~~~~_QY_fg~_~~~g~_~~~~2Q 

The principle of the design of the wedge Cllvette is shown in fig. 

4, I. J'wo plan-para'l1eL gb."" plates (length 7 em) are arranged at: a 

small but well-known angle of which the. tangent (}l) is between J.IO-3"nd 

9.10-
3. A mechanical device scans the same light beam as applied in the 

oxygenation measurements across the wedge. 

At a position x of the beam relative to a point of reference the 

length of the optical path within the wedge equals }lX, and according 



SOLUTION GLASSPLATE 

LED 9000 A 

:~~~ ~PHOTOCELL 

LEO 6YOOA I 
------.;;-~ _._x_ 

"-REFERENCE PLANE 

Fig. 4.1. Outline oj' the wedge method for determining tight abeorption 

c:oefJidents at the two different o;r:wdengthe of the oximeter 

(eee section 4.1.4). The wedge cuvette is constructed of ~wo plane

pa:t'attd glase plates {[('ranged at a smaP but We Zl-knCMn angle. The 

light of two Light EmUting Diod@$ (U;DJ is conducted by fiber optice 

to pa.% thr'Ougn the hemoglobin layer and is :t'eol2ived by a phOtOM n 
(a light-sensing diode). A mechanicat devioe soans the optiaaZ system 

(fiber end and photocell) across thrJ IJ{,dge. The tight absorption 

Meffioienc ob ronops from eq. 1.(1. 

to eq. 4. I the light intenoity ao ~ function of x is g,ven by 

log lex) = log la - Eb~~ (4.6) 

where log la b apparatus constant 

~ tangent of the wedge ~ngle 

x B position of the beam relative to ? point of reference 

~b absorption coe££ic~£nt 

Thus when plotting log I(x) versus yx the absorption coefficient can 

be readily found. 

Appl ication of a "van Abbe" length measuring instrument, as 

commonly used in metrology , ~11ow5 measuring of ~x with ~n accuracy 

of approximately + 1.0 ym on the outside of the wedge. 

E!Q£!!!!!!!!! 
F~g. 4.2a shows a cross-section of the diffusion chamber as well a$ 
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flg,4,2b fig. ~ ~.;I 

Pig_ 4.2(a,b}. Outline of th .. exp"rimen.tat apparatus. Fig. 4.2a shows 

0: cr'O$$-$,-lot-iOrt aYLd fig. ,;. 2b' p'r'eSBnt$ a view f'Pom th .. top. For an 

01Jera U. v<ew I) f the apparatus re fe.r to pieture 3. 

I dinijBiof! c'hamber; 

II (:y7.ine.ll'"i.,::al. houG~ng of the diffusion. ahCQrlb,.)'; 

ITT S!;ep-r,haped gZaGS pl.ate to oarry the hemogl.ob1:n lay.')' (see 

0: /.$0 1":atuX'(l J and f'ig. 4. 5) ; 

LV top p /.o:te, mounted rigidZ.y or< the boUom oj' the iWUBi);g.; 

V d0/1bZe gl.O:GS upper w~:ndow; 

Vl teflon t!<r'ltable prov~:ded w1:th two onCQrlb"r'$; 

VII n-i"Crogen gas eJhamber; 

VIII ()xyg,~n gas "'r.amhfJl·; 

IX ""'iVe /. arm on whiah botl, the optioal flb<3r a,td th" {'hMo, .. e Z 1-

are mounted; 

X i>~/.et and Quttet ohanndB j'or the gases; 

XI arm lor turning the f(I~1)11 table!; 

XII end of the tiber mounted in a balt-joint, allowing to ad.jlAJt 

the diYw,UQrt of the Ughtbeam; 

XlII photoad L 

its houSing anc th~ relevant pa.t of ~b~ op~ic~l ~ystem. Fig. 4.2b 

presen~5 a view from the top. 
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~ith a gas chromatog.aph (Dept. of Xnstrumental Analysis t.H.E.). The 

gase.s a:.:e humidifie.d by means of wash fhsks containing th,,:r;mostated 

water. The ti~e needed for changing the PO
Z 

within the oxygen chamber 

from 700 to a mm Bg by readjusting the setting of the pump amount? to '0 
minutes. 

By mean$ of a micro sy:.:inge (Hamilton) and a glass spatula a small 

amount of co~pletely deoxygenated hemoglobin solution (between 20 and 

50 ~l depending On the desired layer thi~knees) is spread over the 

glass plate after removing the glass window. Prior to this operation 

the turntable is rDtated over the glass plate in order to 

position the nitrogen chamber. After fixing the layer the w~ndow is 

replaced. Next the swivel arm is adjusted to direct the light beam 

to the center of the. layer of hemoglobin solution (see a1$0 picture 2). 

Subsequently the value of 10 is ~ecorded. After a certain lap~e of 

time the teflon tu.:mtable is moved to expose th" henloglobin .layer to 

the oxygen-conta~n~ng gas,' whereafter the oxygenation process startS. 

The course of oxygenation is reco~ded by the change in the absorption 

coefficient of hemoglobin. After completion of the Dxygenation the 

value of I, is recorded. Xn case the Oxygen pa~tial pressure of the 

gas ie chosen to he S, ~ I, the POZ is increased to determine I; 
at S"I. 

The absorption coefficients at S = 0 and S ~ , are detel:"mined by 

means of the yedge method. The velue I; has to be known for the 

calculation of hoth layer thickness and 51' 

4. ',4 Q~~~~i~E££~_£~_£~!~~~~!_:2~_~==~~!2!~_~!~~f~QQi~_~9~iE~~2! 

When studying the oxygen uptake by non-moving hemoglobin layers, 

only one channel of a two-wavelength oximeter is u.sed. Two light-emitting 

d~odes (LED) are used as light sources. The first one has a peak intensity 

at a wavelength of 670 nm (Monsanto MV!IOB) and the other one at 900 nrn 

(Mon5antoME/4). The light intensity of both LED's alternates ha~nically. 

The red one does 60 at a trequency of 1552 Hz whereas the infrared one 

operates at 5140 Hz. 

The Light of the LED's is conducted by fiber optics to pass through 

the hemoglobin layer, and some of it is rec~iv~d by a light-seosing diode 

(Monsanto MD 2). rhe signal generated by the diode is fed into a 

preamplifier. By appropriate filtering the output is ~plit up into two 

signal$ of 5140 Hz and 1552 Hz respectively. Both outputs of the 
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oximeter consist of a superposition of a DC voltage and an AC voltage. 

Th~ DC component is proportional to the int~nsity of the light ~eceiv~d. 

the AC component is filtered out by a lo~-pa~s filter wit~ a cut-off 

frequency of 20 Hz. 

In case of performing oxygenation experiment" the output signals 

(red and infrared) change as a function of time. In the case of a wedge 

experiment or dete~ination of unifo4mity of the thickness of the 

hemoglohn layer the signal$ change as a funcbop of the position of 

the light beam. 

A digital and analog rec.ording system hav~- b"'en USed simUltaneously 

(see f.ig. 4.3). The digital recording system uses a liP ten-channel 

sCanner. The scanner seGuentially connecte a number of signals to an 

analog - digital convu-ter. The digital numbers are punch;,d i-n paper 

t"pe. The information on paper tape i5 to b;: used for COmP\lter 

calculations. When performing a wedge measurement or when determining 

r K-Y or 

y"'l t~(:ordel" 

B J iuirHed 
. 1 to dl\:l.nnr:l 0 

OXlrnetE'r 

TC'.d t<l '-.hann .. t I 
1$.1)0 Y-~>":i~ '(!:'(:.,;rd~'( 

Jlt.> dl'lnn'i!l 
lat.vl ",,''';nd So reccrd~t: 

:;t.;lrt of 
triggl::r:ing 
c.l.nuitry 
by \;h.H'p ri~c: 
ll) e-i ~('J~l 0 

CfI!;:fI,]Qgsc:r tt'lggt!k":i.np., 

N :<: tIJ t,ll number !)f 
tri ~gr.t'pul!:;e!j. aft~r 
!:ill:lt~ of Q~Y/;I!Il..J.tion 

N b p-rcl1)(lTtion.'ll to 
~q~larE' l:"CH1t, CJ£ t.iIl\~ 

A-D 
COI.'1V~r.tc 

cbantl€ 1 signa] 

j"I·"1PCI' 

l'UI"tCI't 

i ni'r.:lred 
roo 
tim.:'_ ~,lg[l.all 

wt:!.J;:e 
displ ;:t'~("!mc!T11: 
of: :mglc: (.'I[ 

mCi.1~urir'lg .arm 
c:xp'.!t'im'.:t"lt CO<1€ 

b'~:g. 4.3. EZook diagram of data Y'eCOl'ding. A deteci Zed descY'7>ption 

Of the instrwnentaNon is given in section 4.1.4. 
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the layer uniformity th~ voLtage proportional to the displaC~~nt of 

the light beEm is also connected to the scanner. In ~ase of an 

o~ygenation experiment a circuit integrating a constant voltage is used 

to provide the time base. 

The int~grato~ is started by a sharp .ise in voltage of the infrared 

channel of the oximeter. This corresponds to the moment when the oxygen 

chamber in the teflon turntable is turned over the hemoglobin layer, 

thus starting the oxygenation process. An electrical circuit to 

trigger the data-togging has been designed in order to make the 

interval time 6t between two meesuring ~ycles proportional to the square 

root of time. As far a$ the oxygen saturation also changes with th~ 

square root of time, measurements ar~ obtained at points of equal 

increase in saturation. Sometimes a fourth channel is used to identify 

each measuring cycle by supplying a known VOltage to it. 

A (x-y) or (y-t) reco.der (Houston 2000) is ~sed for the analog 

recording of the wedge experiments and oxygenation eKperiment5. from 

~he output signal of the oximeter conn~cted to th~ recoTde~ 6 constant 

voltage is subtracted, thU9 small changes in intensity can be recorded 

on full $~ale. 

4.1.5 ~~~£~~~~~£~_~~~_~~~£1!~g~~~_~~~2g1~Qi~_~21~~!2~~~_~~~£~~£~!2~ 

£~_~~Ei£~~_~~!!~!~~~~~~ 
Fresh packed red blood cells (human blood group 0+) are rinsed three 

times with saline (9% NaCl) and separated by centrifuging (6,000 g, 10 

min). The cells are lyzed osmotically by adding 60 ml of distilled 

water to 100 rol of packed cello. The red c~ll stroma is r~moved by 

adding another 40 ml ot toluene (C
6

H
S

) to the solution. After shaking 

the mixture th~ toluene is s~paT6ted from the hemoglobin solution by 

c~ntrifuging (6,000 g, 20 min). The hemog~obin solution is sucked off 

from underneath the toluene C[Hb] bet~een 16 and 19 g%) and ?oured into 

specially designed tonometer bottles, 

The tonometer bottles are turning continuously fo~ 6 couple of hours 

~hil~ being flushed with a humidified gas mixture of 95% N2 and 5% CO2, 

The 02 content of the solutiono is checked with a Lex-0
2

-Con. As soon 
-4 as the 02 becomes undetectably small (less than 10 mol/i) the bottles 

a.e pressurized (150 mID Hg), closed and stQr~d at 4°C. 

Hemoglobin concentration ~nd p~r~entage of methemoglobin are 

det~rmined by a single-beam spectrophotometer using the cyanide method 
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of Zijlstra and van Kampen and toe method accord~ng 1;0 Evelyn and Matloy 

respec.1;ively. as described oy van Assendel£r; (1970). lJy ~ol.J,o"ing t;hi~ 

Frocedure of FreFaration and storage the methemoglobin content usually 

proved to be less than 1 p,,);"¢,,-nt of the total hemoglobin ~on""rttration. 

ThB hemoglobin solutions are diluted by adding saline. High hBmoglobin 

concent:t"ation~ are obtained by ultra-filtration (Dia£1ow, Amicon Co.). 

Oxygen binding capacity of the hemoglobin solutions is mea5ur"d 

directly by using a Le~-OZ-Con or computed from the h,,~oglobin 

concentration. thi. ~Omputation is based on an oxygen binding capacity 

of 1,36 cC 02 (STDP) per gram hemoglobin after corrBction for the 

presence of methemoglobirt. This value was rtormally found (! 1.5%) in 

experiments where both Hb WaS determined spectrophotometricalty and the 

oxygBn binding capacity was measured with the Lex-0
2

-Con. For a further 

di5cusQion the reader ~s referred to chaFter 5. 

i.,2 Di5"u5~ion of several ~len\eEl.t,; of the measurin(; proc.edure 

4.2. 1 1~f!~~~£~_S!_E~~~~!QI~_Q!_~§Q~~_Q~_~~~~~!~~~~I~_Qf_~2~2!~~~Q~ 

'l'h~ bandwidth of the LED's is in the order of 40 \lm. Parti"ularly for 

the r",d emitter this is rath"r cOEl.siderable when t:omp ... :J:1ng it to the part 

of the ahsol:ption spectra relevant for the m"""sureJ1lent$. Within this 

part of the spec.trum the extint:tioEl. coefficient of hemoglobin changes 

by a factor of 8, that of deoxyhemoglohin by a factol: of 2, and that of 

oxyhemoglobin by a factor of 0.7. Hence the influence of the bandwidth 

of the Light sources used has to be taken into account. 

Let Io (A) be. the inten,;ity dl.6tribution function of the emitter and 

g(A) the sensitivity curve of the light sensor. When aPlllying the law of 

Lambert-Beer to an ~nfinit"6imally small part t.\ of the. ,;,mission spectnml 

the current generated by the sensor can be described by 

i c: d)' (4.71 

An approximation of th~ $olution of eq. 4,7 can be obtained by 

introducing a function o(A) defined by the relationship 

(4.8) 

where E+ is a constant of arbitrary valuo. Substitution of eq. 4.8 

into eq. 4.7 results in 
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i g(A) I (A) e-6(A)cd dA 
o (4.9) 

Series expansion of the exponent in ~q. 4.9 provides 

i 
-g>tcd 

e g(A) I CA) 6(A) d\ 
o (:>t 

For small valu~s of ~cd eq. 4.8 can be approximated by 

1. 
..,- n e 
1. 
o 

(4.10) 

(4. II) 

A='" 
f gCI) loP,) d\ is the "blank value" of the System. 

\ .. -00 

Xn the red light 6(A) is an even function of A for most kinds of 

hewoglobin, and a value of e;* may be chose.n to make the first-order 

expansion term in eq. 4.10 equa~ to ~ero. ~ence the Law of tambert-Beer 

may still be applied when introducing an adapted extinction coefficient 

(€>t) which may diffe.r essentially from the extinction coefficient at the 

peak wavelength of the emission spectrum, It may easily be seen that if 

different light~absorbing species are present in the solution the 

summation rule of absorbing species, thus in fact eq. 4.1, remains valid 

when using the adapted e.xtinction Coefficient. 

Using the wedge method to calibrate the hemoglobin solution with 

respect to tha ~Ib and ~ob values,the validity of relationship 4.11 

has been shown to hold in th~ region of layet thi~kne$s~s as used in 

the oxygenation experiments, The summation rule has been tested by 

comparing the oxygen saturation a$ measured by the wedge method with 

~aSuremente o( the oxygen content of the same samples by the Lex-02-Con. 

Results·are sho~ in fig. 4.4. 

The value of t* depends on the bandwidth of the emission spectrum and. 

in turn, thie bandwidth depends on the temperature of the LED. The 

dependency of £. on temperature at A ~ 670 nm appeared to be 0.27. pe. 
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Fig. 4. 4. Oxygen 8aturation elf! f7iea.>u:r>ed by the wedge me thod oompa"f'ed 

with the oxygen Ol)n/;en/; of the same samples as dete"f'mined by the 

Lex-Oj-Con. The hemogLobin oonaent"f'ation of the solution used is 

approximately l~ g%. The aOI'r'dation between the two methods is 

wl1;;h-in the i"<!!;pe't'imenl;al e"f''t'o't's of both methods. 

degree centigrade . For the elimination of tnis effect temperature 

stabilization to within o.zoe at a l~vel of 30
De ha~ been provided. 

4,2,2 ~i~~~~~i2~_2f_£r~~~~ri2~~_£~~~~_~i£h_~~g~fi_£2~£b~~1£~~~~i~r_2! 

!~~_~£~Qg!2£!~_!~l~! 

Aecording to th~ ~xp~rim~ntal mod~l chDs~n,the g~ometry of the 

hemoglobin layer, at least at the point of incidence of the light beam, 

has to r~main unchanged throughout the course of oxygenation. Apart 

hom qualitative visual observation the behavior of the hemoglobin layer 

with tim~ can only be judged quantitatively by means of light absorption 

r"c01:d~ng5. Since the light absorption at 5"0 is ten times larger than at 

Sci, the stability of the hemog10bin layer has to be checked when the 

diffus~on chamber is flushed with nitrogen. 

Changes in hght absorption may be cal'?ed by seve,;al f"'ctor~: 

1) Th~ hemoglobin layer has not been spread anaerobically so that the 

layer may have a 6mall initial saturation, Due to this the light 

intens~ty recording shows a downward drift. 

2) The nitrogen flo~ ie not 6u£f.icient to compensate £01: oxygen leakage 

through the sealing into the chambers. The light intensity recording 

shows an upward drift. 
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3) The ghas5 plate has not been leveled sufficiently which results in a 

convective flux due to gravity.c~nly resulting in an upward drift. 

4) the nitrogen flow is too high and disturbs the layer surface. This 

sometimes results in a stable though erroneous signal but also may 

c.ause a drift of the signal. 

5) Tha layer is drying. This only results in a signal change if the 

drying process is not uniform allover the layer. This is due to the 

fact that the light absorption ~s proportional to the product of 

hemoglobin concentration and 1ayer thickness. 

This product re~~ns essentially constant when the evaporation process 

proceeds uniformly in a layer of uniform thickness. However, as a rule 

the layer dries faster at the edges than it doe$ in the center. Hence 

differences of total hemoglObin concentration may occur within the layer 

resulting in a convective flux of water. In this case the signal may 

show a drLft as a result of the drying effect. The drying ~ffect is more 

marked at high h~moglobiu concentrations. 

By trial and error an· experim~otal technique has been develap~d which 

eliminat~s these possible sOurces of error. In this context the anserobic 

t~chnique of spreading the hemoglobin layer is oot only favourable 85 far 

as it redu~es the mea$u.ing time but is indispensable for permitting the 

study of effects of changing sample geometry. 

When performing preliminary ~xperiments the axyg~nation process was 

investigated U5lng a film of hemoglobin solution not being attached to 

the edges of the glass plate (fig. 4.Sa ). This system had been cho$en 

for its simplicity in making layers of different thicknesses. However, 

the requirements in leveling the sample plate appeared to be too severe. 

fi~. 4.5 Q lig.4-5 b 

fi~. 4.5a. OUtZine Of the sampte hoLier as USed duping the e~Zie~ 

investigations. A hemogZobin layer is sp~ead ove~ the bottom of 

thia aampZe hotde~. not touahing the edges of the welZ. 

Fig. 4.5b. OutZine of the sample hotder as used in the finat 

expepiment8. The s~~e holdep is ppovided with a step-shaped 

well. The hemog~obin taye~ attaches to one of the welt edges. 
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Sample holders as designed later (fill;' 4.5b and picture 1) are 

provided with a step-~haped well so that the hemoglobin layer can be 

attached to one of the well edges. When using this pareicular geometry 

of the sample plate it is still simple to obtain a different layer 

thickness but the leveling is much less critical. A tilting "ngle of IIp 

to 0.7 degrees does not affect the stability of the signal. 

Although the oxygen uptake of the hemoglobin layer is minor compared 

to the total voll,lrne of the dHfl,l5ion chaillber, maimenance of flow is 

required to compensate for loss of g"5 due to leakage. the minimum 

"djustment of the gas flow was determined using the following procedure. 

The nitrogen flow is stopped and the hemoglobin layer is "Uawed 

to take up some oxygen itom the air leaked ~n, After having achieved an 

average saturation of 5% the nitrog~n f~ux is reestablished to decre,,~e 

the saturation agaiIL According to the saturation "urv~ this dec>;e".e 

is only possible if ehe PO
Z 

in the gaseol,ls "tmosphere over the 

hemoglobin l.ayer does not exceed 2 nun Hg. 

The lower limit of gas flow thus determined is 0.4 CC N2/SBC. The 

upper limit for the gas now through the diffusion chamber shol)ld be 

S cc N2/sec in order to avoid disturb"nce of the layer. Actually the 

nitrogen flow before starting the oxygenation process ~s chosen 

to be 2 cc N2/sec "nd the gas flow during and a.fter oxygenation is 

a.djusted to 0.4 ~c/sec. 

Under these conditions of ga. flow the measuring signa.ls bef.ore and 

afeel; oxyg~nation remain stable during a t~rn" longer than needed 

for even the longe~t oxygenation processes studied (30 min). When 

cleaning the sample plate after an oxygenation experiment, drying of 

the layer is not observed. Finally the experimental. results prove to be 

indcr>end ent of the time the layer had been ","poseQ to the humidifie.d 

nitrogen flow. 

4,2.3 !~~!_==~!!~S!~_~£_~~~_~h~~~~_~~_S~~_£~g~!~!2~~_~~2_~Q~Q!~~i~~ 

!!!~~~~!!!!I~~~~ 

The application of the theoretical mOdel£ to the e~perim~nt~l ~e5ults 

requires <l sharp rise in oxygen partial pressu>:e, The resulti.ng sha.rp 

Change in light absorption haS to be recorded adequately. Therefore the 

transient behavior of the system in teI'IllS of time constants is important 

and reql,lires some discussion. 
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As explained before, the step-like change is Achieved by A teflon 

turntable • The time necessary to switch the oxygen chamber over the 

h~globin layer amounts to 0.04 sec. the dead Space of the diffusing 

chamber inherent to the design of the device is about 0.06 cc. The total 

vol~ of the diffusing chamber is about 4 cc. Thus roughly 98.5% of 

the step is effected within 0.04 sec. The time constant of the remaining 

1.5% is ]0 sec when using a gas flow of 0.4 cc/sec. Ihe time constant 

of the o~imeter is mainly determined by the low-pass filters and amounts 

to 0.07 sec. 

The most rapid oxygenation process studied was completed within 60 

sec. Thus the time constants are 5ufficiently small for an accurate 

determination of t l • The influence of the time constants on the recording 

of the course of oxygenation will be discussed in section 4.3. 

4.3 Range of applicability of the instrumentation 

4.3.1 ~i~~~~!~£n~~~~~_~~~~~!~~~!n£~!_~!!Q!~_i~_t~!_~~~~~!~~n!:_2! 

b1g~£~~~!~!£~i£~ 
The ~hange in light absorption of a hemoglobin layer due to oxygenation 

depends on both the hemoglobin ~oncentration and the layer thickness. 

The o~imete( is sensitive ~nough to detect a change of 0.075% in 

light absorption. Eq. 4.1 directly relates the absolute arror ~s in 

the measurement of oxygen saturation to both the error in light 

absorption measurement and the product (~I-eo) bd. Using a value of 

O.3g4 l/cm/g7. for (~I-~O) (see section 5.5.2) one finds that the lower 

limit of the product bd is O.0019/~S em g4. thus, if an absolute error 

S = 0.01 is aimed at and the minimum layer thickness applied is 100 Urn, 

the hemoglobin concentration has to be mote than 20 g%. With an error 

~S of 0.01 to 0.02 the lower limit of the hemoglobin concentration is 

10 g% when applying a layer thickness ranging between 100 and 200 ~m. 

wherea$, when applying a thickness ranging between 200 and 400 Urn, the 

lower limit of the concentration 1$ 5 g7.. 

4.3.2 ~i~!!~!~£n~_~~~_fQ_~~£_£~~£I~i~_4~~~~i~i~S_!h!_:!~!~_QE_~h! 

~~S~~~~!~~_E!2~!~~ 
The high accuracy of the oximeter is partly due to the ti~e con~tant 

(0.085 5) of the low-pass filter causing a delay in the start of the 

recording of the oxygenation process. Nevertheless, fro~ the standpoint 

of measuring the Course of oxygenation, this property of the instrument 
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introdu~es an experimen~~l error. Another error in determining the start 

of the oxygenation proC~Ss is d~e to the time needed to rotate the teflon 

turntable. The recording of the oxygenation starts as 300n as the optical 

syste~ has returned to its operational position. Ho~ever, the oxygenation 

of the layer may have started ~lightly earlier because of the oxygen 

trapped in the narro~ gap between turntable and cylinder bottom. An 

additional small error is due to some electrical noise on the signal of 

the time b~$e. 

Assuming that all possible initial errors only contrib~te to an 

uncertainty T in the start of the oxygenation process one may write 

according to the half-infinite layer model 

(4.12) 

wher"- t ~ the actual lapse of time from the start of oxygenation, 

T the uncertainty in the stax:t of oxygenation, 

tl the actual oxyge.t!il.tion time, 

S th", oxygen saturation determined at th", "pparent time (t + ,), 
m 

S .. the oxys",n 
r 

~aturation at the actual time t. 

From eq. 4.12 ~t follows that 

(4.13) 

l("-qui6ng arbitr<lrily tha~ at Sr " 0.05 the diffe.rence (Sm-Sr) has to be 

less than 0.01 the ratio IT/t
l 
I must be smaller Chan 0.001. Since the 

uncertainty L is in the order of O.OS s (somewhat less than the time 

Constant of the tow-pass filters) the oxygenation time in tne experiments 

should not be leso than SO s. In practice this was so in most cases. 
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CHAPTER 5 

REFORT ON THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING 

5.1 Int~oduction to the ex~eriments 

The experi~nts may be classed into three groups according to the 

growing experimentat skill and the development of the equipment. In th~ 

preliminary phase of the work (first ~roup of experiments) the 

experimental set-up was not quite the same as described in chapt~r 4. 

The anaerobic technique was already u$ed, but the teflon turntable was 

not yet available. The change in the gas atmosphere trom nitrogen to 

o~gen was obtained by means of a three-way stopco~k in the gas lead to 

the diffusion chamber. Only two different oxygen pressures where applied, 

i.e., PI " 720 and 120 ~ Rg respectively. The hemoglobin solutions used 

in these preliminary e~periments contained between 2 and 20% of 

methemoglobin, a rather large amount. As ~ould be shown, the formation 

of methemoglobin was due to the non-anaerobic storage of the solutions 

and also to the ~ontact ~ith toluene for hours. The tenden~y to 

oxidation appeared to be stronger at high he~globin ~on~ent~at~on than 

at low hemoglobin concentration. From an e~pe~imental point of view the 

presence of a high percentage of methemoglobin i$ not favorable since 

the ab~orption spectrum of methemoglobin depends on pH which is changing 

during oxygenation (see section 2.1) of the hemoglobin layer. the 

p~eliminary results of these diffusion measurements have been published 

previously (Spaan et al. 1974) and will not be discuesed here (eee 

s~ction 6.2.1). 

The experimental set-up used in both the earlier experiments (second 

group) and the final experiments (third group) is de$c~ibed in chapter 4. 

In the second group a flat glass plate was used as a sample holder (see 

fig. 4.5) and moreover the digital recordin~ of the oximeter output was 

less accurate than in the final experiments. For this reason some 

o~genation times were directLy derived from the analog recordings. This 

second group of experiments still had the character of trial and error, 

and in fact the experimentel technique was established during this 

experimental phase. Consequently the results of these earlier diftusion 

measurements show more $~atter than those of the final group. As 

discussed in section 4.2.2 the e~eriments in ehe final (ehird) phase 

we~e performed using the sample holder provided with a step-like 
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well. By then the exper~rnental technique was well established. This 

fina~ group of experiments proved to be superior to the earlier group .n 
termS of reproducibility. Hence, in the present chapter main attention 

will be paid to the experiments of thi~ final phase, but the results of 

the second phase will also be mentioned. The r~"ults of the second 

phase confi~ the conclusions from the experim2nts of the final phase 

although the values of oxygen perm2ability aDC and DH ~stimated from 

the fo~er show a large scatter. 

5.2 The experimentally determined course of oxygenati\l.D 

The experimental method tD measure the course of oxygenation in a 

completely deoxygenated layer of hemoglobin after a sudden change in 

oxygen partial pressure at the gas-liquid interface is des~ribed in 

se~tions 4.1.1 to4.1.3. The data recording system WaS outlined in section 

4.1.4. 

Fig. 5.1 ehows a computer plot obtained from the dig~tal recording of 

a final series of oxygenation experiments perform~d with a hemoglobin 

solution of 29 g%. Both the layer thicknesses and the PI values app~ied 

are given in the figure. The values used fDr the extinctions of the 

deoxygenated and oxygenated hemoglobin solution will be discussed in 

section 5.2.1. 1he inerease in fractional eaturAtion is plotted on the 

ordinate whereas the square root of t!d z is plotted on the $bs~issa. 

hr;. j .1. Comptl-tel"' plot of' the e:cpel'imentany det"l"'mi.ned Murse of 
oxygenaUon 

t (= t/d2 J. 
n 

between 700 

as a jU'lcdon 

[Hb 1 29 g%, 

and 35 mm Hr]. 

of the square root of nOffllaHsed thnc' 

(£1-<0) ~ 0.-'94 l/am/r;%Hb, P1 vcl.1'ies 

Th" Idraight lines {n the j"1:gurf<' l<Je!'(~ 

obtained by HneC!l' "J,,,g)"'es~ion anal!ls'~$ 0>1 the linear part Of the 

expey.imen·t{JI. ctl-rves (see section 3. B. 2). The Zay?r ti-ti<lknes8 and the 

1:'1 value appl'~(!d in eaoh individual experim",nt ill'e g{v"" in the tohZe 

or ·the figure. 
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Each po~nt is defined by ~he simultaneously measured value~ of ~ and 

t/d 2 • The points for different experiments at aqual values of 1;'1 are 

characterizad by different symbols. The straight lines in fig. 5.1 are 

obtained by linear regression analysis on data points from anyone 

oxygenation experi~ent in the saturation range where the half-infinite 

model is assumed to be applicable. The determination of this range w~ll 

be def~ned in section 5.3.2. Below we will refer to t/d 2 a6 the 

no~li~ed t~me, tn' so that 

(5. I) 

Obviously this normalized time is proportional to tha dimensionless 

time c· (c· = t tlC/d2). 

A first glance at the I:"eaults presented in fig. 5. I confirms the 

ba~ic assu~ptions and conc~usionq of both the finite layer model and 

the half~infinite layer model; 

I) The curves measured at equal values of PI coincide when tid" is used 

as an independent variable. This supports the a~$umption of chemic$~ 

equilibrium (the difference between the curve~ measured at PI = 280 

and at 210 rom Hg are due to oxygen leakage into the sample syringe). 

2) The saturation increase is, up to a high degree of oxygenation, 

proportional to the square root of time as predicted by the half

infinite layer mode1. 

3) The deviation of t~e oxygenation process from that predicted hy the 

half-infinite layer model occurs at lower values of W if lower values 

of PI are used. At PI = 700 rom Hg, the oxygenation proceSS is 

terminated abruptly, thus giving eviden~e or a sharp oxygenation 

front within the hemoglobin layer. 

In chapter 3 the normalized oxygenation time (tn, I = t/d~) ha~ been 

chosen to be the quantity characterizing the oxygenation process of a 

hemoglobin l$yer. This normalized oxygenation time can be calculated 

from the slope of the linear range of the W versus Itn curVes according 

to;> 

(5.2) 
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The determin~tion of normalized oxygenation ti~e$ will be discussed in 

~,,<:-bon 5.3. 

5.3 The determination ot normalized oxygenation time 

5.3.1 ~r!2£!£1~_2!_~~~~~!~~~£2~_2i_n2~!!~~~_2!I6~B~f!Q~_~i~~ 
As mentioned in section 5.2 the normalized oxygenation time ~an be 

¢al<:-ulated from the slope of the curves of ~ versus It according to 

eq. 5.2. By meane of eq. 4.5 for SI ~ 1 (as is the case for fl > 100 rom fig; 

see fig. 5.6) eq. 5.2 changes to 

This can be expressed in te~e of the measured quantity I(t) by using 

eqs. 4.4 and 5.3, whi~h Leeds to 

=vt ("Ib-tob) 

~,I 
log I(t) - log 10 (5.4) 

where t = actual lapse of time trom the start of the experiment. 

Consequently, the normalized oxygenation time can be determin~d from 

the slope of the log let) versus It curve without knowing the value of 

eith~r Io or II' the latter being eliminated when passing from eq. 5.2 

to eq. 5.4. 

5.3.2 ~!2£~9Yr~_!QllQ~~4_!~_4~;~~£~iBS_£h~_~Q~!!~~4_£!Zg~g~~!Qg_~i~~ 
From each oxygenati~n axp~riment ~ computer plot analogous to fig. S.I 

was made in terms of \ji Va1;"~l,l~ It/ (log (I I IrO))2. From th~se plots it was 

judged by ~ye as to which degree of o~y!~nation this relationship is 

linear. Data points above this limit were not considered in determining 

the value of tn,I' When the range of linearity appeared to e~ist only 

f01;" ~ < 0.6 the e~periment was discarded. Usually a number (between 

and 4) of initial data were not considered either when they ~learhY 

deviated f(om the linear part of the curv~ 6S discussed in section 4.3.2. 

Moreover, now and then an individual point was not used in further 

analysi$ when it was obviously far fro~ coinciding with the oxygenation 

curve which might be due to disturbances in the mains. On the remaining 

d~ta a regression analysis was perfo~d using the method of le~st 

squares according to 
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(''>.5) 

where xI and x2 are parameters co be est£~ted. The parameter xl is 

~learly of phyeical origin whereas x2 intr.Qd~ce~ a degree of freedom to 

acco~nt for uncertainties in the experimental conditions. Comparison of 

eqs. 5.5 and 5.4 shows that 

(5.6) 

EssentisUy the value of Xz has to be gero. Exceptionally )(2 may have 

a small va~ue due to, for instance, a small change in the apparatus 

constant log la' as sometimes occurs when interchanging the gas ~harnbers. 

5.3.3 Q~~S~~~i2g_2!_!~~_~~~~~~~2_~2~~!~!~~_2~S~~~~i£~_£i~~~ 
As has been expl.a.ined in the introduction to this chapter ($ection 

5.1), the results of two group5 of experiments will be reported, 

referred to as earlier and final experiments respectively. As a rule 

the oxygenation experiment$ u~ing one single hemoglobin concentration 

were performed in series of 10 to 15 runs. The PI values ranged between 

700 and 140 rnm Hg. 

rhe final experirn~nt8 were performed in four complete experimental 

series of 50 single oxygenation experiments in total and two incomple.t,;: 

~eries. As will be shown in section 5.4, the dif£us~on coefficient of 

hemoglobin DH and the oxygen permeability aDc may be estimated from a 

complete series. From an incomplete series either of these two qUantiti,e, 

may be estimated s$$uming a fixed value of the other one. 

Normalized oxygenation times as a function of reciprocal bounda~y 

P02 (l/Pl) in three different final experimentsl runs are presented in 

fiB. 5.2. The values used for (8
j
b-8ob) will be discussed in section 5.5. 

The solid lines in fig. 5.2 were obtained by fitting eq. 3.24 to the 

experimental re~ult~ (see section 5.4). The figure next to each point 

refers to the thickness of the co:n-:e~ponding hemoglobin layer. The 

convex shape of the experimEntal curve clearly shows the presence of 

hemoglobin-mediated oxygen transfer within the hemoglobin solution. This 

phenomenon will b(! discussed quantitatively in section 5.4. I. 



curve- IHbl 
g'% 

1 29.0 

2 22.4 

3 152 

12 

10 

3 4 
1IP1 .. 10~ - l/mm Hg 

Fig. 5.2. Experimentatty d~terminea normaZized oxygenation time 

t n,l '" Vt]/d2 versus reaiproaaZ boundary o~gen pressure (l!P1)' 

The resuZts of three finat e~e~imental series were obtained with 

h~rnogrobin concentrations of 16.2, 22.1, and 29 g%. The number nemt 

to ea¢h point represents the respeative layer thickness. The aurVe$ 

~e~e obtained by fitting the poZygonaZ model to the ex,perimentaZ 

data on the basis of the method of Zeast squaTes by varying the 

pal'amete~s crJ)c and DH' The pal'ameter values found and the 

"96% confidenae limit" for ~aah e;rperimentaZ Beries are as foUows: 

[Hb] a1)e 10
11 

1) 107 
H 

g% moZ am2 
am2/s 

s ! I'tU11 lIg 

1$.2 2.38 ± 3".2% 4.51 ± 5.3"% 

za.4 a.01: t 3.6% 2.7:) :t 6.2% 

29.0 1.64 ± 2 % 1.75 ± 8.6% 
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Ip the final expe~i~ent$ the values for IX21 were always less than 

0.01 (except in 3 experiments). so obv~ousLy the appa,atu$ ~on5tant 

log la (see section 4.1.1) remains virtually constant. Linear var~ance 

analyaiQ resulted in a 95% confidence limit of xI of less than 0.01 xl' 

Hence the linear relationship between 1jJ and It i~ confirmed (fig. 5. I) . 

An estimate of the reproducibility of the experiments may be obtained 

from fig. 5.2. With the exception of 4 normalized oxygenation times at 

IHb] =29 g%,the reproducibility of the experimental resuLts ie better 

than 4%. The ex~eptions are due to oxygen leakage into the sample syringe 

as stated before. Using the Lex-OZ-Con this could be proven to be the 

cause when checking the remaining solution within the syringe after 

spreading the hemoglobin layers. No systematical djfference eQuId be 

observed as an ef.fect of the layer thickness of each individual experiment 

though this thickness ranged between SO and 220 Urn. 

ThE earlier experiments were performed in 10 complet~ eeries including 

a total of approximately 120 single oxygenation experiments. As stated in 

section 5.1 this earlier experimental phase had the character of trial 

and er~or, and several series could not be used for further analysis 

because of too much scatter (mora than 20%) in the oxygenation times 

obtained. From some of the remaining complete series a small number 

(never more than 4) of single oxygenation experiments were excluded 

from analysis because the 95% confidence limit of XI "as more than 4% 

or the drift ip the sigpals 10 and 11 exceeded an equivalent value of 

1% oxygen saturation change per miP1)te. The J:Eproducibility of the 

earlier mea"urements appeared to be between 5 and 10%, thus being 

roughly two to three times poorer than that of the final experiments. 

The dimensionless oxygenation times obtained from both tIle lOad LEr 

and final experiments will b~ considered to be independent measurements 

for the estimation of the oxygen permeability and diffusion coefficient 

o~ hemoglobin. A poor reproducibility of the normalized oxygepation 

time$ will fi.nd its expression in wide confidence limits of the parameter 

values estimated [rom them. 

5.4 I'arameteT; eeti]1latiott from the eX.E.!!.imental normalized oxygenabon 

times 

5.4. I g~~i~!E~~_Y~1~~~~2i~2~~g~~~E~rID~fi2i!i!l~_~!~g!2~i~_~iEf~~i~~ 

~2~~EiEi~~~_~~~_~~!~£~~_g~~Q~i£i~~_ 

The exp~~imental data of normaliz~d oxy€;"mation time VErsuS reciprocal 
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boundary oxygen pressure (fig.~2) were fitted to eq. 3.24 by using the 

polygonal approximation. The parameters to be estimated a~e aDC and DU' 

For (E;I-~.,) a value of 0.394 lom/g% Hb, for; Pe II value of 26 IJII!1 Hg, 

4.-------------------------------------~ 

cm2 mol ra TH: 
0. Dc x lOll 

2 

1 
0 5 10 15 

2 

crrfl s 

r 1 

Q.l0S 

°0 5 10 15 

20 

c:J Exp StrM\I~ 

• llT)ol exp 

)\ earlier exp 

25 30 

0 

IHbJ~g% 

fig. 5.3 b 

'-x 

---~ x· 

20 25 30 

:35 

35 

IHbJ-g% 

Fig. S.3a. VaZues found fo~ the permeability of oxygen ~DC as a funotion 

of hemoglobin concentration. The dots co~~espond to the finaZ expe~iment8, 

the a~osses to the eaPZier experiments, and the open squa~es to the 

experimental data of Stroeve (19?3). The final experiments have an 

accu~aoy of the order of $%, the eaPZier experiments of the orde~ of 8%. 

l:'ig. 5.Jb. The diffusion coefficients of oxygen oakuZated from the 

e~e~imentaZZy found permeabiZity by using vatues for the sotubility 

as disoussed in section 6.3, compared with the OOmp~Omi8e curve 

suggested by Kreu2er (1970) for the vaZues of DC found in the lite~ature 

(see seotion 6.4). Th~ d~t8 refe~ to the finaZ er,periments. the crosses 

to the earlier experiments. Temp@rature ie 8S °C. 
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and for h a value calculated f'Q~ the he~oglQbin concentration corrected 

£or ~ethemDslobin were used. These values will be discussed in 5ec~ion5.5, 

Fitting of theory to experiments was per{o~ed by u~ing the criterion of 

least squares. Three results of this procedure were shown. ~n hg, 5,2 

above. Linear va~iance analy~is was applied to get some idea of the 

reliability of the estimated pa.ameters, This reliability will be *iven 

in terms of a confidence limit, in spite of the fact that the e6tirnatiDn~ 

of parameters are not expected to be no~ally di$tributed. 

A whole experimental series includes 10 to 15 individual oxygenation 

experiments. '1:his 95:{ confidence 1 irni t for CiDe is 3%, whereas for DR 

it is 7% when estimated from the final experiments, The earlier 

105,~--------------~------------------------------, 

10 15 20 25 1.0 

IHbi ----_g% 

'Yr!. ,\.4. VaZu@<, faund for' tn@ diffu,';ion IJoeJ'fioient of hl'J.mog~oh-ir! DH 

as a funot'l:on Of ~wmoelob-in corwcmtl"ation. The dots T'@f'w to tile J"inaZ 

expm"i.ments, tile (;I"OS8eS to the ea:t'liel" experiments. The final 

e4'eriments have an aOO!<l'aoy of the order of 8%, the ea:r>Zie)' e:lpel"imel1te 

of the order of 15%. Terrrperatul"e ic 25 °C. 

oamprorm:se <.'UrVe of }U'euzer (lMO), 

expet'·1.memtal t'l'J.sults of XdZer et at. (1971), 

I'J.xpE'<Y·£ml'J.ntaZ l'eSUU8 of RiVl'J.l'os-MOl'eno r.md 

Wj: ttenbel'g (un). 
tor a discussion of the published data of tile diffu$ion "oeffiohmt 

Of hemoglob'£n 8M section 6.5. 
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experiments, performed in the second stage, are less reliable a~ wa~ 

discussed iQ sections 5.1 and 5.3. Variance analysis in this case shows 

95% confidence limits of 6 - 10~ for ODe and appro~imately 15% for DH• 

Results for ~Dc are shown in fig. 5.3 and are compared with results 

of Stroeve (1973). The dots refer to the final e~periments, the crosse$ 

to the earlier experi~nt$, and the qquare~ to the experirne~t~ of 

Stroeve. Stroeve performed his experiments by measuring the oxygen flux 

through layars of marhemoglobin solution at 5teady state. The agreement 

between these results obtained by two different techniques is quite 

sarish.ctory. 

the estimated values of DH are presented in fig. 5.4. DH values as 

a function of [Hb] as publishad by Keller et al. (1971) and Riveros

Moreno and Wittenberg (1972)(the latter after correction for temperature) 

are also presented. The present results will be compared with those of 

other studies iQ more detail in saction 6.5. 

3r-------------------------------------------~ 

• final e)(p. 
:)( earlier expo 

2 

OL-------~~--------~--------~------~ o 10 20 JO 
IHbJ~g% 

Fig. 5.S. Exp6rimenta~ VaZues of 22 = h D~~DC as a function of 

hemogZobin concentration. Z2 is virtuatZy constant in the range 

Of [lib] !pam 15 to 2B g%. Out8id~ this range th~ vaZues of z2 
d~(!:f$aM$. 

Fig. 5.5 shows th~ estimat~d value5 for 22 • h DH/~DC ~s a function 

of hemoglobin concentration. It can be shown that the confidence limit 

for Z2 equals the confidence limit for DR' Z2' and hence the relative 

influence of facilitation at a fixed value of PI proves to be vi.tually 

independent of he~globin concentration over a wide range of hemoglobin 

concentration. 

5.4.2 ~~~!~~~~~_~!_~E~~!~_!2_~~~~!~~2£_2!_~~E!~£E!2~_~~_~~ti~~~~ 
E~!~~E~!~~~!~~~ 

The difference iQ extinction between oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin 
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i? an important quantity in determining the normali~ed oxygenation time 

t The value used will be discussed in se~tion 5.5. Here only the 
n, I 

influence o£ er.o.s ~n the experimental data will be analyzed. The 

influence of a systematical error may be readily seen from eq. 5.8 as 

derived from eqs. 3.24 and 4.5 

f 
I 

(5.8) 

The left~hand term of eq. 5.8 LE independent of the values chosen for 

the extitldions. When fitting the experiments in tBrms of t/(log (1
1
/1

0
))' 

versus l/P I , the quantit~e5 Z2 and Zl/(£lb-~ob)2 a.e the main parameters 

to be estimated. Whereas the value of zi is affected by an error in the 

extinction coefficients, the value of Zz is not, Con$equently the 

estimated values of both aDC and DR are inflU8tlced but their ratio is not. 

~~!~~~~~!-~~!~~~ 

As discussed in chapter 3 the saturation curve has not to be known 

very precisely. However it is not easy to assess directly to what extent 

(Rbi = 22.4 g% IHbl = 15,2 g% 

P "DC c 
lOll 

DH 107 
"DC 

1011 Dn 10 7 

mID Hg 
cm2 mol 

cm2/s crn2 =1 cm2/s 
s 1 rnm Ilg s 1 rnm l!g 

1 2.08 i 3.4% 2.43 ± 6.9% 2,40 ± 3.3% 3.99 1- 6.5% 

26 2.05 ± 3.5% 2.73 ± 6.2% 2.:35 ± 3.2% 4.51 1. 5.31: 

80 1.98 ± 3.4% 3.47 ± 4.3% 2.27 ± 2.7% 5.79 ± 3.4% 

Table 5.1. Influence of an M'l"Ol" ,in th<i! p08it'~on of the adopted 

sotUY'at7:on curve on the estimCltEld WdU098 of ClJ)C arid l)Er Tlw ,'aZu<i! 

of 26 mm Hg fm' P (J used in the polygond approximation is e<Jtimated 

from the 8aturation i?!,rve meCl<JU:!'ElmElrlt8 Sh01JrJ in fig. B.B. Oby!iously 

the p08it1:on of the satu:!'aU·on ,"ul've 'i8 mOr'£! important foI' the 

e,~,tirnation of DH than for the estimation of oD
C

' The <l;e(Ju:t'O.cies 

g-{wm in the toh"LEl e:-m'r'<l$pona to th", 95% oonfid"nc(! (.{mit" fo:!' ·the 

estimated parameter values. 
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a shift of the saturation curve affe~t6 the estimated parameter va~ues. 

To study this effect a parameter analysis WS$ performed on t~o 

experimental series using different values of Pc' The results arc shown 

in table 5.1. the values obtained for the different P values dev~ate 
c 

considerably. In practice, however, PSO of the saturation curve and so 

P~ are known wi~hin 20% (see section 5.5). This results in an uncertainty 

of at most 2% in the esti~ted parameter ValueS. 

5.5 Values of constants used for the estimation of parameter values 

frOm the experiments 

5.5.1 Q~~~~_~i~~i~s_£!e~£~£X 
It was intended to directly dete~ine the oxygen binding capa~ity of 

each individual hemoglobin solution used. For this S Lex-OZ-Con apparatus 

was available. Although the reproducibility of this instrument and its 

linearity over a wide range of oxygen concentrations (0 - 2 10-2 mol/I) 

appeared to be quite adequate (within 10-4 mol/l) for hemoglobin 

solutions, the calihration on atmospheric air, according to the 

instruct~ons, was often troublesome. These difficulti~s are ~inly caused 

by the poor ~a$- tightness of the sample syringe after using it for some 

ti~. For this reason it was decided to routinely calculate the oxygen 

binding capacity from the hemoglobin concentration. This procedure, 

however, call~ £or some discussion. 

Based on its molecular weight (M = 64,500), the oxygen binding 

capacity of hemoglobin should be 6.2 10-5 mol/g Hb (1.39 cc 02/ g Hb). 

However, the o~gen binding capacity of a hemoglObin solution (and blood) 

may be affected by oxidation of FeZ
+ in the hemes or by occupation by 

other ligands (section 2.2). Hence it may be understood that Hufner (1894) 

(Section 1.1) found a value of only 1.34 ce 02/g Hb for the oxygen binding 

capacity ot whole blood. In order to estimate the oxygen binding capacity 

of the hemoglobin solutions prepared according to the procedure described 

in ~ection 4.1.5, five independently prepared hemoglobin solutions were 

care~ully analyzed, using the Lex-02-Con for the dete~ination of the 

total oxygen concentration (chemically bound and physically dissolved) 

and a spectrophotometer tor the determination of total hemoglobin 

concent~ation and of fraction of methemoglobin. rn al~ these caseS the 

oxygen binding capacity was found to be 1 - 4% less than the value 

calculated from the hemoglobin concentration (corrected for the fra~tion 
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of methemoglobin pre5~nt) as measured by a spectrophotometer (see 

section 4.1.5). Recently very ~¢curete measurements of the oxygen 

binding capacity of hemoglobin were performed by Dijkhuizen ~t al. 

(1975) which also showed an oxygen binding capacity lower than predicted 

from the concentration of the supposedly active he~globin. It was 

decided to U$e, in the present calculations, a bind~ng capacity o£ 

6.07 10-5 (1-5 .) mol 0Z/g Hb, whete SH' is the f;t:"a~tion of methe~globin 
~, ~ 

present. This figure was checked to be accurat~ to within ± 1.5%. 

fhe presence of HbCO has been neglected throughout these experiment~. 

Once a solution was checked spectrophotometrically (as described by van 

Assendelft 1970) for Hhea which appeared to be present in an amount. of 

less than 0,5%, Another indication that the Hbeo fraction was always 

very minor is obtained from a compar~~on of oxygen binding capacity as 

measured by the Lex~02-Con with the value as calculated from the 

hemoglobin concentrat~on. This low HbCO concentration iB plausible since 

during deoxygenation of the hemoglobin solution by Hushing the tonometer 

bottles with nitrogen some cO ~$ also removed. 

5.5.2 I~~~~b!!~~~~~~_i~_~~£iQ££b2~~_2i_£~g~~!£~~_~~~_~~2~lS~~~£~~ 

~~~2~122~~_2£1~fb2g 
In order to calculate for an oxygenati,on experiment the thickness of 

tile hemoglobin layer and the normalized oxygenation time the difference 

between the extinctions of oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin has to be 

known. This difference (Eo-~I) was ca~culated for each individual 

hemoglobin solution from EHb02 and SHb' the extinctions of pure 

OXYhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin re~pectively, and the fraction of 

methemoglobin present (note that the "extinction" refers to the "adapted 

extinction" as defined fo>: the red channel of the oximet'H used; see 

section 4,2, I). 

As mentioned in section 5.1 the extinction of methe~globin depends 

on the pH of the hemoglobi~ solution and ~onsequently on the degree of 

oxygenation. For the el>tin~tions I;: I and Eo We may write ill analogy to 

eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

where (Hi,1 and EHi,O are the extinctions of meth~moglobin of the 



oxygenated and deexygen~t€d hemo8~obin solution respectively. Eqe. 5.9 

and 5.10 lead to 

(5.11) 

The extinction of methemoglobin is of the same order of magnitude as 

(EHb-EHbO ) and varies by approximately 10% during oxygenation. Since 
Z 

SH~ never exceeded 3~, the error in (~e-EI) when calculated by 

(5.12) 

is of the o.de~ of 0.3%. 

In the preliminary e~perimental pha~e (see section 5. I) the wedge 

method for determining extinction coefficients was tested extensively 

(v.d. Borne 1972) by using solutions of methemoglobin, malachite green, 

Evans blue, o~hemo81obin and deoxyhemoglobin. The last two solutions 

shewed a high ~ethe~oglobin fraction. Hence, although linearity, 

reproducibility and accuracy were well established in this stage, no 

reliable values of EHbO and eHb could be obtained. During the second 

phase emphasis was givefi te the oxygenation measurements and no due 

attention was paid to the wedge measurements. F~om 9 independently 

pl;epaI"ed hemoglobin solutions with [RbI bet ... een 8 and 29 g% a value of 

0,43 ! 6%. l/cm/g~ (95% con~idence limit) was found fo. ~Hb' In th~ final 

expeI"imental phase again special attention was paid to the wedge 

experiment, When measuring the wllue of !;:Hb for three independently 

prepared fresh hemoglobin solutions of 17. I, 18.5 and 29 gf. hemoglobin 

concentration, values of O.~3, 0.432, 0,438 I/cm/g~ were found 

respectively. From these values a mean value of ~Hb = 0.434 was adopted. 

For ~HhO a value of 0.040 i/cm/g% was found. Thus a value of 
2 

(!;:Hb-eHbO ) ~ 0'194 was used in all experi~ents. 
2 

5.5.3 ~~_!!~~~!!~~~_£~EY~ 
A saturation curve was measured over its enti~e range for two 

different hemoglobin solutions. A Radiomete~ electrode was used for the 

POZ determination and the Lex-OZ-Cen fo. the estimation of oxygen 

satul;ation. Three times a few points of the saturation curve were obtained 
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Fig. 6.(l. Exper'imental data [01' detepmining the vCiJue of PliO of Me 

actual sa.tuP(Jtion C'UPP(l holding 7;YI the preeent expepimente. The eolid 

l'in~ /:8 the Standapd Dissociation CUY'pe (SDC) of f'i{f. ~. ii with thr:; 

PO 2 =is o.t/;enuatr~d by a factor of 2. 2. F'pom this j'igupe it is 

(·on.,-l.uded that the actual P50 = 12 mm IJg (26.4/~.2). 

~6ing the diffusion apparatus. ~or this a laye~ of hemoglobin solution 

was aquilibrated with gases of different but known POZ' Th~ saturation 

was mea$ur~d 0Ftically. Results are shown in fig. 5.D. The solid line 

r"pre",entJ> the St:andard Dissociation Curve (SDC) with i.ts P02 axis 

attentuated by a £acto~ of 2.2. From fig. 5.6 it may be concluded that 

the saturation curv~ holding for the present investLgation is shifted 

to the left with regard to the SDC and has a P50 of 12 mID Hg,and 

the~efore p~ aquals 26.4 mm Hg according to the find~ng~ of ~e~tion 

3.5.2. 

5.6 Discussion of the e~erimental results 

5.6. I ~~~~~~1_!~~~~E~~E~!~2E_2~_!2!_!~~!!~~£~!_~~~~!~~ 
In chapter 3 the behavior. of the oxygenation process of a fully 

deo~ygenated layer of hemoglobin solution has been studied theoret~cally 

on the basis of the first and second law of Fick applied to th~ 

diffusiOn of boeh oxygen and hemoglobin. The conclusions of this study, 

in tcrms of aver-age oxygen saturation in~~ease in time, are conf~rmed 

by the results of the expe~imantal investigation; 
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I) 'the quantity t/d2 can be used as $.1'1 independent variable to descdbe 

the oxygenation of a deoxygenated hemoglobin layer of arbitrary 

thickness, 

2) The $at~ration increase is, ~p to a high degree of layer oxygenation, 

proportional to the square root of time. 

3) this proportionality holds up to a higher saturation when increasing 

PI' At PI a 700 mm Hg the oxygenation process tepminates abr~pt~y, 

thus giving evidence of a sharp oxygenation front within the 

hemoglobin layer. 

4) Normali~ed oxygenation time (tj/d2
) defined according to the half

infinite layer model, when plotted versus the reciprocal PI value, 

indeed shows a curvature indicating carrier facilitation of the 

oxygen uptake by hewoglobin. 

A mathematical relationship between the no~alized oxygenation time 

and reciprocal boundary ~ondition (eq. 3.24) was fitted by the leasc

square procedure to the different data experimentally found by varying 

two parameters, the permeability ClDC and the hemoglobin diffusion 

col!:fficient DR' The 95% confidence limits found for these parruneter~ 

in the nnaL experiments (3% far D;DC' 7% for DH and Z2) shaw the 

quautitative applicability of the theoretical model, at least within the 

range of hemoglobin concentrations and PI values studied. The difference 

in confidence limits of the parameters mentioned may be explained by the 

fact that at high PI values the influence of DH on cl,n is small 

compared to the influence of CiDC' whereas the inHl,lenc:.es of DH and CiDe 
on tl,n are comparable at the low PI values applied. 

Basically the ~nte~pretation of a single oxygenation experiment, ~n 

terms of change in light absorption es a function of time, is eimple 

since the relationship between log I and Ic i. lineer. Normaliz~d 

oxygenation times can be determined when knowing the value of only one 

physical constant,being (el-~o)b. How~ver, in estimating the value of 

Z2 = h DH/aDc the value of this constant i9 even not needed. Note that 

Z2/PI may be interpreted as the ratio of "permeability fo~ bound oxygen" 

and "permeability for physically dissolved oxygen". It is interesting 

to see (fig. 5.5) that Z2 remains vi~tuelly ~on$tant over a wide range 

of hemoglobin concentration. But Z2 st~ongly depends on hemoglobin 

concentration when this concentration gets near the hemoglobin 

conc:.entration of the red cell. 
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5.6.2 ~!§£~~f!~Q_2!_£~~_~~~!~£i!!£Y_2!_£~~_~~£!~~£~~_F~~~~~!~~_~~!~~~ 
The accuracy of the numerical values estimated for dOc and consequently 

for DR holding for a certain hemoglobin solution strongly depends on the 

ac~uracy of the data for the oxygen binding ~apacity and the difference 

in the extinctions of deoxyhemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin respectively. 

Initially it waS int~nded to determ~ne, for each individual hemoglobin 

solution studied, the oxygen binding capacity by means of the Lex-02-Con, 

the hemoglobin and methemoglobin concentration by using a spectrophotomete: 

and (elb-eab) by applying the wedge method. However, all these 

determinations proved to be too time-consuming. Moreover the technique 

of the first and tIle third measurement mentioned was not fully 

established during all experiments so that the original plan had to be 

dropped. It should be kept in mind that a complete experimental run takes 

4 to 9 hours, depending on the hemoglobin concentration of the solution 

examined. NevertheLes$, the numerical values found for the permeability 

aDc agree fairly ~ell with the data reported by Stroeve (1973), though 

he used a completely different method. this support$ the correctness of 

the value for (eo-e
l
) applied, end thus also the correctnes6 of the 

value for DR' 
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CHAPTER 6 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Q.l Theoretical models of nonateady-state o5Ygen ~pta~e by hemoglobin 

layers 

0.1. 1 ~£~!~g_~£~~~~EI_~£2~1~_!~~~_~~!~~£~!~!_!~!~!~2£~_~2_~~~_~2!~S2~!! 

:!EE!!2l:£E'!!:££:: 
The polygonal approximation is part of a class of problems in nonsteady-

~tate Linear heat conduction or diffusion where two or more phases or 

regions separated by a moving plane interlace are involved. 5~ch a moving 

boundary always represents a local process discontinuity, as for example 

a d~scont~nuou$ change in concentration, a discontinuity in the 

concentration graQient, or a phase change as in the case of progressive 

freezing of a liquid (e,g. Danckwerts 1950). 

Mostly the moving boundaty equations are deri~ed using the time and 

place variables sepatately. This, however, impairs the understanding o~ 

the essential features of the method. The mathematical treatment of the 

problem is greatly simplified by combining the dimensionless variables 

of 1'1a~1? ~ .. and time t" into one single variable being Tl = x" 1ft". Then 

the transfer equation valid in each region appears in the form of eq. 

3.25, which can be solved in terms o£ errot functions (~q. 3.27). 

HDw~ver, the introduction of the new independent variable n restricts 

the number of boundary conditions since they only can b~ defined at 

fixed values of n. Tiroe and plac@ corresponding to fixed values of n 

are x" = 0, equivalent to t" = "', and t'" = 0, equivalent to Ix"'l = "', 

and moreover those interfaces which change position according to 

~"I';t~~ constant. The differences in the mathematical treatment of a 

particular physical problem obviously depend on the specific Doundary 

condition$, 

Hill (1928/1929) theoretically studied, using a moving bounQary model, 

the recovery of a tissue as a result of the oxidation of lactid acid. 

Thie situation is similar to the oxygenation problem. A ti$su8 initially 

containing lactic acid and no oxygen iG Guddenly exposed at its surface 

to a certain oxygen partial pressure. Oxygen diffusea into the tissue 

which recovers as a result of the oxidation of lactic acid. Hihl's model 

aS$llIIle$ two regions within the tiuue, i,e. a recovered "o;.tygen" region 

where all lactic acid hat;, been oxidized, and a fatigued "lactic add" 

region where no oxygen is present. Both regions are separated by an 
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interface where the oxidation ~ea~t£on occurs. rhis interface moves into 

the tissue s.a recovery proceeds. The model allows for diffusion of oKYgen 

within the recove"ted region and for diffusion of lactic acid within the 

£ac~gued region. Hill's model for the half-infinite layer (he studied 

cylindrical geometry as well) may be considered as a particular case of 

che polygonal model (discussed in section 3.1), when ~~ = 0 and ~c ~ 1. 

rhe ~olutions of Hill's model have been applied by Roughton (1959) to 

reinterpret che exper£menta1 results of ~ongmuir and Roughton (1952) on 

the upt!l.ke of CO by hemoglobin solution, and of Klug, Kreuzer and Roughton 

(1956) on the uptake ot 02 by hemoglobin solution (see also below). 

6.1.2 ~Q~gg£igg_~!Qg£_~Q~~!~ 
In the same paper as cited ,n se~tion 6.1.1, Bill (1928/1929) also 

showed that, using the notation of the present study, if DH ~ 0 the 

solution of his moving boundary equation leads to the following 

approximation of the dimensionless average saturation 

(6.1) 

Eq. 6.1 is known as the advancing front equation and can easily be 

obtained directly by balancing the assumed steady-state oxygen flux 

through the oxygenated part of the layer to the amount of oxygen taken 

up by hem08lob~n at the advancing oxygenation front 

(6.2) 

where x f = distance of the advancing front from the gas~liquid interface. 

Eq. 6.1 results from the integration of eq. 6.2 by using the boundary 

conditions given in fig. 6.1. 

Eq. 6.1 was used by Klug, Kreuzer and Roughton (1956) for the 

interpretation of the oxygenation of hemOglobin layer$ ($ee also se~tion 

6.2), by Langmuir and Roughton (1952) for the interpretation of. 

experiments on the CO uptake by hemoglobin layers, as well a5 by Marx 

et al. (1960) and thews and Niesel (1959) to explain the oxygen uptake 

by layers of blood. Both Marx and Thews extended eq. 6.1 to account for 

the presence of an extra di~£usion resistance at x M 0, i.e. a membrane 

(Marx) or a plasma layer (Thews). Spaan (1973) presented an extension of 
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Fig. 6.1. Profiles of ~yg~n ~Oncentration C (fig. 6.1a) and oxygen 

eaturation S (fig. 6.1b) within a layer of hemog~obiH 8OZution 

aaao~ding to the advanoing ~ont modet. Boundary oonditions are: 

t < 0 for all x, C = Ci and S = Si; t ~ 0 and x = 0, C = C1 and S 1. 

Steady-state oxygen transfer is assumed within the oxygenated pal"t 

of the layer. ~f indioatee the progression of the advan~ng front 

in a time intel"vat ~t. 

formula 6.1. taking into account the incre~$~ o£ the amount of dissolved 

o~gen during the ~nwa~d movement of the oxygenation front, while still 

assuming steady-st~te oxygen t~an5port in the oxygenated layer. EG. 6. I 

then changes to 

(6.3) 

whe~e the cor~ection term 0.5 arises from the physically dissolved 

oxygen. The accuracy of the adv~ncing front eq$. 6.1 ~nd 6.3 can be 

evaluated from the pa~ameter analysis desc~ibed in chapter 3. Th~ 

numerical results of the pOlygonal approximation with ¢ = D~ = 0 
c 

may be given by the formula 

t" ,0 

I I) = ± (H + 0.326) (6.4) 

The advancing front aGo 6.1 tindara~timatas the dimensionle5s oxygenation 

time compared to eq. 6.4 whereas the extended advanc~ng tront eq. 6.3 
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overestimates it. However, eq. 6.4 underestimates the oxygenation time 

when the in£luen~e of the saturation ~u~e is al~o considered. Generally 

speaking the extended advancing front eq. 6.3 will be a better 

approximation to the computer solutionS for DH .. 0 than is the advandng 

front eq. 6.1. However, the suitability of the advan~ing front eqs. 6.1 

and 6,3 for the interpretation of e~perimental data on oxygen tran~fe~ 

in blood or hemoglobin solution strongly depends on the influence of 

carrier facilitation where DR > 0, 

6.1.3 9Q~E~~~~_!~1~~i~~~_~~~~~i~g_S~~~is~1_~~~ili~~i~ID 
Marx et al. (1960) solved the problem of diffusion into an infinite 

layer of hemoglobin solution, using an analog computer and a~~uming the 

hemoglobin to be immobile, The saturation curve was approximated by a 

function generator. The ~omputer solution showed a steep oxygenation 

front for PI = 760 mID Hg. From this qual~tative observation the authors 

assumed the ~esults of the advancing front eq. 6.1 co be cor~ect, Dindorf, 

Lightfoot and Solem (1967) solved the ~ame probl~rn as Marx, but used a 

kunge-Kutta numerical integration technique. 1hey only considered cases 

where S~ ~ 0.4, and 50 the Hill approximation (eq. 2.6a) of the saturation 

curve could be used. By varying PI between 70 and 700 mm Hg they showed 

the advancing front eq. 6,1 to give an upp~r limit for the oxygen uptake 

rate, whereas the linear approximation of the. saturation cu~ve a8 shoWl'l 

in fig, 3,10 and dis~u$$ed in $e~tion 3,5,2 gave a lower limit. Applying 

the terminologY of chapter 3 to their c.onclusions, the ratio t~/t!'io never 

assume5 value.s less th .. n one, which is due to the virtually con"e", shape 

of the dimensionless saturation curve used. 

Spaart (l973) p-.;ese.nted some Solut10ns Ior l.lU..lLC, LdYCLLl UL Il.IiPLiluglVU..ln 

solutions using the Adair equation (see eq, 2,8) for the saturation 

curve with Si ~ 0 and mor~over hemoglobin supposed to diffuse, Conclusions 

of this paper .. re mentioned in chapter 3. 

6.1,4 ~~~1~_~~~~~i~g_1~~~g~_~Qg~Q~i~~~iQ~_2f_~~~_~~~~~~~!2~_S~~Y! 

A ne~t epeeial case of the moving-boundary model implies the assumption 

of a linear saturation curve. 1his model also was used by Hill (1928/1929) 

to show th~ possible influence of facilitation of CO 2 ttanafer by HC0 3, 

However, in section 3.5.2 a poor agreement between this model anQ th~ 

num~ricHl $oLutions of the transfer equations using the sigmoid 

saturation c~rve was found, In fact the lin~ar approximation leads to 

a definition of an apparent diffusion coefficient fo~ oxygen 
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D 
app 

DC 

1 + .!:.m a 
where a • gas solubili~y 

m· slope of the L~nea~ saturation ~urve (l/rnm H~). 

(6.5) 

Thews (1957) used this notion of an appa~ent diffusion coe~~icient hu~ 

quite arbitrarily replaced the slope m ~ (Sl-Si)/(~I-Pi) in eq. 5.5 by 

m(~/(e». lhis method leads to an erroneous relationship between average 

saturation increase and ti~e. As shown above ~ is p~oportional to It 
for a large range of $. This, howeve(, does not hold if ~he apparent 

diffusion coeffi~ient ~hanges with time. Thews' method has also been 

severely critisized by Roughton (1959). 

6.2 Experimental investi~a~ion$ reported in the literature 

6.2.1 Q~g~~~fiQ~_Q!_~~~Q&!22i~_1~~~!~~ 
Frior to the present study the Fribourg experiments were the only 

systematical experimental study of the oxygenation of hemoglobin layers. 

As has been mentioned in chapter I, these experiments were performed 

according to the $~ principles as the present experiments. 

In both cases deoxygenated layer" of hemoglobin solutions are 

suddenly exposed to a gas mixture ~ontaining oxygen, and the oxygenation 

process is recorded by a change in light ab$orption. The present 

experi~ents and the Fribourg experi~ente mainly differ in the experimental 

procedure and naturally in the instrumentation as improved and developed 

over a period of a quarter of a century (Kreuzer and Betticher 1951). 

Some of these differences are: 

I) In the Fribourg experiments the layer thickness was calculated frOm 

the amount of solution spread over a known area, in the present 

experiments the thickness is mea$ured optically. 

2) In the Frihourg experiments the layers, after having been spread, 

first had to be deoxygenated by nitrogen, wherea~ in the preaent 

study they are spread anaerobically. 

3) In the present experiments the change in gas atmosphere is effected 

more rapidly than in the Fribourg experiments where the new gas 

~ixture was sucked into the gas chamber. 

4) In the Fribourg experiments the light ~neen5iey wa~ recorded relative 

to the intensity at SaO, thus in fact (1-1
0
), whereas in the present 

experimen~s the absolute light intensity CO i5 me."$ured. 
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In the publi~ations (e~iewed by Kreuzer (1953) only the time for complete 

oxyg~naCion was reud and e~aluated. The determination of this time from 

the recordings is subject to errors because the curves become very flat 

at their top. In a later publication Klug et al. (19~6) reported the 

times needed for 1/3 and 1/2 of full deflection. However, these 

deflection~ were assumed to be eq,ual to the rise in saturation which in 

fact they are not. Knowing the extinctions of oxyhemoglobin and 

deoxyhemoglobin at the wavelength of the light used, the saturation 

belonging to 1/2 and 1/3 deflection can be calculated (see Appendix D). 

Assuming a linear relat~onship between Sand Vt, the real time needed 

to rea~h S ~ 1/2 and S ~ 1/3 can be estimated. The difference between 

the values estimated and the original data depends on the hemoglobin 

concentn,-tion as shown in figs. 6,2a and 6.2b, The influence of the 

t 1,13 II/.! 
~o1o<; fA) 

t~g,62b 

10 

~ 

40 
20 

]0 

jQ 
,. 
10 

." lO 4O .0 20 3a ,0 
v "I. Htl Q% Hb 

Fig. 6.2. Expe1'1:mentoJ :r'8~(dte oj' Hug cd al. (1966) for' JOO Pin 

Zayer'l3 of hemoglobin solutio!'! using pure oxygen as oxygenat'i11g 

gas (['J co' /00 mm Fig under their C'oru1-itions). fig. 6.2a. Time 

r!~eded to reach one thil,d $a"tU1'a-tioYl as a funu'HoY! oj' h"'moglobin 

aonaentY'at1:0ri. Pig. 6. 2b. Time nEl~J~J ,to l"each half sa'/;l.l.l"atioY!. 

Open f)il"d/.ee are data pO-irl,t$ obtained by aMurrdng the deflea#cm 

of the; oxirMtel' to be: propOl"tional to the saturation 'inoX'c>a.,e. 

SoUd line is the regression auX'w fi tting the data points 

aaaord1:ng to KZ,ug 0t a~. (1956). brook~ri line 1:S the roegI"essiclri C.'urV(l 

(:oY'Y'c>c;ted fot' tho,) n(m~Unear 1'e lations hip between axygeri sa{ul"at<:on 

and light 1:ntensity (aee text) and 'therefore prMJerlts a better' 

est-imace oj' I;he vaLues Of t 1/:3 and t 1/6. Cl"osses aN data 

calc:uLateJ fr-om ttle vaLues of aDe and DFi found in the I?}'esent study. 
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~orr~~tion ~s considerable in particular at high hemoglobin conc~ntration8. 

In ~~g. 6.2 the crosses represent calculations of t
l
/ 3 and t

l
/ 2 baseQ on 

the numerical values of aDc and OR estimated from the experimental 

results of the present investigation. They fall within the data range 

reported by Klug et al. From recordings of other incomplete aeries of 

oxygenation exp~riment~ performed by Kr~uzer, using air instead of pure 

oxygen, the normalized oxygenation time has b~~n determined by plotting 

log S verau/; log t and extrapOlating the "straight part" of the curves 

to S = 1, The results ar~ compared in fig. 5,3 with a ealculateQ curve 

using the data for aDe and DR ac~ordin8 to the pree~nt investigation, 

These data also scatter ~on$iderably but are of the same order of 

magnitude as the pre$~nt results, 

fHbl_g% 

Fig. 5.3. No~alized o~ygenation times dete~mined f~om r@cordings 

of oth~r inaomplete $$ries of oxygenation $~@riments performed 

by KreUZ$~ (19~3), u$ing air as oxygenating gas (Pt ~ 140 mm Eg 

under his conditions). The soZid Zine is drawn based on the 

~@SUUIl of aDe and DB found in the p~esent 8t~. Temprwat.ure 

is 8~ or;. 

In fig. 6.4 the results of the preliminary experiments of the present 

investigation are compared with ~urves calculated on the basis o£ data 

for aDC and DR obtained from the earlier and final experiments. These 

normalized oxygenation times are also obtained from log S versus log t 

plots, The values of tbe extinctions used are those obtained from th~ 

wedge expe~i~nta performed in the preliminary phase. The gsses used in 

the preliminary experiments contained 5% CO 2, Fig. 6.4a shows result$ 

for PI" 700 mm Hg and Hg. 6.4b for PI" 140 = Hg. Next to the curves 

the percentage of hemiglobin is given a$ measured for th~ different 
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he. 6.4. Results of th.a preUm<J1a:ry experiments of the pt'esen-(, study 

(do/,.q) compared IJ£th our"/!<28 c(1lcula.ted on the bads of i;he ""l'per·iment$ 

of the 2"id and Jrd group. P1:g. 6, 4a. tlI'!5!8er!~8 results for ['1 ~. 700 mm 11g, 

fig. 6.4b presents results foT' P
J 

= HO mm Hg. fhe numbers next to the 

gl"'OUp of points siJOoJthe percentage of methemog~obin pres.mt 'in th8 

T'BSpBdive experiments. Although SHi is quite h1:gh th.a agT'eement betw.aen 

the pI'eUminm'Y expel'1:ments and tl,e expel'iments performed lMer is 

fa-idy good. 

solutions used. It is remarkable that good agreement between the 

calculated curves (which are based On SRi ~ 0) and the experimental 

values exists. PreViOIJ.B ly (8paan et a1. 1974) the normalized oxygenation 

time had been presented as a function of the oxygen binding capac~ty h, 

l~ilding to a much la);"ger deviation between the preliminary and later 

experiments. The ~elatively good agreement between data points and 

calculated ~urves of fig. 6.4 may be explained by compensating effects; 

irKreasing SHi decreases the oxygen binding cap"city and thus de<;:reases 

tl,n' whereas DC and hDU are lO<Jer than when using a hemoglobin solut~on 

of the same vdlJ.e of h but SRi, " 0; tttis consequ",ntly leads to inc.reased 

values of "l,n' 

6.2.2 g~~&~2~E!~~_Q!_~!~g1~_~~11~ 

Thews (1959) st\ldi.ed the oxygen uptake of mono~erythrocycic layers. 

The deoxygenated layer was sudd",nl.y exposed to a gaB of known P02 
correeponding to )'1 va.lu~s ranging from 6 to 150 ttmI Rg. The slJ1l'llest 

dimeneion of. the h\1man );"ed cell is about 1.6 )lm, the largest about 7 )ltll. 

A.ssuming that the cells lie flat in a monolayer, they have a plas1!1Jil. 
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boundary lay~r of approximately 1.5 ~m thi~kness on both sid~$. When 

applying a P02 o£ 100 mm Hg, 80% oxygen saturation was obtain~d within 

80 ms~c, whereas Kutchai (1970) and Moll (1968) calculated a time of 

approximately 34 ms for a c~ll without boundary layer. Ihews (1959) 

applied the advancing front equation extended for the diffusion 

resistanc~ of the plasma layer to this experiment (P50 of the blood Wa~ 

8 mm Hg). Th@ agreement betw~en calculation and experiment was 

satisfactory. 

Other experimente on the oxygen uptake by red cells were performed 

using the rapid-reaction technique. rhe interpretation of the 

experimental results is quite complex and henCe is often oversimplified, 

certainly in the case of the "stopped-flow" technique (Holland and 

Forster 1966, Holland 1970). In the$e experiments two liquids, one 

containing a $ma~l amount of deoxygenated red cells and the other 

equilibrated with a known P02 , are rapidly (within 1 msec) m~xed in a 

mixing chamber. Subsequently the liquid is stopped in an observation 

tube, Bnd the oxygenation of the red cells is recorded colorimetrieally. 

The modele used to describe these experiments, however, are far from 

adequate. For example it is ae~umed thet the oxygen coneentration of the 

cell-liquid interfac~ ~s constant and equal to ~he bulk oxygen 

concentration without accounting for the oxygen binding to hemoglobin. 

However, assuming the red cell to be a sphere, the total amount of oxygen 

taken up by one ~ed cell during a 10% satu~5tion increase equals the 

total a~unt of oxygen (PI = 100 rom Hg) present in a shell around the 

cell with a thieknees of I to 2 times the radius of the cell. Hence 

these experiments might be explained by a "sink" model applied to 

absorption from an infinite medium rather than by a red cell oxygenation 

model. 

Mochizuki (1970) performed similar experiments with a rapid reaction 

apparatus. Here the liquid remains in motion during the ob~ervation. 

These experiments Clearly demonstrated an effect of the flow on the 

oxygenation rate of the red cells. The author refers to Mochizuki and 

Fukuoka (1958) to explain the flow dependency of the oxygen uptake by 

the presence of a plasma boundary layer around the cell, the thickness 

of the layer depending on flow rate. Comparison of their results 

(their fig. I) with the oxygenation models of Kutchai (1970) and Moll 

(1968) is not possible because of the differences in the boundary 

conditions applied. 
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0.3 The solubil~ty of oxysen in hemoglob~n aolutions 

As shQW1.'l in chapter 3 the solubility need not be known accuutely 

for th~ determination of aDe and DH • However, for ~he dete~ination 

of DC the $olubility obviously h,,~ to be ltnown with an a.ccuracy "t least 

comp"rable to the determin"tion of the permeability uDC' As $ho~ by 

Sendroy, Dillon and van Slyke (1934), the solubility of oxygen in water 

(UH 0) is decreased by the p,e~ence of dissol.ved salts but increased 
Z 

by dissol.ved protein5. Th~ same autho,s showed that the law of Henry 

is "alid for blood within thf! range of 02 prf!llllUreS of interest:. TherB 

are some uncertainties in the literature concerning the value of the 

0XYBen solubility of he~globin solutions (aRb)' Sendroy et al. (1934) 

are the only authors reporting on the oxygen SOlubility of hemoglobin 

~olutionG. They found no difference in ~olubility increase per g lib 

between ~t:rOj!l.3.-frcoc hemoglobin solutions and suepen$ions of red ceU~ 

ip saline at 38oe. How~ve.r, the oxygen sol\;Ibility of blood (Ilf,) found 

by Sendroy et a~. i~ 4% higher at 370C and 20% higher at zoD e than that 

found more recently by Ch1;i~tDfcrides and Hedl.ey-Whyte (1969) • 

H"dley-Whyle and J"3ver (1964) measured the temperature coeffi<;:ient of 

the oxygen solubility and showed that thf! ratio uE/CiH 0 is independent 

of temperature. Altho1.lgh this ratio does not lin"!l.rl/depend on 

hemoglobin concentration th~ir results can be approximated to within 

1.5% by 

(6.6) 

where iRbl i$ in units of g%. 

rhe oxygen $olubility of. the h~moglobin solutions used in th", present 

study was calcul"tad from an 0 given by the Handbook of Physics and 
2 

Chemilltry (l9j2) (rx
H 

0 = 1.69 10-6 At 2SoC), taking into "ccount the 

decrease of. sol\lbil;ty due to dissolved salts by the factors given by 

$er\droy e.t 0.1. (!::.a" 4.3 10-7 per moL llaC~.INao] approximately equalS 

0.07 mol/l) and the in<;:re!l.se of solubility due to hemoglobin as found 

from formula 6.6 l~ading to 

(6.7) 

6.4 The diffusion coefficient of oxygen in hemoglobin $olutions 

The dif£lJsiol'. coefficiept of oxygen in hemoglobin solutions "a~ 
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studied expe(~~ntally by several authors. Comparieon of their results 

is meaningfUL only in terms of the ratio of DC in hemoglobin solution to 

that in saline as reported by the same autho(. Commonly a value of 

2.07 10-
5 

cmlle, as published by Goldstick and Fatt (1970) is accepted 

as a standard value fo( DC in saline (= DC ). A compilation of the 
. ,s -5 2 

aVa"lable data on DC' corrected to DC,$ = 2.07]0 cm /s, was p(ovided 

by Kreuzer (1970). This ~o~~lation is presented in fig. 6.5. In fig. 

5.3 diffusion ~oefficients as calculated from the pe~ab~lities (~DC) 

found in the present investigation are compared with the regression 

DO:!, ~ lO+~ cm2:l~e<: 

30 
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zo 
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Fi~. 6.5. CompiZation by ~BU~B~ (1970) of the data avai~abte for the 

diffUsion ~oefficient of oxygen in hemoglobin solution. norma~i~ed to 

a va~ue of Dc in ealine (= .Dc.~) of 2.07 10-
5 

om2/8 aooording to 

Goldstick (1966). CUb '" hemogZobin oonafJntr'ation. 

curve of fig. 6.5. The present values of DC fit quite well within the 

range of experimental error. A small deviation ~y be explained by an 

error ~n DC a~ found by Goldetick and Fatt (1970) or by an e~~or in , s 
the values of the solubility used here. 

Gold$ti~k and Fate (lS70) compiled the data available in the 

literature on the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in water. These values 

5catter between 1.B7 10-5 and 2.44 10-5 cm2/s. In the opinion of 

Goldstick and Fatt (1970) the large ~~atee( of these values is due to 

differences in the methods used, most of them requiring specific 

"empirical constants, fluid flow characterization and/or chemical 

analysis". 
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The diffu~ion coefficient of oxygen "t the red cell hemoglobin 

con~Brttr"tion (JS g~) is about one third of the value in saline. This 

decrease can be explained by ~eduction of the diffusion area avai~ab~e 

for the oxygen moJ.e<;ule.~. Stroeve (1974) compared the re$ults of 

Goldstick and Fatt (1970) on DC for bovine serum albumine and hemog~obin 

solution with a Maxwell model for stationary diffusion in a heterogeneous 

medium, assuming the protein molecules to be £]1)1I\obile with resllect to the 

oxygen molecules. This comperi$on appeared to be quite satisfactory whert 

assumirtg a bimolecular water layer el.lrrourtdins the protein molecule. 

6.5 The diffusion coefficient of hemoglobin 

6.5. I ~g!~~~~f_~~f~~~~_~~f~~l_~~~_f~~~~~_~iff~~i£~_~Q~ffi~i~~f~_Q! 

~!!':!:.'£El:2b!! 
The diffusion coefficient of hemoglobin has been measured by applying 

a known gradient in the hemoglobl.n concentradon O~ by app~ying a known 

gradient of labeled hemoglobin with no gradient irt the total (labeled 

pll.ls unlabeled) hemoglobin concentration. The diffusion coefficient 

estimatBd by the first method is c:o=nly referred tel as "u\utual 

diffl.l~ion "oefhd.ent" whereas that estimated DY the- lattel: method as 

"tracer diffusion coefficient". Theoretically the values of the two 

diffusion c:oefficiertcs may be different as a result of the interaction 

between labe~ed and unlabeled solute. Keller et al_ (1971) studied 

exp"-drnentally both the tr<1cer and mutual diffusion coefficient of 

hemoglobin and found no signific:ant difference. This ~e6Ult i5 of 

practical importance for the present ~tudy where in fact the oxyhemoglobin 

rnolecul"-s al:e considered as labeled hemoglobin molecules. For a more 

detailed theoretical consideration of the diffusion coe[ficie~t of 

hemoglobin the reader is referred to Kell~r et al, (1971), and for 

several definitions of the diffusion coefficient to C;unk (1975). 

6.5.2 S£~E~~~~~2~_£~~~~!!':~~~~l:~~~!!':~_~~l:~~~_£f_~~~_~~K~~~b2~_=2~~~!~!~~~ 
2L!!~!!;Q!:l:Q~b!! 

In 1970 Kreuzer compiled the published values of DR at teulperatures 

between 20 and 25°C as a function of herncglobin concentration, Th~o 

compilation is shown in fig. 6.6 together with the ~urve chos0n by 

Kr.euzer to be a compromise. 

As already $hown itt fig. 5.4 our data presently found are high above 

this compromise curve. Moreover, the values of DH as reported by Keller 
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Fig. 6.6. CompiZation by ~euze~ (1970) of the data availabLe for the 

diffusion coefficient of hemoJZobin in the temperature ranJe of 

20 to 25°C as a function of hemoglobin concentration (CBb). 

~t al. (1971) were not yet available to K~euzer. Because of the large 

scatter in the da"a, the publi~ations dealing with the diffusion 

~o~££icient of hemoglob~n have been re~on$idered, correcting and 

completing the original data as follows (for details see section 6.5.3): 

I) All DH values found at te~peratures between 20 and 2SoC were 

recalculated for 2SoC. 

2) Ihe values of DR found by Adarn$ and fatt (1967) are not sho~ s~nce, 

as will be dis~u$$ed below, they deviate too much from those reported 

by the other authors. 

3) The results of Moll (1966) were corre~ted ~or tortuosity. 

4) Ihe result$ of Keller et al. (1971) replace the results of Keller and 

Friedlander (1966). 

5) Ibe results of the present study are added. 

Ihese revised data are plotted in fig. 6.7. Here also the original 

compromise curve of Kreuzer (1970) f~om fig. 6.6 is included to 

demonstrate the effe~t of these corrections. However, this compromise 

curve now $hould also be adjusted accordingly since it had been 

constru~ted trom the original data of the literature. 
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Fig. 6.7. New aompdat{o", of data avaiLaH" for' the diffusio", (:oeffiaient 

of hemoG'~obirt. Now the data of Mon (1966) and Mpey'os-Mor'eno and 

WUtenbel'g (1972) are Qorr'ected tor' tempe.l'atUl'e (8;' °C), and fOi' the 

fiLt<9I'8 «ppUed (MoU). 

• fhw t experimentB 

x earlier' e~pel'imentB 

+ KetLer et at. (19?1) 

tJ Ril)el'os-Mol'eno and Wittenberg (19?2) 

o Mon (1966) 

6.5.3 ~~~£~~~~22_2f_E~~-~Qrr~f£iQ~~_;EE!~~2_~2_~~~_!!!~1£~_~~_~~ff~!~~E 
authors 

The effect of temperature on DH was ~tudied by Keller et ~l. (1971). 

,hey reported a temperature coefficient between 3.2 ~nd 3.4%/oC for Rb 

concentrations between 1 and 35 g% and temperatures between 25 and 37°C, 

but a value of 2.3%/oC for a [Hb"J .. 2.5 g% and te.mperatures between 

IS to ZSoC. Hence quite arbitrarilY a value of 3%/oC has been used in 

the present study to correct the data reported by Rivercs-Moreno et al. 

(1972) and by Moll (1966). At low hemoglobin concentrations the values 
o of DR at 2S C found by Riveros-Moreno et al. (1972) and Kelle. et a1. 

(1971) coincide. 
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Moll (1966) determined DR (tra~er method) for hemoglobin solutions 

free of stroma or ~ontaining ~troma. Only the values found for stroma

fr~~ h~moglobin solutions are considered here. Moll used two different 

methods for ~astlring DH although both followed the $a~ principle. 

Hemoglobin solutions were arranged in four layers of equal thickness. 

The hemoglobin of on~ layer, which had been labeled, d~~~used into the 

other layers. After a suitable time the layers were separated, The 

distribution of the labeled hemoglobin was dete~~ned and yielded a 

value of the diffusion coefficient of hemoglobin, The differenc~ of the 

Cwo methods lies in the manner the layers were produced: 

1) by a set of chambers formed by boreholes (diameter I cm) in diB~s 

(thickness I or 2 mm) piled up around a central bar, or 

2) bymillipore filters (HAWPO 4 74 SO, thickness when wet 160 ~m), 

The fitst method only was applied by Moll to stroma-free hemoglobin 

solutions with a hemoglobin concentration of 3 g%. The second method 

was applied to solutions having a hemoglobin concentration of 2 to 4 g%, 

16 g% and 33 g%. As is wall known (see also below) the pOres within these 

filtehB are not quite straight and parallel as Moll also recognized, 

However, a correction factor for the filter may be found by assuming that 

DH determined by both methods at [HbJ~ 3 g~ has to be the same. This 

assumption ~esu1t5 in a virtual increase of the diffusion path length by 

17~, Hence, the values for DH found by Moll at hemoglobin ~oncentration5 

of 10 g% and 33 g% have co be ~ultiplied by a £a~to. of 1,37, $0, after 

temperature correction and tilter correction (tortuosity), the results of 

Moll ahe in fair agreement with those of Riveros-Moreno et al. (1972). 

Porous mate.iala for maintaining a well-defined layer of hemoglohin 

solution were applied by Adams and Fatt (1966) (sintered glass 22 mm 

thick, 2 em diam~te., Pyrex Grade Fine, 5 ~m pore spaces), Keller and 

Friedlander (1966) (RA Millipore tilter, 150 urn thick, porosity 82%), 

Keller et al. (l971) (W5 Millipore filter, 150 ~m thick, porosity 45(" 

pore diameter 3 Vm) and Riveros-Moreno and Wittenberg (1971) (HA 

Millipor~ filte., ISO and 300 ~m thick, porosity 79%, pore si~e 0.45 Vm). 

Ad~ and Fatt studied th~ hemoglobin release f.om the h~moglobin 

solution contained within the sintered glass disc into a well-stirred 

reservoir ~ontaining a protein solution of equal concentration, The 
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protein had a molec~~ar ~~ight and dimensions within five percent of 

those of hemog~obin. In fact this Bt~dy is of quasi tracer nat~re. 

The other authors applied the principle of the diaph~agm cell method. 

Basically the apparatus consists of two well-stirred reservoirs separaced 

by a po~ous diaphragm. the concentration of the diffusing species (Hb or 

labeled Hb) differs in the two reservoirs and the diffusion coefficient 

is de~ermined by measuring the r~sp~ctive concentration changes with 

time. 

The experiwents described above may be criticized since notwithstanding 

the application of etirrin~ a diffusion boundary layer may arise at the 

boundaries of the disc. The thickness of this boundary layer depends on 

the one hand on the flow pattern at the disc surfaces, and on the other 

hand on the diffusion coefficient of the di££~sing $peci~s. Certainly 

this effect is important because the diffusion apparatus mostly are 

calibrated with e NeCl or KCl solution having diffusion coefficients 

approximately 20 to 200 times larger than those at hemoglobin 

concentrations of J end 35 g% respectively. It is not clear frOm the 

cited papers, whether the eUect of ~tirring was thoroughly studied for 

301~tions of diffarent hemoglobin concentration. 

0.5.5 Q!~~~~~i2~_2~_~~!_E~~!i~~~~_~~~~_2~_~h~_~~ff~~i2~_£2~!fi~i~~~ 

2Lh§~J:!2H!! 
At a hemoglobin concentration of 2.5 g% and lower there is good 

agreement between four experimental studies,the three shown in fig. 6.7 

and the study o£ Lawm and Polson (1936) providing a value of 6.8 [0-
7 

cm
l

/! 
o -7 2 0 

at 20 C or,sfter temperature correction, 7.8 [0 cm /s at 25 C. The 

value of D~ found by Adams and Fatt (1967) at low hemoglobin concentration 

(5 10-
7 cm Is) is significantly lower than that found by tha other 

authors (7.8 10-7 crn2/s). At a hemoglobin concentration of 31 to 35 g% 

the vaLues of DH found by Adams and Fatt again are much lower than those 

found by 3 other authors. aence, it seemS justified to not longe~ 

~onQtder the value$ of DR found by Adams and Fatt (1967). Rejecting the 

measurements o~ Ad~ms and Fatt (1967), reconsidering the measurement~ 

of Moll (1966), and adding the recent resuJts of Keller et a1. (1971) 

and those of the p~~>ent ~tudy provide a picture completely differertt 

from that reported by Kreuzer (1970) (fig. 6.6), Nevertheless, essential 

features of the various me~surements still differ. Th~ shape of the 

curve drawn through the data points of Keller et al. (197) ~s quite 
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different fro~ the curve drawn th~ough the data points of Riveros

Moreno and Wittenberg (1972); the data of Moll (1966) are si~ilar to 

those of the latter. It should be noted here that Moll's data are based 

on e or 9 single obse~ations showing a standard deviation of 

appro~i~tely 10%. An explanation of the divergent results haa to be 

Bought in the different experimental techniques applied, in the 

difference in temperature at which the experiment? were performed, Or 

in a combination of both. The DR values from the present investigation 

differ significantly fro~ the results of Kelter et al. (1971) around 

10% [RbJ but agree at 30 g~ Hb • The reverse is true with the results 

of Riveros-Moreno and Wittenberg (1972). An explanation of these 

differences would be purely speculative and will therefore not be 

attempted here. 

6.6 Concluding discussion 

In the present inve,stigation the nonsteady-state oxygen uptake of 

lay~rs of hemoglobin solution has been studied theor~ti¢~lly and 

experimentally. The theoretical ~dels are based on the application 

of Fi¢k's first and ~econd law to the diffusion of oxygen as well as 

of hemoglobin. An extended para~ter analysis has been performed to 

obtain general insight into the problem of facilitated diffusion and 

to define the range of parameter v~lue6 experimentally applicable in 

o~der to estimate values of the permeability of oxygen and of the effect 

of he~globin~mediat~d o~gen transfer. An experimental method has been 

developed and instrumentation has been desi~ned and developed to measure 

normalized oxygenation times (t l /d 2 ) as a function of the reciprocal 

boundary oxy~en partial pressure. The e~perimental teChnique appeared 

to be applicable to hemoglobin solutions with hemoglobin concentrations 

between 10 and 34 g%, layer thicknesses between 50 and 220·~, end 

boundary F02 values (PI) between 700 and 140 mm Hg. The exper~mental 

data of the no~lized oxygenation tim~ versus the reciprocal boundary 

oxygen pressu~e were fitted to the theoretical diffusion model usin~ 

the polygonal approxi~ation. The estimated parameters were aDC and DH, 

the. first paramgter with an accuracy between 3.5% and 10%, the second 

parameter with an accuracy between 7 and 15%. The final experiments 

proved to be more accurate than the earlier experi~pts. The values 

found for oDe as a functiop of hemoglobin concentration agree fairly 

well with those found by Stroeve (1~73) using a completely different 
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method. Reliable data for the oxyg~n solubility in hemoglobin solutions 

are not available in the literature. However, value$ of this solubility 

were estimated from ~olubility measurements in water, saline and whole 

blood. The values of the dit~u$ion coefficient of oxygen calculated 

from the measured permeabilities by using,the estimat~d values of the 

solubility agre,,- quit"- well with the data from the literature as compiled 

by Kreuzer (1970). 

Considerable discrepancy exis~6 between th"- diffusion coefficients of 

hemoglobin a~ obtained in different studies. The dependence of DH On 

hemoglobin concentration found here is Bim~~ar ~o that found by Riveros

Moreno and Wittenberg (1972). The results of Kell~r ~t al. (1971), 

show a completely different picture. The present study fails to present 

sufficient and accurate data of PH at very high hemoglob~n concentration. 

Howevex, it is quite difficult to obtain accurate data at a high 

hemoglobin ~oncentration. rhe he~oglobin concent~ation of a highly 

COncentrated solution easily changes due to cxy~tallization of Bb. rh~ 

sa~e must hold for the experiment:~ perfornted by other authors. Moreover, 

when highly concentrated hemoglobin Bolutim% are not very stable even 

in bulk solution, how the stability will be within a filter during 

exp,,-riments lasting many hour, (30 hours in the ~iveros-Moreno and 

Wi ttenberg experiments) '! 

With regard to the facilitated diffusion within the red cell the shape 

of the curve in fig. 3.8 is of particular importance. the relative 

influence of a reduct~on in oxygenation time due to £aoilitated diffusion 

is highest at low value$ of D~. Applying the following data to the 

interior of the red cells, [Hb] = 34.S gr., Dr! a 7.5 10-
8 cm

2/s, 
-5 2 -6 

DC = 0.8 10 ern /5 = 1.7 10 mol/l/mm Hg, (SI-Si)/(P1-Pi) = 0.015 I/rnrn Hg, 

provides a value of 1.74 for D~. Con~equ"-ntly under normal physiOlogical 

cir~umstancea the oxygenation time according to t:he half~infinite 

equilibrium model is reduced by more than 50% as a result of hemoglobin

mediated diffusion. The influence of carrier facilitation may become 

even larger when the oxygen is exchan~ed in the steep"-r vart of the 

saturation curve. 
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Appendh A 

~~E!~~!_~~h2~_~22!!~~_~2_~h~_i!~!~~_!~Z~!_~£~~~~i£~_~~~! 

The numeri~al method applied £~ ~a5ed on the finite difference scheme 

of Crank-Nicholson as dealt with in several te~t~OOk61 e.g. Lapidu$ 

(1962) end Crank (1975). The di££etential equation (eq. 3.11} which has 

to be solved can be written as 

where F ¢ + HW 

G ¢ + DljI 

(A. I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

For simplicity the dimensionle~~ time end dimensionless space variables 

now wilL not be marked by an asteriSk. Appro~imate values of F and G are 

cal~ulated at n+1 equidistant points at time intervals of ~t as 

illustrated in fig. A.I. The Crank-Nicholson method essentially is 

;.~-

i+2-

,·1-

Fig. A.l. IlLustration of the Crank-Nicholson method. The hemoglobin 

layer is divided into n + 1 equidistant points numbered by 0 ~ J ~ n, 

at these points approximations of a oontinuous funotion are oaZcuZated 

at time intepvals ~t numbered by i. 

based on series e~ension of F and G around the points i+l, 

in the following difference equation 

F. . - F.. IG. . - 2 G. I . + G. . 
1.+I'J 1.,] = -21 ,+1,;-1 '+,;1 1.+ I .. J! I 

~t ~X2 

- 2 G .. 
1,J + G. '+1 l.,J 

and results 

+ 

(A.4) 
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Eq. A.4 holds in the points where 1 ~ j ::: n-1. For 2 .$ j :;i n-I all values 

of F and G with index i are known whe~eas with index ,+1 are unknown. For 

jrl the values of G~,O as ~no~ from the bounda~y condition at x=Q are 

used in eq. A.4. For jmn the value G. lappea~s in sq. A.4. Howeve~, 
~,n+ dG 

sin~e the boundary condition at xFI requi~es ax ~ 0 and moreove~ th~ 

problem may be cons~dered symmetrical around xFI one may write 

c;. ~ G. 
1,n+ 1 l;rn-l (A.6) 

Bence n equations a~e obEained having 2 n unknowns being Gi+1,j and 

Fi+l,j with 1 ~ j ~ n. The term$ Gi+l,j and Fi + 1,j are ~onnected by the 

dirne];l.s~onless saturation ~urve and thus also 2 n eqUoltions become. 

aVolilable, though not being linear. To overCOmE this difficulty only 

¢ is COnsidered to be unknown at the points i+l, olnd olD estimate ~s mol de 

for 'iii ... I ,j according to 

(A.7) 

The difference eqUoltion to be applied nOW can be deduced from eq. A.4 

to be 

1 J (I D" (do/) ) " (I D'" (dlj!) ) " D- A •• 
2U:.x)~ 1 + d¢ i,j-1 '+'i+l,j-I'" - d¢ i,j-l '+'i,j-I + "\,. 

_ 2(I+D .. (ddlJiq,) .. ) ~ (dlj!» 1< Ijl. 1 . - 2 (j -D d" . . Ijl. . - 2 D lj!. . 
1.'; 1.+ ,J '+' 1.,J 1,J ~,J 

(A.8) 

In ~his way a numb~r o~ n linear equations are obtained with n unknowns 

which ar~ easily solved by the method of elimination. 

In deriving the finicB difference equations the higher-order termS in 

the series expansions are neglected, resu~ting in a truncation error. 
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this trunc~tion error d~p~nds on the on~ hand on the va1uee chos~n for 

6x and 6t, and on the other hand on the higher-order derivatives. Th~ 

higher-order dertvatives become smaller when tim~ ~ncreases and hence 6t 

~y be chosen to increase whilst the truncation error remains of the same 

order of magnitude at every time step. The quantity of main interest is ~ 

which increases with It over a wi~e range. Hence it was decided to change 

6t according to 

It. 
~ 

where ~ti ~ time interval at step i 

6t
l 

= time int~rval chosen for the first step 

i 
t. = 

1 
~ 

j=1 
tj = the actual time after step i. 

Convergence of the numerical procedure was ~tudied by doubling the 

number of intervals and halving ~tl' The order of convergence appeared 

to be approximately 1.6. 
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Appendix B 

AS mentioned in section 3.3.1 the e~uati~n tQ be eolved numerically 

is 

where A 

B = 

",ith th~ physical boundary cortditions 

(6. I) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(£.5) 

In th~ computar library a numerical intesration routine is at diepoBal 

requiring two boundary conditions at n = O. Hence boundary condition 

eq. 8.5 has to be replaced by: 

o (B.6) 

where the value of X~ has to be found such that <jl = 0 for n + "". In case 

dt/dt remains positive and Xo is given a negative value the relationship 

between ¢ and n will follow a curve like the One shown in fig. B.': 

¢ decreases as a function of n and approaches to a limit value ¢oo for 

~ + 00. Consequently a criterion i6 needed to decide that the upper 

integration boundary n~ is large enough to make ¢R(= ¢ at n = nR) 

sufficienthY close to ¢oo. 
~ The quantity of irtterest is the dimensionless ~xygenation time t" 

hence according to eq. 3.23 

(B.7) 
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11--

Fig. B.1. 7ypicat shape of a ¢ versus n curVe as calculated by the 

Runge-Kutta method with an ~bit~a~y value of Id~/dn)n=o' ~l is the 

app1'o:cimation of ," when truncating the integration at n = nl.' 

~ ~ dimensionZess oxygen concentration; ~ = x~/vf+. 

When t~uncating the integration at n = nt and in ~ase ¢oo - 0 the 

relative error in It~ can be written as 

s = r 
o 

An approKimation of the numerator in eq. B.8 

that nt i$ 50 large that ¢t is already close 

~elationship between ~ and ~ w£ll be linea~ 

region eq. l).. I 'reduces to eq. 3.25 wi th t.he 

may be 

to <pCD. 

£or n > 

general 

found by 

'(17 th;i.s 

nt and 

solution 

(:S.8) 

assuming 

<;,,~e the 

th1.l~ in this 

(B.9) 

(B. 10) 
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Eq. a.9 equals aq. 3.27,howaver, the bounds'Y conditions differ: 

(B. II ) 

n (a.12) 

Using these boundary conditions and applying eornS mathematical properties 

holding for the error functions (Bae Appendix G) ic can be shown that 

(B.13) 

An expression for the denominator of eq. a.8 can be found by wr~ting 

r 
x=o 

Eq. B.14 forms a me$$ balance between the oKygen teken up by the 

hemoglobin lay~r at time t (when neglecting the physically dissolved 

orygen) and all the oxygen that has p<tesed the layer surface ilt time t. 

Eq. B.14 may be re",d.tten to 

H 

and thus 

r Ij!dn 

n=o 
(B.15) 

(8. 16) 

Within the range of parameters es mentioned in chapter 3 the term between 

p«renthese.s in eq. 1l.16 l.s in the order of magnit.ude of 0.1. The ratio 

X~/Xo = 5 10~5 was taken as the truncation criterion for the integration 

proeess. Although derived in ca~e ¢oo ~ 0 the truncation criterion of eq. 

B.16 also holds if ¢oo 1 o. 
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Fig. 8.2. IlZustration of the shape of the ¢z versus xo curve and 

the procedure to find the root of this re~ationship. The inversion 

point of this ourve is a roesuU of the eigmoid shape of the satl<ra'tion 

ourve. The discontinuity in this curVe for negative values of tZ' is 

artifiaia~ and has to be introduced because the Adair equation shows 

a minimwn for the saturation S at a "PO " f\j - 4 111m fig. The vaZues of Xo 

at points 0 and 1 form -the starting poi~ts of the mot-search 

procedure. Points 3 and 3 are both found by the interpoZation method 

of Aitken and define the interval in which the root is present. Points 

4, 5 and 6 are found by haZving the intervat. Points 4 and 6 define 

an intervaZ in whioh the root is present and the retationship between 

~z and Xo is continuous. Finalty the root is found by appZying the 

procedure ReguZa FaZsi. 

The truncation criterion being known'~t c~n be calculated a~ a 

function of Xo' In principle, fro~ a mathematical point of view, there 

is no objection against negative value. of ~~ as tong a~ d~/d~ remains 

po~£tive. When using the Adair scheme for describing the saturation ~urve 

d~/dq, changes in sign at s "P02"~ - 4 min Hg. Hence the integration always 

was stopped at this point and q,~ was given the value of - SiP!. The 

relation$hip between ¢~ and Xo has the shape shown in fig. B.2. Because 

of the bending point in this curve and the discontinuity of the curve at 

¢ = - 4/Pt' a combination of three different techniques was applied to 

find the value of Xo where ¢t = 0: 

I) the extrapolation method according to Aitken on condition that ¢t is 

in the range where its second derivative to Xo is positive. Because of 
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the be~ding point in the curve of B.2 an interv?l will be found in 

wh;i,ch the poi.nt: searched for i~ present. However, then the upper 

interval limit for Xo ~ill be on the horizontal part of the ¢t versus Xo 

curVE:!:. 

2) Next the tilethod of halving th", interval was applied to find an 

int",!,:val ~oiltaining the root of the ¢t versus Xo "elationship and i,n 

which thi5 relationship is continuous. 

3) Finally the method "Regula falsi" was apphed [or estimabng the 

value of Xo where l¢t l < ]0-4. 

With this str1l.tegy the root of the ¢j/, versus Xo relationship WII5 found 

after 4 to 10 iterations. 
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Appendix C 

Propartiee of the error fun~tion are 

2 
eriCx) - TIT 

x 

JX erf(y)dy = x erf(x) + ~ (exp(-x2)-I) 
o 

r(1-ert('Y»)dy = x(erf(x)-I) + ~ exp(-x') 

Fxpc- fA y2) dy=0f erf(n~ 
o. 

(c. I) 

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.S) 

"(B"; . I4A B 
erf(ncV 7;;.) +V 1Tll' (exp (~ lA n~) - I) 

(C.6) 

f (l-erf(~)dn = nc(erf(ncYh) ~ 1) + y* exp(- h n~) 
T)c 

(C.l) 

The following approximation~ are relevant to the polygonal approximation 

as well as to the contents of Appendix B(for Large x) 

I 

2x< 
(C.S) 
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(C.9) 

IB j4i!.. 
1 - erf(nv If):O::: \ 1rB (C.IO) 

(C. 11) 

In ealc~~~ting the dimensionleijs oxygenation time an expression for 

Joo~dn i~ needed. According to the polygonal app~oximation it holds 

o 

I - exp 
I~AI (l-~ >V ~ll 

c 'IT Bl 
erf 

I 

+ ~)c V J1i"2 
(l-erIcn ':""'--A ) 

¢l • 2 

(C.12) 

Next only these cases w~ll hi? considered where IjJc ~ ). Hencf!, the firH 

term on the right-hand side of eq. C.12 is ruled out whUst B) ~ III = 1 

as a res~l t 0 f d1jJ/ d¢ ~ 0 in );,,,-sian 1. 

A special case ari6f!~ if ¢c ~ 0 hi?cause then \n rf!gion II 

d1jJ/d¢ '" I/J
c

l4>c ... "'. 'thi~ problem can he solved by wdting 

B2 ¢o ... H1jJ.:: 

A2 c ¢>c + I;l1jJ.:: 
(C. Ll) 

(C.14) 

The. latte.r equation is a condition for eq. 3.31 to remain real. 
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A more specific problem appears when both $c and D approach zero, 

since in this case the ~atio »Z/A2 approachea infinity. To solve this 

ptoblem we consider 

(C. 1.5) 

5ecsuse of eq. C.lS eq. 3.31 changes to 

(C. 16) 

and eq. C.12 change5 to 

(C.I7) 
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App~ndix D 

~~6!~!~!Q~_Q!_~~~_=2£E~££!2~_~9~~~i2B_§~~!~~~_~2_~£~_!~g!~!~iQ~ 

~~!Y~!_2!_~!~g_~~_!!~_i!2~&l 

As d~alt with in section 6.2.1, in th~ F.ibourg experiments the light 

intensity W?S .eco~ded relativ~ to the intensity at S • O. ~n order to 

calculate the value S corresponding to the r~ading of th~ oximeter it is 

ddined that 

at S • 0 I I 
0 

(D. I) 

at S I II (D.2) 

and 

(\1 I - I 
0 I 

(D.3) 

so 

at any S: I .. I + yl!.I 
0 

(D.4) 

whe~e Y changes w~th time and is r~lated to the change in Oxygen 

satu.ation. According to eq. 4.1 one ~ay w~ite 

and 

-I': bd 
o 

substituting IA ac¢o~ding to eq. D.5 into ~q. D,6 .eeults in 

and consequently 

(D.S) 

(D.6) 

(D,7) 
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1 ~ AI 
log (l+Yr) 

s ~ __ ~ __ ~~~o_ 
(EO E1)bd 

Substit~tion of ~l/lo according to eq. D.7 in case 5 

,e~ults in 

(n.8) 

into eq. D.8 

(D.9) 

Eq. D.9 relates S to y when the values of Eo,E
1

, band d are known. 
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This thesis d~al$ with th@or@tical and ~~~ri~nt~l ~5pects of the 

nonsteady-stat@ uptake of oxygen by completely deoxygenated layers of 

he~globin solutions spread on a glaes plate. At its free boundary the 

layer of hemoglob~n sOlution is e~posed to a gas at~ephere which 

initially does not contain any oxygen. Then a sudden change in oxygen 

p~rtial pressure from zero to a certain value PI is induc@d. O~ygen 

diffuses from the gas phase into the hemoglobin solution and reacts 

with h~mOglobin to fonn oxyhemoglobin. Oxygen transfer within the 

hemoglobin solution occurs as a result of the diffusion of both dissolved 

oxygen and oxyhemoglobin. 

Theoretically this process has been studied by solving the diffusion

reaction equation based on Fick's law for the diffusion of both oxygen 

and hemoglobin and on the assumption of ~hemical equilibrium between 

oxygen and hemoglobin. A dimensionless analysis has been performed; the 

dependent variable is ~ ~ S/Sj where S is the average oxygen saturation 

of the layer and Sl is the saturation of the layer in equilibrium with 

~I; the independent variable is t¥ = t Dc/d2 where t is the lapse of 

time after the start of o~senation, DC is the diffusion coefficient of 

oxygen and d is the layer thickness; the ~imens~Qnle$$ parameters applied 

are: 

I) H h sl/~PI where h is the o~ygen binding capacity of the solution 

and ~ is the oxygen solubility, 

2) D~ = H DH/DC where DH is the diffusion coefficient of hemoglobin, 

3) ~50 = PSO/P 1 where PSO • POZ at which S = 0.5 according to the 

saturation curve. 

The results of a finite layer model are compared with the results of a 

half-infinite layer model in terms of the re~ationship between ~ and t~. 
According to the half-infinite laye~ model ~ is proportional to vft: 
until ~ equals unity. The course of oxygenation predicted by the finite 

layer model initially coincides with the predictions of the half-infinite 

layer model, b~~ later ~ approaches unity asymptotically. The range of 

coincidence depends on the values of ~50 and D~. For lo~ values of ~50 

(< 0.02) and 0·« 0.2) the range of coincidence extends ~ almost to 

~ M I. According to the half-infinite model, ~ =Jt~ /t~ where t~ is a 

constant referred to as dimensionless o~ygenation time. The influence 
:f< ¥ b d" f ~ I • ,0 h t" ,0 of H, D and ~50 on tj has een stu led 1n terms 0 tl tl were 1 

is the dimensionless oxygenation time obtained when ~50 = O. !he ~atio 
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t~/t~'O appears to linearly depend, on H with a proportionality factor 

f
2

, being approximately a hyperbolie funetion of O~(f2~ 0.74/(1,48+D+). 

The in(luence of $50 on t~ depends on the values of H and D~ . 
The reaction of oxygen with hemog~obin causes a change in the light 

absorpt~on of the solution and hence provides a tool for studying the 

oxygenation of hemoglob~n hayer~. Applying this method the relationship 

between ~ and t/d 2 was measured colorimetricallY at a wavelength of 670 run. 

The conclusions from the theoretical comparison of the finite layer 

model and half-infinite layer model were confirmed. For several solutions 

having a hemoglobin concentration between 10 and 34 g%, tl/d 2 Ctr is 

defined analogous to t~) was determined as a function of liPI (with PI 

between 140 and 700 mm Hg). These experiments were fitted to the half

infinite layer model using the method of least squares. The oxygen 

permeability aDC and the diffusion coefficient of hemoglob~n DR cou1d 

be estimated from this procedure. The values found for aDc agree quite 

well with thooB found in th~ 1iteratuxe, but th~ valu~s £OUnO fox DR are 

highex than those found by authors using cracer techniques for the 

estimation of DH. 
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Samenvattin8 

Dit proefschrift behandelt theoretisch~ ~n ~~perimentele aspekt~n 

van d~ instationair~ ~uurstofopname van volledig gedeoxyg~n~~rde lagen 

hemoglobine oplossingen, uitgestreken ov~r ~~n gla~en plaat. Aan het 

oppervlak is de hemoglobine laag in contact met een gasatmosfeer die 

aanvankelijk geen zuurstof bevat. Plotseling wordt de partiele zuur

stof druk in het gas op de waarde P
l 

gebracht. Zuurstof diffundeert 

dan vanuit de gaefase de hemoglobine laag in en reageert met hemog1obine 

tot oxyhemoglobine. ,n de hemoglobine oplossing wordt zuuretof getrans

porteerd zowel door diffusie van opgeloste zuurstof ala door diffusie 

van oxyh~moglobine. 

Dit procee i$ theoretisch bestudeerd door uitgaande van de diffusie 

wet van Fick, toegepast op de diffusie van zuurstof en hemoglobine, en 

onder aanname van chemisch evenwicht tussen zuurstof @n hemoglobin~, 

de di££usie-reaktievergelijking te formuleren en op te lossen. Daar,oe 

is een dimensieloze analyse u1tgevoerd. Rierbij is de afhankelijke 

variabele ~ • S/S
l

, ~aarin Sl de semiddelde zuu~$tof verzad~ging van 

de laag is en 5
l 

de ver~adiging in de laag wanneer die in @venwicht is 

met Pl' de onafhankelijke variabele i$ t~ ~ t DC/d2 waarin t de tijd is 

die is verstreken ~anaf het begin van oxygenatie, DC de diffusie coeffi

~ient van ~nn.stof en d de laagdikte. 

De dimensieloze parameters zijn: 

l) R : h S)/aP] met h a de zuur~tofbindingscapaciteit van de oplossingen 

en 0 = de oplosbaarheid van 02' 

2) D· H DH/DC met DH = de diffusie coefficient van hemoglobine, 

3) ~50 = P50 /p) met PsO = P02 waarvoor S • 0.5 overeenkomstig de 

saturatiev@ curve. 

De resultaten van het model waarin een eindige laag wordt aangenomen z'Jn 

vergeleken met de resultaten van een model dat uitgaat van een half

oneindige laag. Vo1gens het tweede model is ~ evenredig met~, totdat 

~ = I. Het eerste model resulteert in een oxygenatieverloop dat aanvan

kelijk g~lijk i~ aan dat voorspeld door het tweede model, maar nu nadert 

~ a.ymptoti~ch naar een. De grootte van het gebied waarin beide curves 

samenvallen hangt af van de waarden van ~50 en D·. Voor lage waarden van 

~50 « 0.02) en D- « 0.02) vallen de curves vrijwel gehee1 $amen tot 

aan ~ ~ l. Volgena het half-oneindige laag model geldt dat ~ = vt'/t~ 

waarin t~ een constante is. De~e grootheid wordt aangeduid a15 de 
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dimensieloze oxygenatietijd. De invlo~d van H, d' en ~50 op t~ is 

d . t""/t",0 . "",0 d . . nBgegaan oor var~atie van 1 1 ,waa~,n tl e d~m~nSleloze 

oxygenatietijd is be~ekend voor ¢sO • O. Het quotient t~/~~'O blijkt 

lineai. afhankelijk te zijn van H met een evenr~digheidgconstante f2' 

die z~lf een hyperbolis~he funktie is van D"" (£2 % O.74!(1.48+D""». 

De invloed van ¢sO op t~ is afhenkelijk van de waarden Van H en D" 

Als gevolg van de reaktie van zuu~stof met hemoglobine verandert 

de lichtabso~ptie van de oplossing, hetgeen een mogelijkheid biedt om 

de Dxygenatie van hemoglobine legen te bestuderen. Met deze methode 

is de relatie tussen ~ en t/d 2 colorimetrisch gemeten bij een golf

lengt~ van 670 n.m. 

De conclusie van de theDretis~he vergelijking van het eindige laag 

model en het half-oneindige laag model we.d ~xp~~im~nte~l b~vestigd. 

Voor verschillende oplossingen mEt ~~n h~moglobine concentrat~e ~ussen 

10 en 34 g% werd tjid 2 (t 1 is analoog aan t~ gedefiniaerd) als functie 

van liF l gemecen (met PI tussen 140 en 700 mm Hg). Volgens het ~~iterium 

van de kleinste kwadraten werd een hal£-oneindig laag model aangepast 

aan de exper~menteel g~vonden relatie tussen tl/d'- en l/F I • Op daze 

manier konden waard~n worden geschat veor de zuurstDf permeabiliteit 

~DC en de diffus~a ~o~ffici~nt van hemoglobin DR' De waarden die werden 

gevonden voor aDc komen goed overeen met die in de literatuur; de 

waarden voor DH echter zijn hoger dan <He bapadd door andere auteurs 

met behulp van tracer ~e~hnieken. 
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Stellingen 

I. De toepassing van de plasticiteitsmechanica in de analyse Van de 

mechanisehe produktieprocessen heeft 2ijn grootste waarde ~n de 

uitspraken die daarop kunnen worden gedaan ten aanzien van ont

werp en constructie van de gereed~chappen waarrnee die processen 

worden uitgevoerd. 

2. Wanneer de prognosee ontlaend aan een theoreti~ch model overeenstemmen 

met de resultaten van een e~periment houdt dit noch een bevestiging 

in van het model noch van de juistheid van de uitvoering van het 

experiment. 

3. The rapidity of diffusion attainable in systems of $mall dimensions 

is the basis of the capillary circulation, and herewith of the 

whale design of the larger animals. 

A.V. Hill: The diffusion of oxygen and lactic acid through tissues. 

Proc. Roy. Soc. B 104, 39-96 (1928/1929). 

4, D~ trage 0Z-opname van gedaoxygeneerde rode cellen na plotselinge 

menging met een zuurstofhoudende waterige oplossing moet word~n 

verkleard vanuit de lage op~osbaaTheid van 02 in de oplossing verge

leken met de hoge 02 bindingscapecLteit van de rode celinhoud • 

Roughton's stelling dat deze crage 02 opname wordt veroorzaakc door 

de diffusie weerstand van het rode celmembraam ~s dan ook niet juist. 

F.J.W. Roughton: Diffusion and simultaneous chemical reaction 

velocity in haemoglobin solutions and red cell 

suepensions. 

Progr. in Biophysics and Biophys. Chern. 9, 55-106 

(1959). 

5. Ne de ontdekking van de ~nvloed van 2,3 DPG op de ligging ven de 

zuurstof-dissociatie curve, moet in fe~te aan de atandaard condities 

voor de bepaling van de~e dissociatie curve de 2,3 DPG concentratie 

wo~den toegevoegd. 

6. Hat succes van gecornp1iceerde operatieve in8rep~n is voor een be

langrijk deel te danken aan het adapterend vermogen van het fysiologisch 

regelsysteem. 



7. De ve,klaring voor hec ve,~~hljnsel dsc oe soreaklep sluit gedu,ende 

d~ v~rtragingsfase van de systole, is in de ~erste p1aats gelegen in 

de l1anwezigheid van ho1tes achter de klcpvliezen. 

A.A. van Steenhoven: Een hydrodynamische analyse a1£ basis voor de 

~on~~ru~~le vsn vliesklepprothesen. 

Afstud~erverslag T.B.E. (1975). 

8. De typische ms.nnelijke en vrouwelijl,e X'Qlp5tronen in onze· c\ll tll\l. 

v~:rhinderen een volledige en gelijl(waardig~ ontwikkeling van a1ge

me~n mense1i]ke eigenschappen doo, beide sexen. 

Ann Oakle.y: Op gelijke voet; Vermeende verschillen tussen mall 

en vrouw. 

H. N~lissen n.v., il1oemendaa1 (1975). 

9. Het inste11en van ee.n vakgroep heeE~ Been ~in indien bij de be

trokkanen aanleg en hereidheid tot samenwerking niet aanwezig is. 

10. Het door wetenschapbeoefenaar~ v~~k geo~uikte argument oat inte~

nationala atudiereiz.n het in~icht in het vakgebied verdiepen en 

oallrorn budgetair verantloioord zijn, heeft kortgal.eden noB een extr,' 

accent gekreGan door de studiereis van de staatssecretaris van vo1ks

gezondheid nasr de Verenigde Staten van Noord-Ame.rika in verband 

met de situatie van de hartchirurgie in Neder15nd. 

2 november 1976. J .A.E. Spaan 
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